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Preface: Ravings of the Masts  

It is spurious to defend one’s sanity in a mad world but as an ongoing credentials check I did as it were 

reach the doorstep of the well-known asylum for ‘masts’ of Meher Baha. Having been forthwith turned 

away, I may consider myself justified in strong claims for sanity, a platform from which to analyze the 

peculiarities of the so-called New Age movement…This posture of objectivity in the realm of subjectivity 

can preface feigned madness, taken no doubt from the script of Hamlet, and applied to rogue 

monarchies of the gurus. Monarchies are sacred, but what if they are corrupt with only a ghost’s 

warning?   The swordplay inside the melodrama inside the tragedy can be skipped on the grounds that 

the living gurus are mostly fools: another danger springs from the dead gurus whose ghostly ‘dharmas 

from hell’ are also graced with the dire warnings of honest sorts among the disembodied. There could 

be hell to pay, and it is this tragedy behind the scenes that leaves a beggared and quite Kantian 

agnosticism as to the metaphysics of the Dead. But the limits of knowledge do not preclude a glimpse of 

that realm, perhaps, and while we claim nothing it remains true that with metaphysics we are confused 

while without it we are lost. Proceed with caution.  

Our intent here in a set of fragmentary notes is a warning with a conclusive ‘That’s all folks’. You are on 

your own. Be wary of the issues of will, surrender, destroying ego, consciousness, and the myths of 

enlightenment applied to cultic membership. For the usage of the term ‘zombie’, check out the movie, 

Night of the Living Dead. Better yet skip the movie and assess your personal status in this regard. Note 

that a mast is not as such a zombie while the dead might resurrect to a new life. For Hamlet, the rest is 

silence. Le roi est mort. Vive la reine rouge?  

This book was born with the realization that ‘Buddhists’ created the Nazi phenomenon 

and requires no apology for its challenge of gurus, Buddhists and Sufis. A New Age will see 

beyond those degenerate remains of an earlier age. This will end badly. Take the warning, 

and be vigilant.  

 

Introduction A Record of Madness… 

This text is a disjointed and a first confusing record from a blog called the Gurdjieff Con. Is it a tale of 

madness? The solution is that having pulled rank on the buddhas I qualify for crazy wisdom guru, and 

assuming I bother to pick up my certificate. It is perhaps indeed a case of the crazy wisdom guru, save 



that I am not a guru, having taken up the mantle of the ‘master of masters’, an obscure Indic tradition 

referenced by Osho, but dysfunctional in his take that could not critique the authority of these false 

masters. I assert regardless of the badges involved the disciple’s right to assert his dharmic right to ‘pull 

rank’ on the gangster gurus steeped in the ancient mafia behind ‘Santana dharma’. The authority of the 

gurus is a bluff despite its hoary tradition in the realms of India and the Sufi world. Nota bene: take the 

example to heart:  If there can be a crazy wisdom tradition for gurus, there could also be one for 

disciples or new age stragglers, participants. In reality, there are no disciples or gurus. It is not always 

clear what is the status of dead gurus: they seem to vanish into the realm of their mephisto djinn that 

gave them power, appearing as dead fronts powered by an unknown. This problem haunts Buddhism 

where the status of the whole venture is dangerously obscure.  

The material is spontaneous occult direct perception in a spectrum of possible distortions. It is very rare 

for seekers here to get anything beyond spiritual propaganda and the usual clichés. They never suspect. 

The system of gurus is very misleading and is filled with some deadly characters. Therefore, this 

somewhat disorganized record should be taken as a series of fragments with a warning. Our treatment 

is almost vulgar in its challenge to the reigning monarchs of yoga, Buddhism, and Sufism. Better that 

way. So be it.  

The full record of the blog is available as a WordPress export file.  

Again, seekers are highly brainwashed by the tradition and almost never find out what is really going on. 

This disorganized blog account can give some hints and glimpses, where not itself confused or distorted.  

The point here is to issue a warning: the guru racket needs an expose and the same is true of the sufistic 

realm. Do you have an idea what these gangsters are up to?  

The main issue is very simple: don’t take the path to enlightenment in a guru context at face value. 

Surrender of the will is a potentially dangerous activity.  

This text is a short introduction to an archive of posts. The introduction may then become a separate 

book, but the need here is for something short.  

This material is designed to help you find a real path in the wasteland of phony nonsense. There is no 

easy way to find a spiritual path. If Buddhism can’t provide one, then the job is difficult! 

For example, Buddhism explicitly promotes then undermines ‘enlightenment’. It entails the path of the 

bodhisattvas whose dreadful fate is to:  Renounce enlightenment, essentially forever, to become a slave 

of those who know better than to make such a stupid vow and who live off the energies of the 

unsuspecting who have renounced consciousness because they have renounced ‘enlightenment’, 

including the consciousness of being ripped off. Is this unfair? Just enough get through to maintain the 

illusion, if they play ball. You can argue all you please but the record is clear: Buddhism doesn’t deliver. 

And the danger of Buddhism is the zombie factor: a hidden elite, much of it disembodied, is ambitious to 

create a zombie army for its various fascist enterprises…A rule of thumb: dead buddhas make 

Machiavelli look like a saint. So, what is the path to enlightenment if the overall scenery is of a mafia of 

dead souls? And it is clear in Tibetan Buddhism that this racket is at work: the dead need living vehicles 

to vampirize, use as surrogates for the long-lost reincarnation and as agents of hidden cabals. Why was 

Chogyam Trungpa such a hopeless case. I suspect he was being run by some very blood thirsty ghosts, 

oops, bodhisattvas…Buddhist fascism, eh? What happened to Buddhist compassion?  



The real source of that blog and of this book is the expose by Osho/Rajneesh, quietly in one of his early 

discourses, of Buddhist fascism, and the behind the scenes action of ‘esoteric’ Buddhists in the Nazi 

phenomenon. Slam! Nothing Buddhist will ever be the same again, despite the surface ‘success’ of the 

zombie Buddhist/bodhisattva cult In the US, the zombie army’s reserve army, riffraff...  Over and out. A 

new age movement should be about something new. The ghosts of cults long dead should not haunt the 

living but they do. I might apologize to call you riffraff. But it could be grounds for humility, and you have 

remarkable company. Gurdjieff was Sufi riffraff, and Osho was guru riffraff, in reality a ‘disciple’ in a 

hidden school whose djinn grants spells of ‘enlightenment’ for limited purposes with select riffraff who 

play ball. Rajneesh was surely a fake and began to excuse that by talking of the ‘beyond enlightenment’ 

state. Dubious, or maybe from the perspective of Advaita there is something to it. But the result can be 

all parties in association end up in hell. Why bother? There is no way to reference the path to 

enlightenment. The more you speak of it in groups of more and more customers/disciples the phonier it 

gets.  

Before rejecting this account (but skepticism is quite OK) keep in mind that it was Ouspensky who began 

the round of dissent. A very conservative and submissive disciple type. But Gurdjieff shocked him. He 

ended wishing to find the real Sufis, but by comparison Mr. G. was practically a saint. But the G man did 

let loose some pilfered notions that are of some interest. 

And, as noted, it was the neo-Buddhist Osho/Rajneesh who charged esoteric Buddhists with creating 

Hitler. That is hard to grasp but the tactics in essence are well known, at least in principle, mind control 

in hidden brands. In a way, the modern new age movement terminated at that point and became a 

chicken on the run with its head cut off. There is no real option at this point but to dismantle Buddhism 

and start over. That by the way is what the ‘new age’ means. If you blow the cover on the zombie army, 

it’s over. That dismantling Osho/Rajneesh attempted to do but the elements of fascism soon entered 

that discourse, and his neo-Buddhism is no answer. It is also doomed, and the paranoia here will soon 

take down Sufism and guruism with it. There is little to lose here. One might consider Bennett’s The 

Long Pilgrimage, about a certain Shiva Puri Baba who simply abandoned society and lived in the forests 

for half a century. That was the ‘method’. That’s what the path was, and it is genuine. But the ambitious 

social movements of ashrams trying to become religions with massive memberships is a liability. It 

doesn’t work that way.  

And that leaves the question, is Christianity the same kind of racket? The answer is unclear because as a 

religion it is about the ‘will’ and not about the surrender of will (not quite in fact, but does the Christian 

system betray its converts, Gurdjieff-style?), so the case is different. But even on the surface the oddity 

of that religion is hard to decipher. It needs a separate discussion. Based on what Gurdjieff let loose as 

to ‘esoteric Christianity’ the prospects are also not good. But we need to see just how limited the range 

is of ‘dharmic’ spiritual psychology, Buddhist, Hindu, or whatever. The ‘path of the will’ is never even 

suspected, perhaps just as well given the downright weird flotsam stream of Rosicrucian, free mason, 

etc, etc, brands peddled by hidden Sufis, we suspect, and the list in this sentence should be prefaced by 

‘Egyptian Gnostics’ and various horse’s asses in the era of proximate antiquity, viz. the roman empire. 

What Christianity created there is, on the surface, so superficial that we seem to be in the realm of 

social constructs used to brainwash publics. Perhaps, but the case in that case is slightly different, 

because salvation is to the will as enlightenment is to the loss of will, with an oops factor that the ‘will to 

enlightenment’ is an essential first step. If you surrender will at the start, the perp gurus start licking 

their chops, another easy meal.   



 

 

 

 

  

We ‘define’ ‘Santana dharma’ in a very generalized usage that takes the term back from its frequent 

equation with Hinduism, the latter incoherent. It refers to primordial ‘shaivism’ going back possibly to 

the Neolithic, to Jainism, Krishnaism, Buddhism, families of yoga, and can be associated but not equated 

with Sufism, Egyptian religion, even the cult of Dionysus in some archaic form. It should also be 

distinguished form but associate in our era with monotheism, but almost as an antithesis. It relationship 

to Taoism remains obscured. Etc… 

  

 

 

  

Notes and an archive 

This is a short and incomplete archive of The Gurdjieff Con (Appendix 2) with some notes in commentary 

that may lead to a separate essay or book. The material picks up where Debriefing Gurdjieffianity 

stopped and records a selection of posts from early 2016. The result is a kind of ‘debriefing of Santana 

Dharma’, along with some comments on Sufism, Oshoism, Buddhism and finally the New Age movement 

as such. Call it ‘nuts’ but take the warning. There is a legacy of the ‘crazy guru’, but there is also a legacy 

of the Master of Masters and there should as well be a legacy of the ‘crazy disciple’ who discovers the 

Dark Side in all of this. 

This book springs from the issue of fascism, but also the question of gurus…The author suffered through 

a unique and dreadful sequence of gurus: Ouspensky’s ISOM (he was no guru), Idries Shah (books only), 

plus G ghost, criminal and suspected cannibal, a liar and propagandist, E.J, Gold, rogue Crowleyan, fake 

sufi, suspected cannibal, strong black magic, jewish Gold fascist disciples, the Crowley corpus, a uniquely 

toxic field of rubbish, D. Free John, cannibal and vampire, Lee Lozowick, a complete idiot who had to be 

coached at each misstep, Muktananda, a complete jerk/jerkoff, Rajneesh, mid eighties, a sly invultuator 

and attempted imitator of the G ‘master/teacher’ dichotomy, Andrew Cohen, an all around fake…then a 

second round with Osho (Rajneesh), after 2008, recorded at the Gurdjieff blog. This last phase ended in 

total confusion as the ‘entity’ showed his had as an imitator of Ramakhrisha invultuating Vivekananda: a 

violent separation got under way. This list of fake gurus is so atrocious as to be disgusting and forces the 

conclusion that one MUST challenge the whole legacy and advocate a true ‘new age’ beyond the 

vampire gurus of all stripes. Just do it, enough is enough… Keep in mind that the majority of gurus are 

lesser fakes based on fakes and are harmless…. 



The guru tradition is in trouble, and potentially dangerous for westerners. The question of the 

‘death state’, dead gurus, dead buddhas and entrapment over many lives in zombiehood is a 

terrifying danger… The whole legacy of Advaita, adopted here in the wake of buddhist 

collapse, as a core meme of the primordial Indic tradition (? Accurate?), is a late product 

(Shankara) of the Hindu medieval period, with its Brahmanical war of extermination of 

Buddhists. But the original probably represents one ‘fragment of an unknown teaching’ to use 

Ouspensky’s phrase. Compare Advaita with modern physics, string theory. The latter takes ten 

years to master. Advaita takes ten minutes, suspicious? Can direct insight compete with 

arduous physics? Is the Atman/Brahman meme really able to resolve such immense 

complexity. Isn’t the ‘will’ of man an equal and quite reverse ‘path’? Advaita appears to be the 

last piece still standing in a derelict set of traditions, now including the ‘zany zen’ fetish of the 

Alan Watts era. The correct history of buddhism and Advaita remains to be written… It would 

seem that despite the immense cult of Advaita now current almost none of its fans has 

achieved ‘enlightenment’ in the jargon-ridden field of ‘nothing to achieve’ and ‘you are already 

enlightened’… The field seems to make no sense. It is a clear variant of the transcendental 

idealism of Kant and Schopenhauer (who pioneered a modernized version of the Upanishadic 

proto-advaita). Much of the subject illustrated the dilemma of trying to achieve ‘knowledge’ of 

noumenal unknowns. And there is no reason to be confident in the result. We will try to 

debunk this ‘advaita’, but fail. The complications added to the subject might actually help by 

both focusing thought and implicitly asking if some way proceeds beyond all these 

complications.  

 

We speak from the stance of the ‘master of masters’ and makes our authority superior to the rogue 

buddhas and Sufis here… 

 I have been prompted to assume this mantle, perhaps as a setup. I give it my own meaning. But the 

notion is apt as a pose, and a reality behind that. We should note that the crazy disciple is free to adopt 

the mantle of the Master of Masters in the rare instance of seeing the occult shadow world of gurus. 

The domination of the guru game, next to that of the Sufi Sheik, demands one ‘pull rank’ on the whole 

game. We will reproduce our critique of J. G. Bennett’s The Dramatic Universe, with an indication that 

the ‘path of the will’ lurks behind all paths and must be brought to bear in a sphere of exploitation that 

negates the autonomy. Ironically, we can use ‘Santana Dharma’ to critique same, with a neutral use of 

Advaita to formulate a core stance on ‘spiritual paths’. The Master of Masters issue was referenced by 

Osho/Rajneesh, but the result is a kind of ‘fox in the hen house’ situation: seekers need a new 

independent set of observers who can call out abuses.   

The status and critique of the New Age movement tables itself as an issue in the context of the 

exploitation factor emerging in the wake of the tide of groups and gurus emerging in the late sixties and 

early seventies. And that includes the insidious realm of Sufism (most of which is harmless). The far 

earlier source of the New Age movement is of course clear from the record, if less clear to contemporary 

'new agers'. We see the onset of the phenomenon in the period of the philosopher Schopenhauer at the 

beginning of the nineteenth century. In a way, the ‘New Age’ movement is, or should have been, an 

aspect of the modern Reformation, and it is clearly a part of the modern Enlightenment. And yet the 

reactionary anti-modernism of too much New Age discourse has become an issue of cultural politics and 



outright crypto-fascist reaction. The demand for absolute power disciples including the right to murder 

is an intolerable unspoken menace to unsuspecting seekers and especially those who might dissent or 

protest absolute obedience. Needless to say, the equivalent of the Hippocratic oath is absent from this 

milieu!   

Here there is a consistent strain of skeptical reserve with respect to the authoritarian character of the 

guru movement, with an attendant but less resolved claim against the realm of the hidden mafia of 

Sufis. This is due to encountering the occult Dark Side of Sufism, and thence that of the Buddhist and 

Hindu dharmic fields. This approach will expose the principle secret of Sufism and in the process, issue a 

warning that might caution the hidden reality of that movement. But correct information here is hard to 

come by.  None of this gainsays the consistent record of realization in the loner paths of independent 

yogis. This has nothing as such to do with Hinduism.  

The blog The Gurdjieff Con came into existence in 2008 and attempted to expose the contradictions and 

occult shadow world of the ambiguously Sufistic Gurdjieff et al. And the strange figure, E.J. Gold who is 

still alive: material on him has therefore been left out. He can be a dangerous operator, but more his 

milieu produced a strain of Jewish fascism. This issue has always been present. Let us not that it was 

Ouspensky who began this critique and his subsequent fate is also at issue. This arose in the context of 

several groups related to Sufism, and the activities of the rogue Sufi sheik E.J. G-ld.  There is not the 

slightest proof that this man is a Sufi sheik.  

This critical stance ultimately resulted in the publication of the work Debriefing Gurdjieffianity as an 

Amazon Kindle book. We can proceed with a similar work with respect to the more general issue of 

Buddhism, and the realm of the 'Hinduistic' guruism. That book had a lot of posts from the blog and this 

book here will start where the earlier book left off, in January 2016.  This material has a caustic tone and 

the basic issue perhaps requires a kind of shock treatment.  But the selection is limited: you can obtain 

export files of the whole blog’s history and these almost intractably large files can be nonetheless read 

in various XML readers including Word.  

This is not as such a ‘secular’ rejection of spiritual issues, the issue of a spiritual domain is 

real: in fact, the Gurdjieff Con (along with Darwiniana and nemonemini.info) is the only 

document in existence to document the existence of the hidden Sufi ‘seed plexus’ ‘soul 

creation’ phenomenon and its exploitations and obscurity. It is time public knowledge of 

this can reckon with what is surely an exploitation of something hidden from the public, 

including most Sufis. There appears to a confused reference here in the book, People of the 

Secret and in relation to Idries Shah, but the account suggests the author did not 

understand. Don’t jealous here: stay away from it, and be aware of the deceptions going 

on.  

 

The result here then is a set of notes, almost more useful as a provocation to thought. We need not 

apologize for the disjointed account: a process of almost constant astral attack has attended the 

composition of this book and its predecessor, including the blog itself.  

Our task here is to archive a series of posts from The Gurdjieff Con to document the dangers of the 

Sufi/guru sphere and to put the New Age movement in context. There is also a series of ‘WordPress 



export files’ of the entire blog, unwieldy but usable as a unique record of protest against the guru field. 

That field is vast and contains a few genuine indications of the path, but let us note that real yogis 

generally find their way alone. The large ‘religions’/ashrams are a very different matter, and a menace 

to human autonomy, that term that sticks in the craw of the more domination-obsessed gurus who turn 

their disciples into slave. There is also material of a biographical character at the blog nemonemini.info. 

Our treatment seems at first fragmented, but we must consider an extremely combination of issues. We 

start with an outline for a longer treatment or book.  

We can accomplish our task with a series of bullet points on the issues in play:  

 

• Debriefing Santana Dharma An immense amount of confusion surrounds the legacy of 

Indic religion and it is very difficult to find one's way here. Hinduism and 'Santana 

dharma' are not the same. Some clarifications are needed along with a few 

warnings…You need an exit strategy: you can use a core drama taken as an entry 

strategy as an exit strategy: the rational enquiry into identification called Advaita being 

wary of the fixation on a path, the trap of surrender of will, the vulture gurus…Some say 

there is no path: that is the teaching. Let us note the recurrence here in modernity as a 

philosophical visitor to the modern enlightenment of the ancient Advaita, now lost 

perhaps, rational mind to posit no mind. But has the Advaita movement produced any 

cases of enlightenment. It is at least a debriefing of itself as Santana dharma.  

• The guru tradition is in trouble, and potentially dangerous for westerners. The question 

of the ‘death state’, dead gurus, dead buddhas and entrapment over many lives in 

zombiehood is a terrifying danger… The whole legacy of Advaita, adopted here in the 

wake of Buddhist collapse, as a core meme of the primordial Indic tradition (? 

Accurate?), is a late product (Shankara) of the Hindu medieval period, with its 

Brahmanical war of extermination of Buddhists. But the original probably represents 

one ‘fragment of an unknown teaching’ to use Ouspensky’s phrase. Compare Advaita 

with modern physics, string theory. The latter takes ten years to master. Advaita takes 

ten minutes, suspicious? Can direct insight compete with arduous physics? Is the 

Atman/Brahman meme really able to resolve such immense complexity. Isn’t the ‘will’ 

of man an equal and quite reverse ‘path’? Advaita appears to be the last piece still 

standing in a derelict set of traditions, now including the ‘zany Zen’ fetish of the Alan 

Watts era. The correct history of Buddhism and Advaita remains to be written… It would 

seem that despite the immense cult of Advaita now current almost none of its fans has 

achieved ‘enlightenment’ in the jargon-ridden field of ‘nothing to achieve’ and ‘you are 

already enlightened’… The field seems to make no sense. It is a clear variant of the 

transcendental idealism of Kant and Schopenhauer (who pioneered a modernized 

version of the Upanishadic proto-Advaita). Much of the subject illustrated the dilemma 

of trying to achieve ‘knowledge’ of noumenal unknowns. And there is no reason to be 

confident in the result. We will try to debunk this ‘Advaita’, but fail. The complications 

added to the subject might actually help by both focusing thought and implicitly asking if 

some way proceeds beyond all these complications. 



• The charge of Buddhist fascism will prove fatal to both Buddhists and the reactionary 

neo-brahmins who took over Hinduism, and drove Buddhism out of India. Did this 

trauma produce the Dark Side Buddhism of hidden history?  

• Is xtianity a spinoff of Mahayana Buddhism and subject to a similar critique? 

• What is the relation of ‘salvation’ and ‘enlightenment’? Is the ‘salvation’ legacy a pop 

religion substitute for transformation?  

• In terms of the ‘eonic model’ we note that the modern transition bypassed ‘Santana 

dharma’. The whole subject is a hangover of greater antiquity trying to make a 

comeback via the modern new age movements. Buddhism and Upanishadism had an 

Axial Age boost. Modern Indic religion had none, and is trying to produce its own 

Reformation. The results have tended to fascist anti-modernism, anti-democratic and 

caudillo fascist ashramisms of the Rajneesh Commune brands. If rogue buddhas 

continue to create zombie disciple fascist movement the whole legacy should be 

pronounced dead…Schopenhauer spontaneously reinvented ‘Buddhism’ in under five 

minutes. We are not beholden to these ancient vampires trying to take over 

modernity… 

• Time to abandon Buddhism? In the progression of epochs previous religions always 

pass away…at what point was Buddhism corrupted with esoteric fascism…? 

• The Demon Mara? Gautama introduced a dangerous wild card into his mix: either Mara 

is a myth in which case the teaching is a myth, or the demon is real, and threatens to 

engulf all disciples in a battle they will to a high probability lose. Are Buddhists the 

legion of Mara? A zombie buddhafield is one candidate for modern esoteric Buddhist 

fascism… Hasn’t science banished nonsense about demons like Mara?  

• Abandoning ‘sadhana’? Santana dharma an exception? Because it can be easily 

simplified and activated by individual seekers from a philosophic starting point the 

classic tradition tends to resurface. But its status as e.g. Advaita is highly problematical. 

Has anyone reached enlightenment in the flood of western Advaita hype?  

• But…is Advaita a fake exoteric path fronting for something else? Does this 

oversimplified philosophic realization really produced ‘enlightenment’, freedom from 

rebirth…?  

• Enlightenment is an experience/Yoga 

• Enlightenment is not an experience/Advaita  

•   

http://www.shiningworld.com/site/files/pdfs/publications/articles/%281%29%20What

%20is%20Advaita%20Vedanta.pdf >> 

• Apparently if the two major traditions don’t agree, Indic religion contradicts 

itself at all crucial points and has not coherent statement of principle or practice 

• It is useful to introduce the figure of Kant: much in Advaita/Yoga makes sense if 

we consider the issues of metaphysics and the issue of the noumenal: all the 

categories of yoga/Advaita claim to reach to the noumenal and resolve the 

problems of metaphysic knowledge. Exceedingly dubious claims. We cannot rule 

out that ‘being knocked on the head’ in some fashion will produce the result 

anyway… 

http://www.shiningworld.com/site/files/pdfs/publications/articles/%281%29%20What%20is%20Advaita%20Vedanta.pdf
http://www.shiningworld.com/site/files/pdfs/publications/articles/%281%29%20What%20is%20Advaita%20Vedanta.pdf


• The New Age sphere and its legacies can’t survive the charge against Buddhism of 

esoteric fascist/Nazism, and is in any case a quagmire of teaching rotted away and 

subject to demonology, occult hacks, and worse cannibal gurus, dead mafia 

buddhas and who knows…You’ve been warned, by qualified madmen…We need 

preach no sermons: the process is happening on its own in the ‘public sphere’ of 

the ongoing ‘enlightenment’.  

• The hidden guru mafias… notable is the dishonesty and borderline criminality of 

so many gurus/Sufis, cf. the case of Gurdjieff… 

• The prejudice against modern democracy…. the hatred of modern democracy is 

very notable in many gurus, e.g. Rajneesh…they aim to destroy modernity and 

create their own ‘civilization’. They cannot succeed. If they can’t understand the 

modern epoch they are simply impostors… 

• Checkmate: Buddhists accused of creating Hitler…??? But will you get the proof? 

I fear Buddhism must be scrapped. The New Ages so visible in history show the 

recycling of religions in each epoch. Buddhism can stand as history, but we must 

move on from its hidden mafia…These religions are liabilities now…and the guru 

game is hidden menace and an archaic religious version of the 'master/slave' 

dialectic…It is allergic to democracy 

• How could Buddhists have created Hitler…. not so hard! 

• The guru tradition is an obstruction and threatens to engulf the whole legacy 

with criminals in holy robes, cf. Gurdjieff, Rajneesh… the hubris of the gurus 

extends to claims for total power over autonomous individuals including the right 

of murder, experimentation, invultuation, and torture in a context of anti-

democratic obsession…the whole field is a bogus distortion of basic human 

dignity… 

• Dead Buddhas…? The ashram/sangha model subjects unsuspecting aspirants to 

an unlimited future of domination by dead spirits (assumed not to exist…). How 

should a follower disengage from the cryptic power assuming control of naïve 

identities> 

• Enlightenments, The Enlightenment There is a fascinating pun on the term 

‘enlightenment’ as a spiritual one and an historical reference to a core modern 

‘event’.  In fact, the ‘confusion’ is perfectly apt and no confusion at all: the 

rational enquiry of the philosophes is perfectly suited to review the legacy of 

‘paths to enlightenment’ and in fact the Advaita tradition is just that: a rational 

enquiry, perhaps into reason itself…the modern enlightenment, so detested by 

religious traditionalists, is the last refuge of corrupted traditions and a close look 

shows that has already initiated with figures like Kant, and especially 

Schopenhauer. Schopenhauer reinvented Buddhism and Sufism in five-minute 

philosophic versions, of whatever status, level of quality…A good question for The 

Enlightenment is, what is enlightenment? The philosophes have a warning: what 

are you about? Schopenhauer's Compass. An Introduction to Schopenhauer's 

Philosophy and its Origins 

• Enlightenment and autonomy the new age meme of ‘choiceless awareness’ is the 

most hacked dharmic theme imaginable: it is an invitation to a path of oblivion 



without will, controlled by a hidden guru operator intent on a zombie field 

controlled beyond autonomy. The Kantian enlightenment rightly focuses on the 

individual as an autonomous will and this can’t be dismissed as ego… 

• Was Osho enlightened? This figure attempted to fill the slot of a new religion 

with his ‘neo-Buddhism’. We should instead ask if any sense can be given to the 

term ‘path to, or of, enlightenment’? It seems like a trivial question given the 

mountains of literature. Beside the extravagant almost evil quality of his 

movement is almost staggering, but he did expose the hidden fascism. In fact, we 

cannot determine if Osho is himself enlightened. In fact, his ‘dead buddha’ form is 

already a curse to many. If he is not enlightened he will apparently reincarnate. 

We cannot resolve issues of life if they are so entangled in issues of death, and 

the probably fake ‘Tibetan book of the Dead’, controlled by a Tibetan mafia 

probably isn’t going to help. How can we proceed in this confusion if the first step 

is wrong?  It is hard to grasp how any so-called buddha could produce a more 

toxic and muddled new age fiasco than this figure Osho did: here’s the you must 

be kidding bottom line on said hombre: http://www.enlightened-

spirituality.org/rajneesh.html 

• Was Gurdjieff enlightened? In fact, he never used the term and at least rightly 

considered issues of consciousness to be as varied as the forms of energy. That 

Dark Side figure warns us indirectly that ‘enlightenments’ can be hacked, and that 

there many decks of cards with the title ‘enlightenment’… consider the book 

Debriefing Gurdjieffianity… 

• Gurdjieff’s human factory of hydrogens…no wonder no one is 

conscious...vampire gurus/occultists/Sufis and the traffic/ripoff of conscious 

energy… 

• Bennett’s ‘Samkhya’? Bennett usefully passes on a version of ‘Samkhya’ that is of 

obscure provenance, appearing in Xtianity in garbled form, perhaps passing into 

the Sufi realm, and reborn in modern times via Gurdjieff (whose works should be 

disqualified on the grounds of being lies, distortions, concealed by exoteric fakes). 

Bennett’s The Dramatic  Universe suggests one way to reconstruct an ancient 

version. But its basis is still short of science…. Unfortunately, the Gurdjieff factor 

threatens to demonize the whole subject 

• Bennett’s Dramatic Universe tries to found itself in the issues of complex 

systems, triads and seven term systems. But that legacy is very suspect. 

Gurdjieff’s garbled account, concealed in his works as esoteric, is not sufficient to 

found a subject. But Bennett makes clear that next to Advaita which rejects free 

will the issue of man’s will is actually fundamental… 

• Bennett’s bungled account of ‘demiurgic powers…Gurdjieff attempt to legitimize 

spiritual exploitation of human populations in the name of angelic powers…  

• Was J.G. Bennett enlightened? Haven’t the foggiest, but it’s a on the doubtful 

side. The point: he wrote a brilliant but flawed The Dramatic Universe which has a 

‘that she blows’ resurfaced version of the, or ‘an’, ancient ‘Samkhya’ in a post-Sufi 

version that can be used to fact check other traditions: for example, we can 

http://www.enlightened-spirituality.org/rajneesh.html
http://www.enlightened-spirituality.org/rajneesh.html


‘debrief Advaita’ and other traditions on the grounds they cannot explicate what 

they claim to discard: the issue of ‘will’ (or free will) as ‘ego’.  

• Vivekananda, enlightened or Ramakrishna zombie?  

• Myth of fourth way school? 

• The enneagram myth? 

• Is God a cannibal vampire? Bennett unwitting gave away the Gurdjieff secret re: 

‘demiurgic powers’ in an essence-feeding racket by higher powers, status 

unknown…do such exist or is this a ‘sacrifices of Moloch’ racket reborn? We must 

protest, man is not food for god… 

• Xtianity: the sheep/mutton metaphor, a bit suspicious?  

• Xtianity a fake religion 

• Old Testament mythology 

• The Israel myth and Zionist crime 

• God in history?  

• Is the Dalai Lama a crypto-fascist?  

• Shadow of the Dalai Lama http://www.iivs.de/~iivs01311/SDLE/Contents.htm 

• Debriefing xtianity (crossianaity): xtian history leaves the question, what 

happenstance? The connection with Samkhya suggests xtian theism is just a 

cover story… 

• The Bad Jesus, by Hector Avalos…. uh, oh, how bad…? As bad as Mr. G?  

• Was Jesus a rogue Sufi like Gurdjieff? 

• The Truth about the Gita… The Gita has a dark history and is a very 

confused/confusing document. Consider also Prem Nath Bazaz; book on the 

Gita (extensive selections at the Gurdjieff Con) 

• Short path, long path… Paul Brunton's The Short Path is an essential text and a 

reminder that most 'paths' are futile cases of the 'long path'… 

• Kantian ethics… Kant's classic text on morality has its own problems but it is a 

unique first in world-history after millennia of Old Testament nonsense. The 

realm of yoga has the appearance of supplying an ethics as in the eight-fold 

way, etc, but the realm of the gurus is full of crime… 

• Problems with Kant Bryan Magee has a good discussion of the way 

Schopenhauer tried to correct a basic error in Kant: Confessions of a 

Philosopher… 

• Guru will to power: the wasteland of guruism/Sufism is filled with bogus claims 

of authority and power of life and death over 'disciples'… Beware, they may 

well carry out their declarations and murder critics… 

• Nietzsche's influence Many self-proclaimed 'supermen' are closet students of 

Nietzsche and lack the capacity for even elementary study of the larger 

dimension of German classical philosophy…Nietzsche was basically stuck in 

scientism despite his stylistic talents… 

• Ramakrishna/Vivekananda Vivekananda invultuated by Ramakhrishna, kept 

from enlightenment…? 

• Yoga/Patanjali out of sync with Advaita 

http://www.iivs.de/~iivs01311/SDLE/Contents.htm


• Enlightenment not an experience?  

• Involution myths 

• Reason versus consciousness 

• Consciousness, self-consciousness Advaita makes no such distinction? 

• Advaita as a theory of physics?  

• English Civil War The modern Reformation was the first real ‘new age’ movement 

of modern times, and its intersection with the birth of democracy, revolution, and 

politics is essential as a challenge to reactionary guruism… 

• Modern politics/democracy Did ancient monotheism destroy the Roman 

Republic…What was the Persian connection in the emergence /destruction of 

Athenian democracy? Modern democracy shows a process that transcends the 

hubris of archaic religion and its elimination of human autonomy and freedom… 

• Why was Osho fixated on two-bit dictators? The fascist phase of his seventies 

discourses has been filtered from the record… 

• Hey, wait a minute Why is Indic Samkhya so anemic (by comparison). If it is a 

fragment of an unknown teaching what about the other canons, Advaita, 

kundalini,…?  

• Bennett’s take on ‘Will’ is so reminiscent of Schopenhauer that we suspect an 

influence. But Schopenhauer was a ‘transcendental idealist’ as opposed to a 

‘transcendent idealist’ and carefully distinguished the phenomenal and the ‘thing 

in itself’ or the noumenal (a term he didn’t use). Is Bennett’s construct at risk in 

this situation: is his take on ‘Will’ too realist?  

• Enter Kant Kant was one of the philosophes and asks, what is enlightenment…? 

This is thought naïve by new agers but his gesture creates a perfect refuge for the 

‘rational enquiry’ of Advaita (which might use rationality to transcend reason, a 

critique of reason). His question echoes and we may or may not accept his 

answer. Or we may answer it in another way. His question is most ironic in this 

situation. He, btw, has a ‘critique of Reason’ and his strictures against 

metaphysics apply directly to almost every canon of the Indic legacy. Small 

wonder no one can get it straight: they must profess ignorance or claim a hotline 

to the noumenal. Is there one?  

• Did Kant’s transcendental deduction rediscover (a true foundation for) Advaita? 

Take a rain check here, the TD is obscure, but the absolute obscurity of Kant’s TD 

nonetheless stumbles into the core issues although Kant seems to have fumbled 

the ball in one of the most brilliant pieces of thinking ever…although 

Schopenhauer seems to have simply ditched this part of Kant’s critique. He also 

pointed to a flaw in Kant: his tendency to imply the noumenal causes 

phenomenal effects, an error indeed. (Cf. Magee’s book on Schopenhauer). This 

confusion no doubt lurks in dharmic texts… 

• Is destroying ego the wrong approach? Isn’t this a juicy invitation for rogue 

operators and occultists? Is ‘choiceless awareness’, one of the marbles here, a 

venue for spiritual cannibal gurus? Don’t zombies have ‘choiceless awareness’ 

too?  



• Is destroying ego the right approach? Is it true that some Self is implicit behind 

self and identical to some brahman? Can any sense be given to this gibberish and 

can this Self replace ego? Can the noumenal effect causes or cause effects in the 

phenomenal?  

• Overturning the Old Gods (Don Webb) Crowley’s work is a rubbish bin of 

Egyptian gnostic, Rosicrucian/illuminati nuttiness, and a Book of the Law with a 

genuine occult mystery despite being a pile of total garbage.  

• The road to demonhood…remember self, yeah, but remember G, an old devil 

• Never use Crowley/magic(k) to do black magic 

• Is there such a thing as karma? Advaita says yes… 

• What code of morality corresponds to ‘karmic law’?  

• Debriefing Crowleyanity the entry of the question of Will confronts an immediate 

obstacle. Th Bad Guys already figured out the flaw in ancient teachings and 

looking at modern democracy produced by the modern epoch devised a juicy 

Con, the paths of the Will, as per Aleister Crowley’s Book of the Law and his 

demonstration of one the nuttiest ‘paths’ of any kind. In fact, he probably 

partakes of some flotsam of the Rosicrucian (and/or free mason) legacy whose 

obscurity is very great. These may be versions from Sufism in turn handed down 

from fakes of fakes of Egyptian Gnosticism. We do NOT wish to get entangled in 

this morass but it is a warning that if the Advaita lacks a path of will it may be 

lucky to evade the black hole of magical ‘willing’… We cannot make easy sense of 

that zone save to note that crossing the threshold of black magic is the end of the 

path and the way to becoming a devil, pace Gurdjieff. Amen. But Jesus could have 

been one of the perps. Note the point: performing magic on the will of another is 

a form of evil. One should be wary of even reading the books of Crowley. They 

can corrupt the unconscious with a puzzle that is beyond solution and invitations 

to black magic and witchcraft that come with heavy karmic loads. Such thinking 

entirely debunks karma, supposedly…the demons are grinning… 

• Do what thou wilt…? Crowley’s Book of the Law is one of the most extravagant 

pieces of trash but it is high occult farce, and does point to the fact that the ‘will’ 

in man somehow has a reality beyond ego and is not manifest as such as ordinary 

willing. Like the enigma of kundalini, the issue of ‘will’ lurks as a forgotten 

teaching with a ghastly false coin in circulation. Note the symmetry with the 

Advaita: there is obviously a connection… 

• The path of ‘null-magic’ The literature of the Crowleyan stream has grown large 

and simple curiosity and suggestibility will prove fatal for many. There is a simple 

strategy here: you can pledge to perform no acts of magic until you have read the 

complete works of Crowley. This way you can study the issues in relative safety.  

• Wicca is producing a new era of witchcraft and that is an unfortunate 

development. There are in fact all sorts of benign styles of the ‘white which’…Be 

warned…We have move beyond ancient paganism, however little you might like 

the Christian era’s work… 

• Neo-Advaita to the rescue? Scoff all you like, these neo-Advaita idiots have a 

point. the recent neo-Advaita movement, a confused dead end of the older 



legacy, perhaps, nonetheless has a basic point and is a way ‘to flip the bird’ at the 

‘buddhas’: there is nothing to achieve, or better put, ‘fuck you, Gautama’… 

 

• Bardo teachings, and ghost gangster cannibals…hallucination, paranoia? The 

Tibetans seem to have a monopoly here but the ‘bardo slang’ (cf. E.J.Gold) has 

passed into a strange jargon about ‘death in life’ and ‘you are already in the 

bardo’.  This is a dangerous way to think and excuses occult depredations against 

life, and might be one of the modes of occult fascism in action… 

• Dharma, the Dark Side write your own thesis here using ‘ditto’ for charges 

against Buddhism, followed by Krishnaism, another jaunty suspect… 

Plus…  

• Sufism in Parallel, Egypt (and China) We should in principle study the world of 

Sufism, Egyptian Gnosticism, and the complexities of China (Confucianism, 

Taoism) but we focus on the suffice and the indic. Beyond denials there is a 

strong connection between the two. But there is a rumor in Gurdjieff of a 

separate tradition springing from central Asia and connected with ‘paths of will’ 

beside the ‘paths of being’. The Sufi world is relatively unknown and has not 

prospered/proliferated as has the Indic new age movement with its twenty 

million new yoga practitioners (we should offer the cautionary question, is hatha 

yoga a spiritual practice at all?) 

• Dark Side Sufism You can be refused entry to the Sufi and still interact or be a 

victim if you come to the attention of its hidden aspect. Invultuation of the ‘will’ is 

a serious danger and can land you in the ‘Sufi slave markets’, multiple lives of 

drone existence asleep. In fact, inducing refused entry can be a tactic to 

entrapment and the status thus as an outsider is convenient plausible deniability. 

The extensive Sufi movement (requiring being a mole) as an outside exoteric 

movement in Islamic countries is unknown to this writer, best of luck. 

• Sufi Soul Formation Certain Sufi groups induce a ‘plexus seed’ phenomenon 

which is said to ‘grow a soul’. This hyperdimensional object springs from a hidden 

source beyond ‘Sufi sheiks’ who seem are mostly fronts here. It would seem that 

the vast majority of Sufi groups are ‘fakes’ in this respect and never interact with 

this phenomenon… this is a material phenomenon in a new an unknown sense 

and it is disconcerting to consider this point beyond the duality of material and 

spiritual… This phenomenon is open to exploitation and we must suspect a 

hidden coterie/mafia controlling so-called ‘souls’… 

• From Egypt to Christianity It would seem that this Sufi phenomenon goes back to 

p Egypt, and appeared briefly in Christianity and then died out…The sole 

reference to this came in a book called People of the Secret, near the Idries Shah 

circuit. As far as can be determined the blog The Gurdjieff Con (with duplicates in 

the blog Darwiniana and at the website nemonemini.info) contains the first public 

reference known of this Sufi soul phenomenon and it is to be hoped the xml file 

of the blog can be preserved for posterity in some form (this ‘book’ will archive 

some aspects of the issue) 



• The Soul in Man Man already has a soul and has had this all along since the dawn 

of man (?), so what is the connection?  You don’t get to ask because knowledge 

here is very disguised (or non-existent). The Buddhist/yogic realm we note moves 

beyond the ‘soul’ factor and while it is perhaps referring to something else we see 

in the Buddhist doctrines a preoccupation with the ‘anatta’ issue. The psychology 

of man is complex and as a species characteristic appears to hover near the 

space/time boundary, a point that can be understood also via the Tibetan Book of 

the Dead where the egoic psychology veils a deeper element beyond space time.  

• Nota Bene A key issue of human spirituality is the object of total silence, disinfo 

and the majority of ‘paths’ are fakes given out as fronts. The Sufi world is a 

shambles and you have no one you can ask for correct information or real help. If 

you find out you can become the object of murderous attacks.  

• Schopenhauer (and Kant) easily derived this issue in the way they distinguished 

noumenon and phenomenon: applied to human psychology we see that the 

human ‘thing in itself’ is beyond space/time as categories of perception…this is 

the source of the frequent shibboleth, ‘never born, never died’… 

• Thieves of Baraka the plexus phenom can be ‘cashed out’ by predatory rogue 

Sufis offering a spiritual practice that can bring a certain energy to ordinary brain 

function as a higher state of awareness and then ripped off. It would seem that 

the success rate here is low, and that what we see are a few successes as 

celebrities know to the Sufi tradition. A rumor has spread and thieves want in on 

the Sufis secret. There could a class warfare issue here.  

• Kundalini the Sufi soul phenome resembles the yogic kundalini but they are 

probably distinct and the scheme of chakras remains an obscure and now much 

exploited set of new age brands of nonsense. The correct interpretation of 

chakras is either known to rare practitioners or else a degeneration of a very 

ancient version of yoga, now lost…It is also possible that human potential and its 

software contain all sorts of latent aspects, a point reiterated ad nauseam by new 

age seekers who almost never really understand what they are talking about.  

• Gurdjieff It would seem that while Gurdjieff was aware of this phenomenon of 

soul formation he kept it to himself or did not share it with his students: perhaps 

a first live in his racket was prerequisite to it and/or he feed disciples into the Sufi 

stream in their next life.  This may be false but his students appear to be very 

wooden cases and don’t seem to have progressed to any degree at all. But 

Gurdjieff frequently discusses higher being bodies, sperm/food, and the like. He 

had his own path but offered nothing to his followers that we know of. Proceed 

with caution in this realm of rogue Sufis. And no, you aren’t a member or able to 

join. The vast majority of Gurdjieff groupies have no connection with anything 

and are used as food, to pay the bills, as new age riffraff considered 

expendable…Some may have some chances in a next life…Correct evaluation is 

very insidious… 

• Gurdjieff and Anirvan A book, Debriefing Gurdjieffianity is already in print and 

we can see that the critique of Gurdjieff is one gateway to a similar challenge in 

the realm of Indian religion. The account called To Live Within by on Anirvan 



most ironically exposes the game as it tries to defend it. But Gurdjieff was not an 

Indian yogi or buddha (and careful tried to distinguish fakers, yogis, and monks in 

a bogus triad that has tended to confuse the issue).  A figure like Gurdjieff is guilty 

of using this figure to create his own propaganda and such gestures need to 

expose. Getting a disciple to defend his own exploitation is a clever stroke but the 

result doesn’t stand up: Gurdjieff was not an Indic guru, was confused about 

enlightenment, had an occult dark side. Ouspensky unwittingly pioneered the 

right and duty to challenge the ‘master game’, which is very dangerous to 

seekers. The realm of Gurdjieff has polluted the whole tradition with idiotic 

nonsense about the enneagram, etc…In any case this token more the realm of 

Sufism.  Guru propaganda… 

• Three/four centers But Gurdjieff claimed that if what he called three centers 

were aligned a hidden software in man could activate and this was connected to 

the ‘will’, perhaps, as a ‘fourth process’. Nothing in his writings or public teaching 

produces any clarification on this score and no independent evaluation or 

demonstration has ever been offered.  His so-called ‘movements’ are puzzlingly 

ineffective leaving the suspicion he was an imitator or else a peddler of a fake 

path. As usual he may have lied about what he knew in public with useless 

imitations.  

• The New Age Movement the New Age movement seems to have exploded in the 

seventies of the last century, but its real history is much older and we see its 

gestation in the period of the enlightenment with figures like Schopenhauer. 

There still earlier indications. Let us keep in mind that the Reformation is a 

genuine ‘new age’ movement and that the term ‘secular’ arose in the fifth 

century in this context, and this did not yet the change in meaning to ‘anti-

religious’. Protestantism is surely the first secular movement. The idea of an Age 

of Aquarius initiating a ‘new age’ is completely spurious. The New Age idea has 

been confused by many who attack modernity in the name of ancient 

spiritualities. But this approach has done a disservice to the whole effort. 

• An Islamic/Hindu Reformation? The epochal transformation of modernity has 

produced a collision with the religions of antiquity and the process that beset 

Catholicism is now underway with these ancient ‘religions’. Hinduism is a 

misnomer and is subject to the endless confusion over the question of the Aryan 

invasion theory. The blog has consistently challenged the recent Hindutva 

attempts to challenge the historicity of the Aryan entry into India. The spurious 

Out of India rival theories are without merit and confusing all discussion. A 

generation ago even most Indic teachers and historians accepted the broad 

outlines of the Aryan historical component and it is essential here to try and 

unravel the nearly hopeless confusion of the so-called Hindu religion. The basic 

point is that in some way that is now hard to decipher an earlier tradition was 

grafted onto Vedic mythology and lore and the result has been a completely 

misleading account of the history and significance of ‘yoga’. The basic point here 

is that the earliest Vedas have no real place in the ‘Santana Dharma’ which is a 

much more ancient source legacy.  



• Caste and Exploitation the Aryan invasion resulted in a terrible grafting of the 

idea of caste onto the outstanding legacy and this produced the notable 

distortion of the laws of caste in the record of the ancient dharma. This 

monumental distortion and lie is still a liability for Hinduism and modern India 

and, short of a revolution, it is hard to see how this horrific distortion of religion 

and culture can be healed/repaired.  

• Guruism and Spiritual Cannibalism Man is a rich resource and easy to exploit: the 

result is a population of dead beings stripped of their potential. The question of 

spiritual cannibalism emerged in the seventies in a book by a Rudrananda, 

whatever his understanding… 

• Experiments on Disciples The gurus have claimed absolute power over 

unsuspecting fools who think they are disciples. A few unfortunates become 

guinea pigs in experiments. We must liberate these pathetic victims.  

• A Hippocratic Oath Let us demand gurus/sheiks take a Hippocratic Oath. They will 

refuse but let us observe those who will not and note them.  

• Zombies Was Vivekananda a zombie of Ramakrishna who crippled his potential to 

create a useful vehicle? So, claims the Osho/Rajneesh figure in his Psychology of 

the Esoteric and he seems to have been tempted to apply that to some of his own 

disciples both individually and in general…Once seen, this phenomenon is 

probably very general in Buddhism.  

• Da Free John The west has produced a truly dreadful list of ‘gurus’ with the Da 

Free John puzzle at center stage of the farce. But the info slipped loose that this 

figure was really the Ramakrishna/Vivekananda duet in the context of the 

inability to reincarnate in Ramakrishna exploiting the Vivekananda ‘soul/body’ as 

a mule for a new fake incarnation and truck stop for some fast cannibal action. 

The mysterious nuttiness of the Da Free John farce could make sense in this 

context.  

• Lamas and Mules This phenomenon seems very frequent in the realm of Tibetan 

Buddhism where certain bodhisattvas are trained as receiver mules for a hidden 

hierarchy no long able to reincarnate… 

• Modernity and the Enlightenment The question of modernity has been 

misunderstood by ‘new agers’ but their own activity can only be understood as an 

aspect of modernity and the period of the enlightenment. The so-called New Age 

movement is really a phase of the Reformation which began with Christianity but 

is now dealing with a wider spectrum of religious histories. The progression of 

modernity toward atheism is a false narrative although it is true that the modern 

transition produced a tolerant atmosphere that allowed a whole series of atheist 

thinkers to be able to exploit freedom of speech to challenge theological 

theocracy.  

• Reason, the ‘modern rational enlightenment’ and ‘enlightenment’ Much 

confusion attends the ‘pun’ of the modern ‘enlightenment’ and the 

Buddhist/yogic brand. First the term is in the English language and next the reality 

if we examine Advaita which is not a ‘practice’ and we can see that it is that it is a 

way that we can use reason to move beyond reason to reach ‘enlightenment’: 



there is no ultimate contradiction…We forget how close Schopenhauer came to 

replicate ‘basic Buddhism’ as a gesture of philosophy, if not as praxis. Consider a 

book such as Schopenhauer’s Compass.  

• Schopenhauer and Kant…and Hegel the work of Schopenhauer emerging from 

Kant created a modern restart for the classic Upanishadic tradition. The subject of 

Advaita shows a strong resemblance to transcendental idealism. Hegel noted the 

way German classical philosophy was the conclusion to the Reformation. Hegel 

did for monotheism what Schopenhauer did for Buddhism. Much of the Advaita 

tradition is struggling to make sense of what in Kant is the phenomenal and the 

noumenal and in Schopenhauer the phenomenal and the ‘thing-in-itself’. Perhaps 

some clarification would be possible although there is a danger that a fresh 

resource allowing a restart and renewal could be corrupted by the invasion of 

usual ‘occult suspects’.   

• New Ages The sphere of ‘new age’ philosophy is rife with confusions with respect 

to modernity and the failure to grasp the epochal character of modern history has 

resulted in the resurfacing of ancient fallacies from the myths of the Great Year to 

the false perspective of the Kali Yuga, etc…The myths of the Great Year are 

another red herring and the confusions of such astrological lore have totally 

misled a host of so-called ‘new agers’. We can try to clarify this with a genuine 

account of ‘epochs’ in the discussion of the so-called ‘eonic effect’. 

• Occult fascism This confusion has resulted in a whole strain of occult fascism 

attempting to defeat modernity and modern civilization. It was the guru 

Rajneesh/Osho who first exposed the involvement of the Buddhist sangha not 

only in fascism but in Nazism. After this stunning revelation, the new age 

movement can never be the same again. The dangers of mind control are little 

understood even by new age followers. The loathing of modern democracy by 

these reactionaries is therefore a very real danger. The chance to resolve the 

question by the Osho figure was frittered away in a period of infatuation of the 

worst kind with the Nazi legacy and sannyasins giving Nazi salutes in the seventies 

ashram of that strange figure is a disgrace beyond measure and will end in the 

dissolution of his movement, surely. We see now the basic danger: turning 

sannyasins, so-called, into a zombie army controlled by dead gurus/buddhas 

intent on fascist attacks on modern civilization. 

• History and Evolution To understand modernity, confusions over epochs, we 

need a larger view of history and evolution, and this can be provided by the study 

of the so-called ‘eonic effect’ which demonstrates a larger historical framework 

with a connection to the idea of evolution, and a critique of conventional 

Darwinism. This is not a standard historical view but its study can help to clarify 

the history of religions. We should note that no spiritual or scientific field can as 

yet get human evolution straight, although J. G. Bennett offered a useful 

framework of the transition to homo sapiens in the onset of mind, soul, creativity, 

will, and language. We do not endorse his perspective but it contains the 

elements needed for a new view of spiritual issues if these can recast in the 

context of science, itself with a limited view of these questions. But science 



requires facts where new agers will simply lie and make things up. The many 

ideas of evolutionary spirituality in the new age field are as confused as 

Darwinism and fail to properly assess the mechanisms of evolution. Part of the 

problem is the confusion of ‘involution’ and ‘evolution’ and a complete failure to 

locate the former in science. We should ask skeptically whether spiritual 

practices, so-called, can generate ‘evolution’ (species change). But the idea of 

‘self-evolution’ retains its relevance as a question. Neither bootstrap evolutionism 

nor involutionary metaphysics has proven capable of resolving the issues.  

• The Eonic Effect The record of world history shows a hopeless confusion over 

historical cycles but the pattern of the eonic effect shows why such confusions 

arose and also shows a way to a correction: a clear pattern of epochs beginning 

with Sumer/Egypt ca. 3000 BCE, second phase ca. 600 BCE resolves the equal 

confusions of the so-called Axial Age, and the third epoch just getting underway is 

the era of modernity. These epochal transformations begin with periods of 

transition and the modern period shows a transitional phase from around 1500 to 

1800 with a new era starting in its wake. Where the Axial Age era shows a 

mysterious parallel effect, the modern period shows one basic transition in a 

frontier effect in a selected set of modern regions. This is clearly connected with 

the need to produce a consistent modern oikoumene on a global basis. The Axial 

period was the last in which geographical isolation enable a series of synchronous 

cultural realizations in parallel. The modern period is therefore confusingly 

associated with Eurocentric ideologies and ideas of western civilization. But the 

effects of the modern transition have passed already as intended into the 

groundwork for a universal global culture and such an entity has already begun to 

come into existence as the larger global sphere has voted with its feet to embrace 

the core elements of the modern transformation. The association with capitalism 

is of course directly associated, but misleading: the modern global system must 

sooner or later confront the need to produce a unified culture beyond the control 

of capitalist dominations or risk being corrupted by imperialism, empire and 

endless militaristic economic depredations. There is no intrinsic association of 

capitalism and modernity. Buddhists are secretly ambitious to overtake and/or 

roll back modernity. It is a futile tactic that will result in dissolution of the religion.  

• The Revised Axial Age Periodization the eonic effect is seen from several angles, 

among them the perception of the data of the Axial Age, as noted. The 

periodization of Jaspers needs revision, or simply a new model and terminology. 

This evidence highlights the ‘axial interval’ in India (ca. 900 BCE to 600 BCE, this is 

a revision of the original periodization of Karl Jaspers): this analysis fits and 

highlights at once the obvious in the three strains of Indic religious history: the 

Upanishads and its succession, the last phase of Jainism in Mahavir, and the onset 

of Buddhism just after the Axial Interval. Note that after Mahavir there are no 

more teertankers and that the successor Buddhism does not produce successive 

Buddhas but remains fixated on a dead founder, perhaps due to its crystallization 

as a religion, an unfortunate phenomenon, the haunting by the dead founder. 

This era generated the codification of yoga, and the tradition of Advaita, but 



these became entangled with the neo-brahmin movement and its war with 

Buddhism, which was driven out of India. Three different strains are a caution to 

local religious traditions. At the same time, we see that Israelitism, Buddhism, 

Confucianism/Taoism, and very importantly the Greek Axial interval, show 

synchronous macro correlation, a remarkable caution to the conventional 

interpretations.  

 

• Buddhism the evidence clearly suggests that early Buddhism has an Axial boost 

effect and suggests also the attempt to stage a kind of Hindu reformation in the 

rationalization of its confusions: the laws of caste, for example, are voided out in 

Buddhism. The later history is not secure and has no truly higher to guide it. 

Whatever the case the tragic history of Buddhism shows a failure to achieve its 

goal in the Indian context as it became a world religion spreading beyond the 

subcontinent to general Asia but confronted with the dreadful massacre of its 

cadre by the Neo-brahmins. Note that the world of the Axial Age shows the 

relative isolation of world cultures allowing for the last time a whole spectrum of 

cultural transforms: the Greek/Roman, the Israelite/Persian, the Indic/Buddhist, 

and the Confucian/Taoist. It is almost impossible to grasp the history of Indian 

religion without the eonic model, and even with it is easy to make mistakes. For 

example, the misleading entanglement of a primordial kind of ‘upanishadic’ vision 

with Aryan Vedism has completely muddle the whole of Hinduism and it is 

significant that Buddhism extracted an ancient dharma for this swamp and 

started over with a new rapidly developing tradition, whatever the result. 

Something seems to have happened along the way with Buddhism and its later 

fate is ambiguous and doubt laced with bitterness of its defeat by the neo-

brahmins… these are very complicated and tricky phenomena and by and large 

the gurus cannot assess the larger history. Not a single guru ever realized what 

had happened with the aryanization or primordial shaivism and yoga.  

• Note: the modern ‘new age’ movement had no ‘axial boost’ and will be studded 

with endless fakes… 

• The attempt to create a new Buddhism will be tried over and over, and will fail 

as will archeo-buddhism, which is simply a dead dog with a huge 

library/history…imitate at your own risk… 

• Note: the eonic effect shows a process that never repeats itself: thus, much of the 

tradition of yoga was very ancient and outstanding, the reason it seems to remain 

static. The yogic ‘eightfold way’ looks like an imitation of Buddhism even as it 

points to something far more ancient than Buddhism.   

• Advaita: The Axial Age model points to a confusing triple play, and the 

Upanishads as a core emergent of the ‘axial’ transition. And this is the source of 

the later tradition of Advaita with its codification of an ancient tradition, or so it 

seems. But this tradition became entangled with Hindu distortions, witness 

Shankara’s position on caste, for example, and the concealed monopoly of 

‘brahmin’ gurus. The original tradition was open to all and there was no caste 

phenomenon. The recent ‘fad’ of Advaita in the west disregards this corrupted 



legacy. In addition, Advaita’s formulation is scrambled and incoherent and cannot 

deal rightly with the factor of will. But at least it is something: it can be useful as a 

way to ‘debrief’ the legacy, whatever its status as a path to enlightenment. Is the 

universe conscious, or self-conscious? If the universe is conscious but not self-

conscious wouldn’t it need a guru? If the universe is self-conscious wouldn’t it 

also have a will?  

• Why did xtianity adopt a version of Samkhya for its theology?  

• Is Indic Samkhya an incoherent lost legacy?  

• If xtianity is a cult of Samkhya, and Samkhya is an atheist yoga, is the doctrine 

‘god’ in xtianity a mistake or just propaganda? 

• The Gita(s) Our periodization uncovers forthwith the confusion over the Gita and 

we can see that its current form is that of a much later document well beyond the 

axial period and this situation has left a document subject to many critiques, e.g. 

Narla, The Truth about the Gita, and Bazaz’s on the history of the Gita…The 

suspicion this text is neo-brahmin propaganda is very strong. The reality of the 

extermination of Buddhists is a great scandal for Hinduism. But the later 

emergence of fascist Buddhism is no lass a condemnation. 

• An Eonic Matrix The eonic effect is a very difficult analysis due to the absence of 

data for many sectors of world history but the evidence of the Axial Age shows 

both a sequential and parallel logic and this raises the question of similar parallel 

effects in the periods of earlier epochs, if any, viz. the period around 3000 BCE 

and after 5500 BCE. We cannot speculate without facts but we confront several 

issues left unanswered but with a suggestion our eonic sequence is actually a 

matrix and that both the Neolithic and the period of the flowering of high Sumer 

and dynastic Egypt ca. 3000 saw ‘axial’ type parallel effects in India. We and 

suggest that Indic religion shows three layers, that of what we can call, after Alain 

Danielou, ‘primordial shaivism’ as the first, the era of primordial Krishna and 

proto-Jainism, as a second and the Axial era’s Buddhism, the end phase of 

Jainism, with a strain of Upanishads leading to yoga and Advaita in its wake. Note 

that Jainism speaks of 24 teertankers: at the rate of one per century that brings us 

back to ca. 3000 BCE. As to Krishna and the Bharata war, our suggestion could be 

entirely false and that influence might well be from the era of the Axial succession 

and entanglement with neo-brahministic Hinduism. We should note only that the 

eonic effect shows a distinct effect of recording epic traditions in the Axial period 

and its wake and that the Mahabharata, although relatively late joins the 

Iliad/Odyssey (or the Homeric corpus) as a record of a primordial epic tradition. 

Let us be clear that Sanskrit from Vedic is a later entity and that any primordial 

Indic tradition would have been in a different set of languages. It is not possible to 

consider that an Indo-European language could have been present in the periods 

before around 1500 BCE. Note that by our reckoning, the history of Jainism has 

been neglected, that the Upanishads but not the Vedas are the real source of the 

legacy of the continuation of the real ‘Santana dharma’ whose meaning is ‘eternal 

dharma’. India is unique in replicating its greater antiquity, which we suspect is 

sourced in the Neolithic, with a possible Paleolithic antecedent, across successive 



epochs. It is almost impossible to decipher this confusion without the eonic 

model which shows that unlike the other transitions we have three independent 

spiritual traditions under the effect of the Axial transformation: the Upanishadic, 

end-term Jainism (Mahavir and not doubt his immediate successor). Only some 

high-level action from spiritual entities unknown to us could operate to sort out 

this confusion: the parallelism with Israelitic monotheism, Confucianism/Taoism, 

and Axial Age Greece is grim reminder that some higher power redirected the 

Indic tradition, but that this did not result in the correction to the spurious 

Hinduism that has dominated India to this day.   

• Lost traditions Let us note that spiritual authorities in the legacy of gurus have 

shown no capacity to really understand the Indic tradition or to  unravel the 

actual facts of the case. The job remains unfinished but already we see that 

seekers are being fed a series of historical myths laced with propaganda and the 

worst case of the law of caste which is totally spurious and false tradition. There is 

no spiritual basis to the law of caste. Study the genesis of serfdom in Russia, for 

example, and you will see what happened. This false tradition likely renders 

Hinduism null and void as a corrupted authority and demands a recasting of the 

core in a new independent fashion. But this was already the aim of the Buddhist 

‘restart’, yet this legacy would seem to have failed and entered into a mysterious 

corruption of its tenets. And this raises the very difficult issue of Tibetan 

Buddhism. Driven out of India the mysterious fortress Buddhism of Tibet is both a 

remarkable new legacy and a dangerously ambiguous new entity far indeed from 

the source tradition, which we must note also gave birth to Mahayana. 

Something strange happened to Buddhism in Tibet. It is something to be wary of.  

• Mahayana It is important to consider how little we know about Buddhism: a key 

issue is the status of the ‘founder’ relative to existence and whether he is truly a 

realized being or a bodhisattva. Who or what was directing Buddhism in the wake 

of Gautama? If the former what is the status of the Mahayana, and what 

influence springs from the ‘disembodied’? And the timing of Mahayana in parallel 

with the onset of Christianity an hardly be a coincidence: the Buddhist sector 

speaks of the saviors and a savior religion appears in the occident. We confront 

once again a higher power of some kind at work and this can’t be the same as the 

effect of the Axial interval. The entanglement of all these religions and these with 

the general Axial Age succession is a reminder that the sangha has lost its focus 

and is a larger movement subject to unknown influences of unknown spiritual 

powers. But there is a serious candidate here: Bennet spoke of demiurgic 

powers… It surpasses belief to think that an enlightened Buddha would generate 

Nazism. Surely the Sangha had long since disengaged.  

•  Vedic and Homeric Greek, the Question of Sanskrit Many discussions of the 

history of Hinduism and its sources project backward as far as the Neolithic. But 

this could never have involved the Indo-European languages. The situation is 

surely analogous to the linguistic history of the Greeks, the Indo-European 

invasion of the Greek subcontinent, and the rate of change of these related 

languages that strongly preempt putting Vedic/sanskritic language in India prior 



to ca. 1500. Note that the period from proximate antiquity is about two thousand 

four hundred years. Consider the fate of language in that interval Now consider 

the interval from ca. 4500 BCE to around 2000 BCE. In that period, early Indo-

European proliferated into Indo-Iranian, Slavic, etc, branches. The fate of Latin is 

cogent in that time frame. Too much discussion here is nonsense. The absurdity 

of Sanskrit Upanishads of great antiquity becomes obvious.  

• Danielou Despite many problems the scholar Danielou has studied the primordial 

origins of ‘Santana dharma’ with a version of the pre-Hindu legacy, primordial 

Shaivism, going back as far as the Neolithic and in a more controversial claim of 

the parallels of Shiva and Dionysus. The period 5500 BCE onward (and entirely 

possible prior issues re: the next previous epoch in the speculative eonic matrix) 

suggests three traditions in pre-sand Egypt, Greece, India, and no doubt 

elsewhere. It is of interest to consider whether yoga, tantra, Samkhya were not 

sourced in this early shaivism.  

• Samkhya and Christianity, Sufism: The sudden appearance of ‘Samkhya’ in early 

Christianity and then in disguise in the works of Ouspensky and J.G. Bennett (as 

pointed out by Anirvan) via Gurdjieff suggests a hidden history of Samkhya and a 

possible passage via the world of Islamic Sufism. Bennett attempted to clarify this 

legacy in a remarkable set of studies which unfortunately became corrupted with 

a whole set of extraneous issues. But his isolation of the factor of will is a 

reminder of the missing element in Buddhism/yoga. The so-called Samkhya as a 

hidden strain in yoga nonetheless exposes a subject clearly in decline or the result 

of millennial amnesia as to its original form. The shallow treatment of the triad of 

Sattwas, rajas, tamas is obviously evidence of how little is left of the original. 

• The Truth about the Gita… The Gita has a dark history and is a very 

confused/confusing document. Consider also Prem Nath Bazaz; book on the Gita 

(extensive selections at the Gurdjieff Con) 

• Short path, long path… Paul Brunton's The Short Path is an essential text and a 

reminder that most 'paths' are futile cases of the 'long path'… 

• Kantian ethics… Kant's classic text on morality has its own problems but it is a 

unique first in world history after millennia of Old Testament nonsense. The realm 

of yoga has the appearance of supplying an ethics as in the eight-fold way, etc, 

but the realm of the gurus is full of crime… 

• Problems with Kant Bryan Magee has a good discussion of the way Schopenhauer 

tried to correct a basic error in Kant: Confessions of a Philosopher… 

• Guru will to power: the wasteland of guruism/Sufism is filled with bogus claims of 

authority and power of life and death over 'disciples'… Beware, they may well 

carry out their declarations and murder critics… 

• Nietzsche's influence Many self-proclaimed 'supermen' are closet students of 

Nietzsche and lack the capacity for even elementary study of the larger dimension 

of German classical philosophy…Nietzsche was basically stuck in scientism despite 

his stylistic talents… 

• Ramakhrishna/Vivekananda According to Rajneesh, Vivekananda invultuated by 

Ramakhrishna, kept from enlightenment to serve as drone… 



• Yoga/Patanjali out of sync with Advaita! The entire yoga tradition of Patanjali an 

illusion based on the search for the ‘experience’ of enlightenment… 

• Enlightenment not an experience?  

• Involution myths There are no theories of involution that stand as science…yet 

• Reason versus consciousness 

• Consciousness, self-consciousness 

• English Civil War 

• Modern politics/democracy 

• Some relevant books… 

• The Search for the Buddha: the men who discovered India’s lost religion 

• Nietzsche: Godfather of Fascism… 

• The Origin of Satan, Pagels…status of the ‘Satan’ meme?  

• Holy Madness, Feuerstein 

• The Hidden History of the Tibetan Book of the Dead 

• Zealot…Azlan 

• Epigenetics…and Karma?  

• Bennett’s The Dramatic Universe suggests a way to create a new and future 

universal discourse of spiritual psychology in the context of science but this effort 

is likely to be vitiated by the sloppy and authoritarian treatment of triads, as in 

the so-called ‘law of three’. And it will be the object of the invasive black magic an 

predation of the mediator Gurdjieff who played monopoly with the whole 

plundered subject.  

• Reciprocal Maintenance Gurdjieff interpolated a wiseacring of ‘Samkhya’ that is 

repeated in Bennett, the outrageous ‘food for the god’ racket that is a spurious 

add on not present in the original Samkhya. This is an attempt to make spiritual 

cannibalism looks like a spiritual tradition.  

• Note Between marxist dialectic and new age mystical ruminations on triadic logic 

a great muddle has been created that is allergic to dogmatic thinking and the 

authoritarianism inducing belief without question that has already overtaken 

material from Gurdjieff whose texts are completely obscure wiseacred versions of 

some unknown source.  

• The Macro Effect The larger perspective of the ‘macro or eonic effect’ highlights 

the epochal series of age periods and the solution to the enigma of modernity. 

We need to study this larger pattern with care to see how the major spiritual 

chronologies and periodizations have gone astray. The attempt to derail 

modernity with the restoration of ancient legacies is ultimately likely to fail. The 

shift from macro action to micro action is a warning that after the period of Axial 

Age inspiration successors may not fully understand what they are doing. It is 

more than possible that Buddhism was taken over by rogue spirits.  

• Indic Religion, the Neolithic the history of Indian religion is highly confusing and 

mistold. The scholar Danielou, despite many confusions, rightly pointed to the 

antiquity of ‘primordial shaivism’ and conjectured its Neolithic sources as a Shiva 

cult. This was the emergence of the first ‘yoga’ and ‘tantra’ and perhaps even 



‘Samkhya’. The later history of Jainism and Krishnaism seem to belong to a new 

phase, followed by the era of the Axial period which sees the emergence of a new 

world religion in Buddhism. Somewhere a set of now ancient spiritual practices 

came into being and we are left with the fragmentary results, e.g. Kundalini.  

• OIT/AIT: Out of India theory, and Aryan invasion theory.  The confused debate 

over the sources of Indian religion provoked by reactionary Hindus accompanies a 

longstanding confusion over the nature of the whole legacy: the simplest account 

considers that the entry of the Aryans in the second millennium confronted the 

longstanding presence of the ‘Santana dharma’ and this created a confusing 

grafting of the legacy onto Indo-European linguistic streams, starting with the 

spurious Vedism.  

• Sufism, Will, Being… The parallel history of the much later Sufism remains a 

confusing one, but we must suspect that there is a strong connection with the 

Indic Advaita. But a more ancient legacy of ‘paths of the will’ are suspected in the 

background and the conclusion would be that paths of being and paths of will are 

confused by all parties. 

• Beyond Enlightenment The large scale spiritual cults such as Buddhism (and 

multiple ashramisms), Oshoism, and yoga have not actually clarified the issue of 

enlightenment which seems to be a path of individuals or ‘forest philosophers’ 

who operate alone. Cliché enlightenment practices rapidly become mechanical. 

Gurus can have a vested interest in keeping disciples asleep. The larger creation 

of religions here has produced the zombie effect of dead membership subject to 

the occult exploitation of hidden astral entities. This effect is especially notable in 

the case of Tibetan Buddhism which produced one realized being, Milarepa, and 

then nothing. The charade of fantastic teachings in Tibet is extravagant hot air. 

That the only Buddha was a bandit and murdered is a bad omen of what was to 

come. This aspect of the legacy needs a thorough challenge and its exploitation of 

false ‘paths to enlightenment’ as field of entrapment needs to be exposed as a 

dangerous field of fascistic manipulations. The path of the Bodhisattva has to be 

the worst deal ever created to entangle a ‘crew’ of pirates.  

• The Path of Enlightenment is a reality only for individuals who embark on some 

coherent version alone, evidence the many yogis in this respect in contrast to the 

mechanical fakes peddled in ashrams, Buddhism, and such large ‘instant religions’ 

as Oshoism. The authority of the guru by and large forecloses on the real 

potential of a path, the ‘disciple’ being far more valuable asleep than awake. The 

tread mill of many lives is the excuse for the universal failure or group dharmas to 

produce results. 

• Beyond guruiwm? 

• Buddhism without buddhas? 

• Zen without Zen Masters (commentary by Robert Anton Wilson) Wilson a trashy 

Playboy writer and Crowley occultist openly promoted human sacrifice as an 

occult right??? If we reject gurus who will police gangster occultists like Wilson? 

Gurus? But if gurus are gangster occultists who will police the gurus? 



• Advaita to Schopenhauer The Axial period deftly isolates the Upanishads from 

their supposed source in the Vedas. Some invisible power could instantly perform 

this function beyond the understanding of its later traditionalists. Tellingly, the 

Buddhist (and Jain) legacies were free of the Hindu fraud. This primordial source 

at the dawn of the Axial period tokens the emergence of a new iteration of the 

ancient dharma as Advaita, a rational semi-philosophic account of the classic 

‘dharmic’ tradition. The Advaita comes across as a garbled remnant, like 

Samkhya, and cannot seem to properly distinguish what later thinkers like 

Schopenhauer (and Kant) would call the noumenal beyond the phenomenal. But 

the method just might work even if you are confused, and the tradition preserves 

insights that no other tradition has. Advaita shows a very strong kinship with 

‘transcendental idealism’ (a technical term using Kant’s tricky usage of 

‘transcendental’) but much is confused if this is the case. However, a new modern 

version might well clarity the constant unwitting reference to the ‘noumenon’ in 

the ancient discourse. Note how modernity moves to spawn a new legacy for a 

new era even as a figure like Schopenhauer explicitly tries to connect the 

Upanishads in a Persian translation to his own work! Amazing. The eonic effect in 

action. The current fad of Advaita is perhaps merely an initial phase. Note that the 

figure of Ramana Maharsi is a modern figure and his influence may well prove to 

create a new tradition. The same should have been true of Osho/Rajneesh but 

the result is not sound and seems to be riddled with dishonesty and deceptions 

• The Osho Commune the Rajneesh figure after a remarkable start ended in a 

fascistic (very crypto) anti-democratic attempt to invade the US and create a 

revolution from the right based on the authority of the gurus. The result was a 

complete failure and merely shows that the long political evolution of modernity 

can’t be replaced with a dictatorship of ‘Buddhas’. What horrific nonsense, and 

we can suspect the hidden fascism of nineteenth century ‘Buddhism’ and its 

hidden crime against humanity in Nazism.  

• Autonomy, beyond Zombie Religion the modern period will almost automatically 

produce a reformation of the ancient legacy and it must start with a Kantian 

framework of human autonomy. The exposure of ‘zombie religion’ will result we 

suspect in the passing of ‘buddha cults’ in favor of a new legacy that has freed 

spiritual students from the ‘dark side’ of Santana dharma. Don’t listen to idiots 

who think gurus can replace social modernity. Look at Indic history: it couldn’t 

even realize its own starting point and ended destroying its own innovations.  

• Anti-democratic Obsessions The gurus are obsessed with their authority right 

down to a kind of caudillo despotism demoing absolute authority over disciples. 

Nothing is the original legacy endorses or condones this with its dangerous 

exploitations of pseudo-sannyasin victims. The hidden coup demanding the right 

to murder seekers and disciples is a crisis of tradition and the demise of such 

traditions.  

• Last and First Men The question of human evolution remains unsolved but we 

must hope that man can complete his true speciation of man as man in a future 

that encompasses all aspects of his nature in a new kind of path that is liberated 



from the archaic world of yogis, gurus and Sufis. The pursuit of yoga does not as 

such contribute to the evolution of man. The potential for a spectrum of states of 

consciousness emerged with homo sapiens and the real issue is the entropic loss 

of potential.  

• The Indic, Buddhist and Sufi traditions appear to be corrupted beyond measure 

and the rise of the modern epoch will tend to dissipate their legacy formats. As 

‘Santana dharma’ shows clear evidence via the eonic matrix of cycles of re-

creation we can expect new and creative renewals of the ancient forms, but 

Hinduism, and Buddhism are doomed in their current form. The question of 

Sufism is so obscure we are challenged to clarify anything but that esotericist 

deception will itself condemn the subject to critique and dissolution, its legacy 

already a wasteland of covert flotsam such as free masonry. I never met an 

honest Sufi. To be sure, I have met very few, and that is probably a good thing.  

• Advaita as Guerrilla Action You can ironically use a core legacy to defend yourself 

against the general tradition: Advaita appears in the wake of the modern 

Enlightenment as rational enquiry into ‘that’ which is beyond lesser self. Advaita 

doesn’t belong to Hinduism. You can avail yourself of this rational canon as self-

defense, working alone taking the ‘sutra’ as the guru. People wish for a guru 

because they want some kind of ‘shaktipat’ freebie that will do it all. There could 

be states of grace but if you get anything from a guru he will be your 

Mephistopheles. A guru does it generally produce a state of enlightenment, and 

as with Vivekananda the seeming exception could be fake. Advaita actually 

exposes such ‘states’ as transient (as visible in the dead battery Osho phase).  

• Advaita is entangled with chauvinist Hinduism. We must be suspicious of such 

situations and the decoy teachings they propose… Advaita spring from 

Upanishadic lore but is more directly a medieval product under suspicion of being 

influenced by Buddhism. All the neo-brahmin obsessions are present and a 

modern seekers’ refusal of the law of caste championed by no less than Shankara 

is technically a religious heresy subject to violent retribution. The whole question 

is hopeless, but we can reduce the core of Advaita to a philosophic archaeology of 

the western enlightenment and on the grounds that the aryans appropriated its 

elements from an earlier source re-appropriate the subject from Hinduism and 

make it a universal external teaching. The Hindu wrapper is completely bogus… 

• Neo-Advaita Some (neo-Advaita) have set a protest and declared there is no 

path, no guru, no disciple. An interesting gambit. This game will undermine its 

own game. However, we must wonder if path leads to the ‘enlightenment’ 

claimed. It can be a sane debriefing of its own legacy but the fine print says the 

result comes via some ‘intuition’: we are back in the middle of nowhere, what is 

that?  You can ‘debrief’ your own path with a (fake) version thus of Advaita which 

no one can take away from you: it seems the original tradition was designed this 

way to allow individuals to evade the crystallization of dogmas, gurus, and 

authoritarianism. A fake version is enough to start: fake in the sense of an 

understanding in the realm of mind, short of the jump beyond mind, which is 

beyond one’s control. It may not be necessary to have taken that very improbable 



last step. Just be aware of the limits of your status here. In the wake of Ramana 

Maharsi just such a cult, immense in size, has done just this, with whatever 

outcome. Almost none of this cadre is ‘enlightened’ in the classic sense, whatever 

that is.  

• Neo-Advaita as simple ‘fuck you’ to tradition…the neo-aviating bungled a good 

critique of tradition. It can serve in a modified form as a challenge to tradition by 

those who suspect that the full venture is corrupt…despite the criticisms of its 

shallow and misguided form the fact remains that there point is valid.: there is 

nothing to realize… 

• This Legacy is nonetheless not coherent The Advaita path moves beyond will and 

sets in motion the same fallacy of the loss of will and the disappearance of the 

seeker as food. It can be however evade such a fate and show a glimpse of the 

lost tradition, but beware. The sharks are waiting: it is easy to pervert these 

teachings. It is enough to get a rough sense. One suspects that some ancient 

legacy (witness the Axial Age: the source is totally invisible, and isn’t ‘god’) 

injected the toy Advaita as realization and as a method that was no method, one 

that can be passed down as a rational process of self-enquiry that might get stuck 

in mind, or perhaps not. It is designed to be usable without gurus despite the 

propaganda that has come into existence.  

• Advaita, spirituality and physics/metaphysics From a Kantian perspective 

yogic/Advaita concepts are metaphysical and beyond the realm of empiricism, no 

doubt the reason for the poor chances of success. Further, the claim to supercede 

this difficulty on the grounds of spiritual authority bogus. Since we have seen that 

the gurus have probably peddled a fake ‘path’ their authority voids out as without 

foundation. And the claims of non-identification with ego as Self/atman at one 

with brahman taken as an ultimate ground is both a brilliant idea and a 

speculative interpretation of modern physics. The results are of interest but 

demonstrate the inability to arrive at the truth of the basic sutric issues tabled.  

• Hacking Advaita: Advaita and most dharmic paths seem to negate the doer and 

free will and this makes the whole game vulnerable to spiritual cannibalism, 

invultuation, and guru domination. Any religious doctrine rejecting free will (or a 

dialectic of free will) will reduce the totality of man. This is the strength and 

weakness of Advaita. But the issue of ‘choiceless awareness’ leave the disciple 

open to an ambiguity and  an unrealized path without will. To preserve freedom 

the seeker might consider that he must ‘will’ his own liberation, and if this lead to 

a mediation on will-less flow, so be it, but his path is thus his own act of freedom. 

Without this, or in the passive surrender to a vulture guru the path of no will 

essentially abandons one’s potential future. There is no simple path of will 

however. Bennett shows one way to do this: 

• Using neo-Samkhya of the Bennett model the Advaita might consider that the 

path to the True Self at the level of 24 laws is the field of his  ‘rational’ quest to 

disidentify with body, mind, etc…He thus ‘turns direct’ without necessarily 

realizing his Individuality at the level of 12. Grafting two things together is not a 



good idea, but this might well be a venue to rescuing Advaita from some of its 

confusions (or else create still more…) 

• Advaita in reverse gear: Advaita moves beyond body/mind as illusory 

identification but this negation fails to consider that body, mind, ego, will are 

more than samsaric illusion. We might throttle backwards and forwards in two 

directions, perhaps that was the original idea… 

• To close: Shell shocked Advaits All in all, Advaita as an archaeological site and 

‘perpetual’ (timeless, santana?), recurrent ‘dharma’, despite the dangers of the 

‘cannibal hack’ problem, deserves praise as a lifeboat spirituality, for individuals 

working beyond guruism, philosophers of ‘enlightenment’, etc, and might seek 

refuge in modernity (in fact Ramana Maharsi is an entirely modern teacher, his 

teaching a de facto contribution to ‘the ‘\enlightenment’) from its corruptions 

and occult shadow side….In fact with Kant and Schopenhauer a lifeboat for the 

lifeboat already exists as a possible ground plan for a real ‘neo-neo-Advaita’ of 

the future. Perhaps Advaita is all that is left of a lost tradition, a fragment of an 

unknown teaching…Whether it leads to enlightenment remains a question…Was 

Maharsi enlightened?  Few achieve ‘enlightenment’ with Advaita: a philosophic 

front for a hidden path…Maharsi was a brahmin, does it matter? Danger of a 

‘path’ without occult knowledge in a field of gangsters…  

 

Note:  More on Danielou and the history of Indic religion… 

Three posts from Darwiniana blog. Danielou is a somewhat dangerous source but his overall claim is 

very cogent and probably right, in rough strokes.  

confronting Danielou’s basic claim …//While the Gods Play: Shaiva Oracles and Predictions on the 

Cycles of History and the Destiny of Mankind 

August 20th, 2017 · 

 

It is an essential project of modernity and anti-fascism to try and clarify the history of Buddhism, 

‘Hinduism’, and so-called Santana dharma which is different from Hinduism… 

We have proceeded critically with this book of Danielou: we had two posts yesterday. But there is a 

significant set of claims made that make it worthwhile to review very carefully his basic thesis. 

It is helpful to do this in the context of the eonic effect to evade his confusion over cycles of history: the 

eonic effect here in minimal form shows a progressive epoch phasing in world history: the Kali Yuga 

myth is completely dubious and destructive. One of manifestations of the eonic effect is the remarkable 

era of the Axial Age and this impacts on Indic religion directly. But it has nothing absolutely essential to 

do with Indic religion as it mysteriously scans and cherry picks a set of traditional elements and then 

changes gears and generates something new: the realm of Buddhism in a massive ‘new age’ religion 



creation cycle, parallel to occidental monotheism. Note this point: a key element of Indic religious 

history operates at a high level in parallel with other emergent religions PLUS the seeds of modern 

secularism. Thus, a key impact on Indic religion has nothing to do as such with its content, it being 

neutral with respect to religious opposites. The eonic effect never quite repeats itself and thus the issue 

with Buddhism is creative novelty for new epoch getting underway, the result is a distillation of the 

classic Indic tradition with a new element of rationalization….Note that the seeds of Christianity thus 

appear in Axial interval with a complex variant in the Zoroastrian, which blends with proto-monotheism 

in the Exile. Note that Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism (and Jainism) with an Upanishadic strain are 

suddenly cherry picked by the macro process…Our ‘eonic radar’ is fairly crude but it resolves its focus on 

a fairly standard scan of the ongoing legacies: it is thus completely transparent for it to amplify 

Upanishadism, Jainism (at an endpoint) and Buddhism, in a crude slightly cliched simplification, no 

doubt. But the point is that there is a separate global aspect that stands beyond the content of the local 

zones impacted. 

 

As if the situation isn’t complicated enough we see a larger context of Indic religion and it is here that 

Danielou’s claim needs to be considered. Students of the eonic model will note the distinction of stream 

and sequence aspects of the cultural evolution. The eonic model has a unique insight here and the data 

faithfully reflects what we see, if we see it at all: Danielou projects an idea of a Shaivaite revival in the 

same period as the onset of Christianity. The Axial interval shows the ‘sequence’ aspect, which the outer 

history and the succession show the stream aspect. The eonic radar spots this distinction in the Indic 

case very easily, if we can find someone who can collate some data for us (we are doing hundreds of 

specializations in the eonic model and need a bit of help!). 

Let’s take a step backward to see the larger history. Our macro effect has ditched the classic legacy as it 

always move to do something new, e.g. Buddhism (which follows very clearly on an end phase of 

Jainism). Danielous despite many errors and probable mistakes sees the basic picture: the antiquity of 

the Indic legacy, his various versions of ‘primordial shaivism’ and a set of questions about that. The point 

here is there is an earlier source of Indic religion, perhaps going back to the Neolithic with the early 

seeds of ‘yoga/tantra/samkhya’ in some form lost to us, but the portraits of Shiva with his trident are 

pretty robust echoes of something that just might be a ‘primitive’ (???sic) version of the larger ‘dharma’. 

Noe here’s the kicker: this tradition predates the Aryan invasion and is therefore before the onset of 

writing an oral probably Dravidian lore, or such is Danielou’s claim, one that many scholars would reject, 

inadvisedly. This situation ends in a calamity of confusion as the older tradition disappears and is 

replaced with a set of hybrids, such as Vedism, which is a completely foreign implant. The appearance of 

the Upanishads as a ‘Vedanta’, end of the Vedas, is a totally confusing situation. 

Danielous’ analysis makes sense and not only that he claims that the earlier tradition actually makes its 

way into the post-Axial stream as an independent ‘Shaivite revival’ in the CE era, strangely parallel with 

Christianity…. 

Note the obvious (in retrospect!) way in which the stream and sequence elements interact and as the 

system moves on with a new Buddhist experiment it reinvokes the old, but only in the stream aspect. It 

is still without full proof but it makes sense of a hopelessly confusing situation to take it this way and 

there is an immense literature of the Shaivite revival which was dumped into late Sanskrit (the agamas, 



etc…) That this older Dravidian tradition thus finds a place in the ‘Hindu morass’ is entirely apt, but we 

must still confirm a number of issues and try to sort out the various pieces. This situation helps explain 

the archaic aspect that haunts much of Indic religion which has both moved on to a new future and 

recreated an older tradition. The idea of Dravidian spiritual legacies will infuriate a lot of people, but if 

Danielou is right the clues will show themselves…if you read Sanskrit and Tamil and….! 

 

So, there it is, most of the pieces for a corrected interpretation of Indic religion, obviously requiring a lot 

more work. 

 

Note that Buddhism failed in India and a crass ‘neo-brahmin’ movement come into existence. This larger 

situation requires a lot of careful historical study and the resulting bits and pieces from Kashmir 

shaivism, to Vaishnavism to shakti cults remain to be sort out… 

Danielou’s interpretation obviously still has problems, but it is an obvious solution, still not fully 

confirmed, to a complicated mystery… 

 

Source: While the Gods Play: Shaiva Oracles and Predictions on the Cycles of History and the Destiny of 

Mankind – Kindle edition by Alain Daniélou. Religion & Spirituality Kindle eBooks @ Amazon.com. 

-------------------------------- 

The eonic effect as a demolition of Danielou’s periodization of cycles…. 

August 19th, 2017 ·   

 

We never got around to the critique intended of Danielou’s cyclical historicism (taken from Hinduism, 

etc…)…. 

The eonic effect is a careful empirical (and partial) demonstration of cyclical effect in world history, 

whatever the interpretation. These reactionary cyclical theories are being used to attack modernity with 

its freedoms, democracy and the hidden fascism behind much new age thinking is unknown to many 

students of sanitized accounts…. 

 

This strange scholar threw a concept bomb into the whole set of histories and we mainly see his work as 

a challenge to refutation but also a critical look at the developing mythologies here that have flooded 

the west… 

The idea that modernity is inside the Kali Yuga is a pack of nonsense… 

 

You can also use the eonic effect to demolish the eonic effect, but is empirical foundation remains…. 



-------------------------------- 

Danielou a provocation to counter-research and some probably unreliable alt-Buddhist 

history…///While the Gods Play: Shaiva Oracles and Predictions on the Cycles of History and the 

Destiny of Mankind – Kindle edition by Alain Daniélou.  

August 18th, 2017 ·   

 

I don’t recommend this book, please…unless you will take it to pieces and not take anything on faith, not 

so hard in the secular sphere, but dubious for new age ‘easy believers’….But Danielou is worth taking to 

pieces because he got once thing right: the Aryan invasion came after the birth of the original Indic 

legacy, whatever that was and once he gets one thing right he may get everything else wrong…but some 

of his provocations are points to research: he actually comes and says the original tradition was 

Dravidian, that there was a connection with Sumer the whole game goes back to the sixth millennium 

BCE, a point in contention, but… 

His idea of the Kali Yuga is totally off and shows his uncritical stance in a thicket of probable errors…But 

who does get it right? 

The point in the context of discussing Buddhism today is a reminder of just how cockeyed all the 

histories of Indic religion really are…It is an almost hopeless mess… 

 

Source: While the Gods Play: Shaiva Oracles and Predictions on the Cycles of History and the Destiny of 

Mankind – Kindle edition by Alain Daniélou. Religion & Spirituality Kindle eBooks @ Amazon.com. 

Appendix 1: A Selection from World History and the Eonic Effect 

The full text can be found at history-and-evolution.com. 

New Ages 

 

The forms of historicism include the myths of eons and epochs. Our data leads us through this terrain, 

yet gives us a handle on the mythological confusions. We live in an age when the millennial calendar of 

eschatological Christianity, a very ancient cousin of the idea of a New Age, suggests an illusory finish to 

our affairs that might distract from the practical efforts demanded by problems that have no miraculous 

solutions. Behind the idea of the last age lies the idea of a ‘new age’, and the endless echoes of antique 

notions of epochs, ages of man, and great cycles of nature. Ideas of a ‘new age’ braided with that of an 

‘eschaton’ and its strange futures are clearly evident in the thinking of the New Testament.  

For the onset of the New Age, if this has any meaning, has already come and gone as far as historical 

Grand Dramatics is concerned. Beyond the issues of the greater future on a scale of millennia, our ‘new 

age’ crisis might be very real on a scale of mere centuries: a loss of momentum or postmodern 

chaotification in the unfolding of a new phase of ‘civilization’ from its roots in the period of the earliest 



modernity. Our moment, that one might wish to move ‘toward a new enlightenment’, instead moves 

quickly ‘toward a new age movement’. A further confusion lies in the idea of decline, near ideas of the 

rise and fall of civilization, such as those advocated by Spengler and Toynbee. These views cleverly find 

the Enlightenment the onset of the fallen man’s last hurrah, in some hellish finish of ‘western’ 

civilization. But secular thought lays the best claim to the ‘new age’.1 

The confusions of eschatology, new ages, last ages, and cyclical views of history are chronic, and in the 

recent versions, come with an anti-modern ideological twist. The eonic effect produces a useful 

commentary on the issue. We should note that the term ‘eonic’ was made a synonym for ‘intermittent’, 

and invokes a systems analysis metaphor (e.g. digital samplers), but also obviously puns on the word 

‘eon’, and this is both an afterthought, and a means of seeing why myths of ‘New Ages’ are endemic to 

history for a reason the eonic effect makes clear. Our ‘eonic sequence’, will elicit the confusion over 

myths of the Great Year, and hopefully displace that with something else.  

The great shockwave of modernism is the onset of a great new period of history and joins the short list 

of two previous such transitions, the great force of the first civilizations, and the second great wave of 

change that gave birth to the classical world. One and the same pattern of geographical differentiation 

followed by ‘globalizing’ integration is clearly at work, with, however, a rising expansion of scale in each 

case. The resemblance of the modernist transformation to these early cousins completes the list of 

three ‘new ages’. Is any of this important? Our eonic pattern moves through this territory, and it is good 

to be wary of merely recycling archetypes. Our approach is different, purely empirical. The New Age 

obsession is much ridiculed, but contains a valid impulse. An age of spiritual democracy is clearly coming 

into existence amidst considerable confusion. Further, the ‘new age’ idea is an outstanding challenge to 

the legacy of the great religions now challenged to a great renewal.  

The issue of the New Age is simple. Everyone is observing fragments of the eonic effect, without seeing 

the whole pattern, which is ‘evolutionary’ in our sense. This has nothing to do with current New Age 

ideas of ‘evolution’ as personal transformation. The eonic effect grants no foundational status to the 

idea of a new age, but solves the problem at once on a de facto basis by suggesting the mistake of 

periodization in most efforts to periodize New Ages. The quest for the Age of Aquarius was silly, as is the 

postmodern attempt to undermine the rise of the modern with a ‘New Age’. There is even a new myth 

of the ‘Second Axial Age’ appearing. The myths of the ‘New Age’ spring from the lore of the Great Year, 

a total red herring, whose astrological periodization of the precession of the equinoxes is too short and 

throws everything else out of whack, leaving the field in total confusion. The mystery of historical cycles 

has always haunted civilization, for reasons that we will see. It is time to lay the issue to rest. It is 

hopeless question, but we can take a chance and use our eonic model to attempt some clarification.  

                                                           
1 Page Smith, A New Age Now Begins (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), Vol I, Introduction, and Chapter 10, 

“What Then is the American, This New Man?”, John Robert, Revolution and Improvement (Berkeley: University of 

California, 1976), Chapter 7, “A New Age?”, Forrest MacDonald, Novus Ordo Seclorum (Lawrence, Kansas: 

University of Kansas Press, 1985). The world of the Young Hegelians was the classic of all seminal New Age 

Movements, the more convincing for its wild gyrations: Feuerbach, “…One who understands the language in which 

the spirit of the world speaks, cannot fail to recognize that our present is the capstone of a whole period in the history 

of humanity and is precisely the starting point of a new life.’ Quoted from Karl Lowith, Martin Heidegger & European 

Nihilism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995). Alexander Macfie (ed.), Eastern Influences on Western 

Philosophy (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2003), David Smith, Hinduism and Modernity (Malden, MA: 

Blackwell, 2003). 



One reason for the importance of the idea of a New Age is that the periodic renewal of religious 

formations, correctly anticipated by many New Agers and Eastern thinkers, is a force to be reckoned 

with and can have devastating impact on received religions. It is probably the case that the religions 

generated in the wake of the Axial period will slowly pass away, or be transformed into something else. 

The effect is very clear from the Axial period itself, which pressed against the remains of still earlier 

religions, and we can see the issue clearly in the modern world where all the old religions are clearly 

falling to pieces. The place of the better idea of evolution here is obvious, although Darwinism, due to its 

reductionist account of man has, if anything, miscast the tone of secularization which was proceeding in 

more intelligent fashion before the false metaphysics of selectionist theories gave religious reaction a 

fresh impetus. Consider that preeminent New Ager, Spinoza, giving birth promptly in the early modern 

to Biblical Criticism. Also, please note, the Protestant Reformation, in the mainline of our eonic 

sequence recycles a Christian stream. We should therefore be wary of any predictions.  

The mysterious discontinuity of the sixteenth century, and the onset of the modern in the nineteenth 

are a de facto resolution of the Great Expectation predicted, but whose secular character was not 

wished for. That the early champions of revolution and change, during the French Revolution, saw fit to 

periodize a New Age in the ‘revolution’ of time by attempting to invent a new calendar of the Year Zero 

is altogether apt, and not quite as ridiculous as the swift reactions of conservatives were soon to make 

that seem.  

Thus, the rise of the modern world has often been seen as the beginning of a New Age, Novus Ordo 

Seclorum. But this falls out of sync with the periodization of the Great Year. We can breathe a sigh of 

relief, determining the onset of the Aquarian age is superfluous. But a host of ‘New Age’ gurus, plying 

the ‘standard postmodern strategy’ pioneered by Spengler, find the rise of the modern to be an 

aberration, and the situation to require their ministrations, please forget the many achievements of 

human liberty attending the old New Age. The new New Age requires the sacrifice of human autonomy, 

in the name of spiritual guidance. We are presented with the Old Age movement, in a flood of cults 

promoting archaic confusions.  

The condemnation in spiritual terms of the new age of the modern with its revolutionary struggle for 

freedom is currently being amplified by the postmodern strategies of forces of reaction. In a strange 

irony, the West was the last place on the planet not subject to the concealed domination of spiritual or 

‘esoteric’ mystifications. It has produced in short order the groundwork for a new disposition of the true 

spiritual man, able to inherit his autonomy as the natural freedom of his own self-consciousness. We are 

still living in the future of this moment of this transition to a new era of world history, symbolically 

climaxing in the generation of the French Revolution, in the sense that our current culture came into 

existence very swiftly in the century from 1750 to 1850. This greater significance of the Revolutionary 

period was clearly in the mind of the philosopher Hegel who, ideas of the ‘end of history’ apart, was 

inspired both to the early enthusiasm for and the reactionary rejection of this event in its excesses, as 

one of its most notable observers.  

As Hegel notes in his Phenomenology of Spirit, written on the eve of Napoleon’s approach to Jena, as the 

supposed (hubristic) World Spirit on horseback: 

Our epoch is a birth time, a period of transition. The spirit of man has broken with the old 

order of things, and with old ways of thinking. The spirit of the times, growing slowly 

and quietly ripe for the new form it is to assume, disintegrates one piece after another of 



the structure of the previous world. That it is tottering to its fall is now indicated only by 

symptoms here and there...but something else is approaching. This gradual crumbling to 

pieces will be interrupted by the sunrise, which in a flash and at a single stroke, brings to 

view the form and structure of the new world. 

Hegel is useful in one way for he restates a classic mystical theme of the ancients, but slips in the idea of 

freedom. The guru game will never be the same, and the current New Age conspiracies against human 

autonomy using the postmodern strategy should soon play themselves out. Hegel, of course, is 

sometimes well challenged for his version of the Freedom idea. Indeed, is he not a sly version from the 

same game? His concealed occult roots should leave us wondering. But the point is clear. Failing Hegel, 

the pack of left Hegelians, New Agers in the vein of Feuerbach, rewrote the terms of the New Age rather 

well, although Marxist ‘materialism’ is too constricted to handle these issues. The terms are set, the 

‘class struggle’ is very much present at the core of religion. The Enlightenment theme of autonomy 

creates quiet alarm in the spiritual authorities of antiquity. And why would that be so? The dark rumors 

of the occult fascism pass through the New Age underground.  

In the end, there is no theoretical basis for the New Age concept as such in the eonic effect with its 

crude stages of self-organization, but the battle of the ancients and moderns takes its place, and now 

takes new forms so visible in the ‘old and new’ of the vigorous movements styled ‘New Age’. But the 

new age of the modern is real enough, and connects to historical dynamics. The postmodern swindles of 

the gurus attempting to displace modernity with their own ‘New Age’ should hopefully prove 

transparent, and proof they have little grasp of history.  

New Age Movements The generation of the sixties and seventies in the West with its plethora of New 

Age movements rising from the multicultural compression of the emerging world culture, in a 

proliferation of spiritual groups whose radical therapeutic fringe mixed with an easternizing, semi-

Theosophical character, proceeds by such a swift and grim law from the language of spiritual renewal to 

the commercialization of astrology, pseudo-yoga and channeling that one must wonder what happened. 

The question of world religion is crucial to our subject, but it is hard for standard historiography to get to 

the bottom of it, impossible in an age of Darwinism, and the history of India is especially interesting and 

difficult in this respect. Our discovery of the Shiva seal puts the whole question to the fore, and we have 

fulfilled our task, to a first approximation, by placing these issues in some relation to real historical 

evolution.  

Shiva Seal: Yoga and Tantra The Indic tradition, witness the Shiva seal, is an elusive play on 

what is really the twin legacy of yoga and tantra, one tradition, the latter no doubt the 

evolutionary source of the former, in a fashion lost to us. The degenerations of tantra veil the 

obvious path to the discovery of yoga.2 

It is not our business to pass judgment on these movements, which constitute part of our eonic history, 

and which show a thriving realization (attempted) of spiritual democracy, but the amount of sheer drivel 

produced is enough to completely paralyze the ‘spiritual paths’ of anyone who ventures here. It should 

be noted that the world historical significance of Indian religion is reflected in its entry into late 

modernism, just at our divide, as if to squeeze in on time, and its evaluation an important task of 

contemporary culture. Note that our eonic sequence never repeats itself, and the Indic stream bids fair 

                                                           
2
 Hugh Urban, Tantra, Sex, Secrecy, and Power in the Study of Religion (Berkeley: Univ of Ca, 2003). 



to be cheated out of a future transition. But we see the reverse diffusion effect in the spread of modern 

technology and the Indic tradition starts to flood into modernity almost exactly at the modern divide. 

We can’t play favorites with our term ‘eonic determination’, but we can see that these traditions from 

the Axial Age are not going to get renewed treatment from our eonic mainline, which has already 

completed its business by the time of the divide. Or so our model suggests.  

This helps explain the strange dilemma of the New Age movements we see. In any case a last phase of 

the Reformation seems to be the case, as the modern pluralistic omnibus picks up all passengers. Note 

how the seemingly oddball Reformation does in fact show the factor of eonic determination and 

climaxes near the divide with the birth of such ideas as ‘rational theology’, as seen in Kant, or Hegel. 

Hegel was very clear on this point, that German philosophy was the endcap of the Reformation. And it is 

no accident that it tries to lift itself up by its bootstraps to ‘beat the competition’ by disgorging a sort of 

wild flower Upanishadic rabbit from the hat. But the result can’t really compete with the Indic strain, at 

least at first sight. But if we study the Kantian Dialectic carefully we see that the religions of antiquity fall 

into place around the antinomies of self, soul, divinity, with the idea of freedom appearing in concert. 

We have the clue. A great new ‘Freedom Sutra’ is struggling to be born, to integrate all the religions 

crowding for space in modernity.  

That early entry of Indic religion, before the stampede of gurus, began with the generation of the 

Romantics, and figures such as Schlegel. And the critique from this perspective of the monotheistic 

traditions is also a significant liberation for the mass hypnosis macro-cults that haunt the Western 

tradition. But its legacy should be its own self-liberation into an age of spiritual democracy. In fact, 

despite his disavowals, the figure Schopenhauer is proof these issues were built into modernism at its 

foundations, so we need not apologize for introducing them. The West has its own confused and 

concealed Hermetic traditions, but little profit to the public comes from them, it would seem.  

Beyond that the New Age shows one irony, that none of the great religions of antiquity are likely to 

survive in their current form. And yet Hinduism probably gestates in the Neolithic, so we should not 

predict. A host of gurus have said as much, and the point is hardly controversial. Beside the great 

religions, the great yogas, and their Sufi variants, are not always benign vehicles. Nor is the classic 

ashram adapted to needs of modern man. The clear evidence of Christian totalitarianism in the legacy of 

Constantine suppressing Gnostic cults was not benign either. The endless efforts to repackage antiquity 

go on and on, to no avail.  

The modern Enlightenment is suddenly undervalued now, but its final task will be to rewrite the archaic 

sutras in a critical vein, a task not easily accomplished, and barely to be hoped for. The Enlightenment 

chord of Reason in history is taken as some degenerate vice by some, but was already visible in the 

streamlining of the ancient tradition in the great Gautama. We should certainly be open to a 

postmodern or yogic critique of reason, but too many, who could use a good scientific education, have 

wrecked a great thematic of history in the name of mystical idiocy. It is a false quarrel. Reason is the 

common carrier of historical man. Study the theology Luther was forced to deal with before renouncing 

the theme of Reason in History. If it can outperform, in the long run, the mystical confusions of self-

styled prophets and sages, and it can, then it claims history, leaving the Buddhas to exit history, as 

wished.  

The Enlightenment has been underrated by self-appointed wizards, but will sooner or later show a 

resurgent effort to evaluate this heritage of antiquity, whose decayed forms are proliferating at a rapid 



rate. Beside Hegel, a perfect example is the brilliant, if imperfect, formulation of Schopenhauer who 

automatically proceeds to resurrect these ancient questions (which are obviously latent in Kant). But 

these men were doing something quite different. Modernity has done its business by staging pluralism, 

and there these rival stains prosper as never before. What is the objection to modernity?  

The problem is that horizontal history rarely produces a viable spiritual movement, and we notice the 

way the intersection of the ancient Indian stream with the Axial phase suddenly produces such a world 

religion. Let us note that the original Buddhism does not resemble anything by that name now, a good 

example being its rejection of vegetarianism.  

The authority of gurus is bogus. Due to a false mystique of pre-democratic ages, they have become an 

obstacle to development. There is no cosmic involution of spiritual men. Instead we see the bottom up 

bootstrap of autonomous freethinking men realizing their mysterious and latent evolutionary 

psychology. The point is clearer from something like the early Jain, or early Buddhist, traditions.  

In any case, we can also see that this ferment of New Age religion is a delayed aspect of modernism and 

global diffusion. Note from our later model the fact that it occurs late in this rise and has no special 

status overriding modernist foundations. This is not the new Axial Age, nor are we likely to see a 

replication of the period creating a world religion like Buddhism or Christianity. It is thus worth noting 

again that the only period of Indian religion intersecting with our eonic effect is that of the Axial period, 

and the result was the creative ferment that gave birth to traditions such as the Buddhist, traditions as 

rich as that seen in the world of the parallel Greeks.  

The Battle of the Ancients and the Moderns recommences in a different form, and a global Reformation 

moves to interact with the full scope and antiquity of the religions of classical period. That New Age 

movements have had their opportunity to surpass modernity, yet are unable to do so, can be seen from 

the confusion created by Theosophy. And yet this movement contained a valid protest against the 

completely false view of man coming into existence in an age of positivism and Darwinism.  

Madame Blavatsky’s Baboon The modern secularist has only himself to blame for attempting 

to foist a ‘soul-less’ post-Cartesian positivism on the globalizing universal culture. The 

counterattack was swift, even as Huxley was debating Wilberforce, the Indian world starts 

launching a series of torpedoes to reset the balance. Darwinism was and is a standing joke in 

many minds.  

But is Theosophy any better than Darwinism? The rapid appearance of a new metaphysics of ‘spiritual 

evolution’ in Blavatsky’s wake has produced still another field of confusion. But behind the carnival of 

Blavatsky’s ‘rubbish heap’ lay a serious effort to remind Westerners that the man in the Shiva seal 

existed before the rise of civilization, and that the deeper evolutionary psychology of man is hard 

pressed to survive into a scientific age. Such issues as reincarnation, condemned as crackpot by Scientific 

Committees investigating the occult, are certainly not the simple one scientific psychology pretends it to 

be, and the ancient legacy is soon resurgent. The real and deeper issue is human autonomy and the 



threat to this in the realms of spiritual domination so strangely embraced by the Theosophical obsession 

with Himalayan masters. Never let the phantoms of the ‘Himalayan Masters’ control your unconscious.3 

The New Age movement is thus likely to be the vehicle for conservative mystifications and restorations 

of the worst kind of false postmodernist traditionalism, including the regime of the imitation Hindu-style 

guru, to a receptive public eager for mysticism and unaware of the hegemonic nature of Brahmanism 

and the history of the Indian religion between Buddha and Shankara. This world is beautiful in itself, in 

spite of its historical shadows, and it is unfair to denounce as ‘gurus’ the modern crop of hucksters 

trotting down the road with this label.  

Nonetheless, this recent movement, frequently excoriated, is of historical interest in its own right, and 

one whose issues and history deserve their own telling, beginning, not in the seventies, not in the 

nineteenth century, but in the wake of the first phase of global interaction, and the fascination of the 

philosophes with the arriving data of other cultures, such as the traditions of China. The first 

achievement of modern culture is a pluralism that can yield a field of renewal to the manifold sources of 

antique spiritualities to find stowaway passage in modernity, near a technocratic Lord Jim. 

The ‘self’ of man is a mystery not easily understood, and the recorded testimony of complex states of 

consciousness, however confused, makes Darwinism a dead letter, with its complete absence of any 

definition of what an organism such as man might be. There are no simple answers here and the Indian 

tradition promptly equivocates the nature of self/no-self.  

A Challenge to Guruism The New Age movement is neglected by modern thought, and these remarks 

are not a rejection of the so-called New Age movement, as such. In fact, we have potentially built into 

our thesis the great issues of Indian religion. But if we do so we need to sound a warning that we are not 

in the endorsement business for the many deceptions that pass under the name of esoteric spirituality. 

It is important to remember that these movements have none of the factor of macro-action we see in 

the Axial Age. That’s a fact of life, and a warning to false hopes the next guru will ever match, viz. the 

emergence of Buddhism. 

A good starting point is Kant’s classic essay, What is Enlightenment? The issue of autonomy is an 

apparent threat to the legacy of guruism, and the time has come to challenge the spiritual authority of 

these ancient traditions. No mention of the guru is made in the Buddhist Eightfold Way. The 

manufacture of proxy fascist agents in downfield reincarnation sequences with the unwitting trust of 

‘disciples’ is the end of the line for the legacy of naïve guruism.  

Wolves in sheep’s clothing. The figure ‘Jesus’ gave a sound warning. The New Age collapse of 

Sufistic and Buddhist traditions (to say nothing of the Christian) is already showing the 

proliferation of freelancers and spiritual capitalists and degenerate cannibals armed with 

occult means of exploitation. Occult fascists put democratic politicians at risk. The modern 

                                                           
3 Cf. Peter Washington, Madame Blavatsky’s Baboon (New York: Schocken Books, 1994) for this phrase in 

relation to Blavatsky’s anti-Darwinism. In the United States, the ‘new aging’ process in its Orientalizing aspect comes 

as early as the Transcendentalists, already built into American tradition from the start. Cf. Raymond Schwab, The 

Oriental Renaissance (New York: Columbia, 1984), Carl Jackson, The Oriental Religions and American Thought, 

Nineteenth Century Explorations (Westport: Greenwood, 1981). A critical account is found in Robert Basil (ed.), Not 

Necessarily The New Age (New York: Prometheus, 1988). A manifesto, of sorts, for the movement was Marilyn 

Furgueson’s The Aquarian Conspiracy (New York: St. Martin’s, 1978). Martin Green, Prophets of a New Age (New 

York; Scribner’s, 1992).  



transition with its emphasis on freedom and autonomy should, but won’t, put these operators 

out of business. The modern liberal is a perfectly good exemplar of ‘Santanadharma’, with a 

Kantian angle on transcendental freedom, historically mindful of the spiritual slavery peddled 

as dharma by the reactionary Neo-Brahmins and their massacre of the Buddhists.  

We should inject a caution against an emerging false, or misleading, view of evolution taken as ‘spiritual 

self-evolution’. It is not evolution to do yoga exercises, unless you define it that way, in which case you 

should not confuse it with general evolution. No one, not even Gautama Buddha can operate on the 

level of the eonic evolution we see in history. These people are not evolutionary guides for mankind in 

the sense of macro-evolution. The propaganda of gurus is in a state of rapid diffusion, and many wild 

claims are made to buttress an authoritarianism inappropriate to the real development of human 

autonomy. The question is simple. If we examine the relation of religion to the eonic mainline we can 

see that evolution in our sense far outstrips any of the cultural initiatives of Buddha figures. Claims 

related to this of the ‘Sufi guides’ behind the evolution of man are false, and misleading. We can see the 

scale of the eonic sequence is so awesome in its effects as to sweep up the religions of entire continents 

in a greater pattern. The sad truth is that these authoritarian traditions show the same drift and 

deviation as every other, and could as well profit from the challenges of the Enlightenment to recast 

their foundations. It is hard to think of a better foundation for a truly informed modern ‘spiritual path’, 

based on the individual’s autonomy, and receptive to the classic findings of ancient sutras (subjected to 

some historical sandblasting). The eonic sequence shows us that evolution in our sense is on scale far 

greater than any initiative of religion.  

Looking at the legacy of Buddhas and gurus we notice a highly embarrassing fact. They cannot resolve 

their own history, its ideologies, or even its data, let alone detect evolution. The many attempts to speak 

of ‘spiritual evolution’, sometimes with involutionary myths, have muddled the issue of both the classic 

sutras, and modern empirical evolutionism.  

The endless guru wars between the Buddhists and Neo-Brahmanism are forgotten. The latter was the 

enforcer of last resort of the spurious law of caste and has never repented of this even as it spreads 

globally. The realm of the guru has an immense propaganda, but it belongs to another age, and is a 

dangerous game that will turn the disciple into a Faust with a Mephisto problem. Be wary! The issue is 

that there is a critical point of danger in the release of the ‘sovereignty of your own will’, which you 

alone can fritter away. There is absolutely no spiritual law of spiritual guru authority.  

The point should be stated then that there are absolutely no spiritual authorities anywhere to which 

anyone is required to submit. The gurus, Buddhas, Sufis, popes, Jesus Christ, Mohammed, are not 

spiritual authorities. Their conspiracy to undermine the legacy of the Enlightenment and generate 

propaganda against human autonomy stretches all the way to fascist anti-modernism. Enlightened men 

often perform poorly on cultural issues, and have a poor understanding of history. The long string of 

hopeless idiots with this label in the recent New Age movement suggests an essential caution: the term 

can only be verified by individuals after making their own efforts. There is no public standard definition 

of the term. Rarely does the field get lucky with someone like Gautama (and significantly this occurred in 

the Axial period). Acquire a stash of bootleg sutras and be off. You are alone here, completely. And that 

is unfortunate, but it so. That’s the way it started, bootstrap from ground zero. Look at the ferment of 

philosophers and yogis in the period before Buddha, Axial India (about which we know too little). The 

shadowy gurus come later. And Buddhism is already quite late.  



The always unstated problem is that of captive agency, or agency invultuation. One must always be 

suspicious of what happened with Wagner, Nietzsche coming to in puzzlement. Something terrible was 

afoot at the end of the nineteenth century. Rumors abound. Declare yourself a ‘null occultist’ to figure 

through the dangerous possibilities, and never be tempted. The most shining Buddha is no more than 

Mephistopheles to you. Behind too many spiritual fronts lies a predatory world of the esoteric mafias, 

‘Sufi’ hyenas of the will. In the West as Christianity passes with its minimal protection a dangerous realm 

flows into the void. It is significant the Christ figure warned of it. It is a serious problem with no public 

resolution.  

The world of modern science leaves the typical Westerner ill-equipped to confront or resist the 

devastating tactics applied without warning by the practitioners of exotic hypnosis known to agents in 

these traditions. Never trust or join an organization you suspect is a front in the cancerated traditions of 

the exoteric and esoteric division. The case of Sufism is especially devious in this respect. The legacy of 

Theosophy is revealing here, yet it is a promoter of the very problem of passive spirituality and cultic 

dependency that are the opposite of any true search for enlightenment. Dark rumors, or slanders, of 

fascist Buddhism begin to undermine the whole basis of trust in the spiritual fronts of these antiquated 

and corrupt religions. No one can exploit your sovereign will unless you yourself consent.  

 

The (Eonic) Evolution Of Religion 

 

The clear but not exclusive association of religious evolution with the eonic effect should prompt us to 

coin a new phrase, the ‘eonic evolution of religion’. Looking at the Axial Age we can see that religious 

emergence is strongly correlated with the eonic pattern. It is important to consider that the association 

is not, couldn’t be, exclusive.  

In the wake of the modern transition, right on schedule, we find a resurgence of religious traditionalism, 

indeed, fundamentalism, endangering the fragile achievement of secularism, and giving us a sense of 

déjà vu as we note the fate of the Greek Axial and its birth of rationalism (next to the Indic). Quite apart 

from this consideration, we suddenly inherit a better sense of the nature of religious development over 

the course of world history, the eonic evolution of religion.  

In a nutshell, the issue is simple. Anyone can found a religion at any time, but, as an empirical 

observation, those emerging in the Axial interval, or any part of the eonic sequence, show a coherence 

and amplification that gives them a momentum, and a seminal character overshadowing the rest. Thus, 

our method is simple: we have to separate the general course of religion in general from the result of its 

intersection with the eonic effect, or eonic sequence, as we will call it. Once we do that the puzzle 

evaporates. We have spoken of the ‘eonic evolution of civilization’, and can also extend this to the 

‘eonic evolution of religion (or science)’. These are formal terms, less profound than they look, cut from 

the mould of our periodization. The point is that the stream of religious history intersects with the eonic 

sequence, and a new potential for religion is created. In fact, all we can do is describe a phenomenon we 

don’t understand. If an intermittent long sequence is overlaid on a series of continuous streams the 

result would be about what we see historically, in a limited range. The gist is simple, two great religions 



arise in the mainline of the eonic sequence. Note the distinction of macro-action and micro-action: the 

creation of a religion is a freely open possibility at any time. The results, however, that occur in the eonic 

sequence are deeper, or, at least, have greater momentum.  

Our discussion of the evolution of freedom, despite its seeming political cast, connects to this at once if 

we look at religion, on the one hand, as the consideration of the freedom of the individual in the sense 

of ethical agency, and, on the other, the collective ‘religion’ or ‘re-ligion’, rebinding, of that individual in 

terms of community. In modern terms, one would ask here, why bother with the second? Isn’t the first 

the only religion? But we see, like it or not, the dilemma of our freedom and necessity discourse all over 

again as the historical induction of religion produces all the dilemmas of the state in a different form.  

We should remember that ‘Israel/Judah’ was a state in the context of empires, and a ‘religion’ emerged 

from that, still bearing all the traces of its theocratic statist origins. Nor can we safely ascribe any 

teleological process to what we see, although the temptation is severe. For, clearly, as Christians 

realized, the match was peculiar: should they annex the Old Testament or simply start from scratch? 

And the progeny then proceeded to overtake the entire Roman Empire. So the connection is completely 

transparent, whether or not we find any of this the ‘true essence of religion’ or not. We should note that 

primitive Buddhism associated with our pattern was a revolt against society, and induced the individual 

to renounce the ‘state of civilization’ to seek his own salvation outside of the state. But within two 

centuries there was a Buddhist empire. And the appearance of Mahayana Buddhism is direct concert 

with Christianity is another reminder of the integrated complexity of our eonic sequence and its effects. 

Whatever the case, the mystery of religion is discovered in the permutations and combinations of our 

freedom consideration, and the evolution of man’s self-consciousness. Religions end in the 

mechanization of social ideology, and rarely serve this purpose. We must also remember the absurdity 

of discussing ‘religion’ in the abstract as a category in itself. What religion is, changes drastically at each 

stage of history. The system of medieval Papacy was as surely a form of ‘state/empire’ as the Roman. 

Most discussions of religion now assume the gestures of Luther who created a ‘revolution against this 

state’.4  

We focus on this, one of the subtlest points of our thesis, for a specific reason, among others, that it will 

help to define the ‘secular’ age in which we find ourselves. The secular philosophy of history is the 

object of much criticism for its supposed shallowness, and one might consider, for example, Karl 

Lowith’s acute examination and critique. But what was the objection, apart from the confusions of 

Darwinian scientism? The modern philosopher of history is indicted as a secularist. In fact, in our analysis 

the ‘secular’ shows eonic macro-action, which the great religions of Christianity do not.  

And we may with some irony trace the Zoroastrian theme through the modern period, as the recycling 

of a myth. And then go back and trace it once again as recycled in a previous cycle of the eonic effect, 

the emergence of the Judeo-Christian tradition. That the term ‘secular’ should derive from the word 

                                                           
4 The issue is transparently clear if we look at the ambiguity (to some) of Kantian ethics. As Roger Sullivan 

notes apologetically at the beginning of An Introduction to Kant’s Ethics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1994), p. 1, “Kant’s moral philosophy has also often been read (and with good reason) as concerned mainly with the 

moral character of individuals and of their actions. But if we approach it from that point of view, we may not have 

much sympathy for many of his claims, especially his insistence that our fundamental moral rules may override our 

personal concerns and cares. If, however, we begin, with his political theory, we are better positioned to appreciate 

how his moral philosophy provides the underlying conceptual structure for a community life that can be shared by 

everyone.” 



‘saeculum’ and merely suggest a new age is a reminder that the legacy of the Old Testament is a secular 

as the ‘modern’ in this dictionary sense. Our words fail us at this point. There is no ultimate distinction 

between sacred and secular history once we factor in the eonic effect. The ironic fact is that we are in 

the same position as the original observers of the modernist eonic transition, to use our developing 

term, armed with a superset of data calling for a new interpretation, as universal history. We should 

further note that the same conflict between old and new that we see in modern times is clearly present 

in the radical Judaic tradition creating its new tradition.5 

Witness the near simultaneity of parallel emergent culture in the world of Archaic and Classical Greece, 

or the China of the period of Confucius. What is going on? The secular enlightenment is born in this 

period in parallel, making a mockery of a series of Comptean age periods, sacred followed by secular. 

We could as well say an early form of modern thought emerges in the Greek Enlightenment. The clue is 

to see the spectrum stretching from philosophy to religion to science, and to see the unity of the diverse 

manifestations in disguise. Then the resemblance of all of them to the rise of the modern will stand out. 

We need to consider that the transformation indicated in the concept of the ‘Axial’ age seems 

independent of its content, and like a wave simply bobs the phenomena it finds already in place. But 

there can be so simple theistic explanation of the fact that this period produces two religions, one 

theistic, the other atheistic. There is no absolute category of ‘religion’.  

Thus it is obvious, although strange, that religions can and do arise potentially at all times, 

yet the ones that carry the day show the signature of the Axial period, as if they were being 

amplified or transformed as they cross a temporal boundary. The only explanation here is some 

idea of an intermittent sequence, calling up the elements already in place and producing something 

new from what was already there. That is what we will call the ‘eonic evolution of religion’, and 

we suspect that it earlier and later signatures in disguise in the model we will construct. We also 

suspect the birth of this sequence even before the rise of the state in the era of the Neolithic. Thus 

religions are evolving on two levels. The following will become clearer once our model is 

established. But the point lies in the question, e.g. what of Christianity (indeed, late Judaism), 

Islam or the Mahayana?  

We are left to ask the nature of religion itself. Here we must see that while the eonic evolution seems to 

take it to new heights, the factor of mechanization is not religious. Our later discussion of the so-called 

‘fundamental unit of historical analysis’ will help here, in part. The confusing entanglement of a strange 

frequency phenomenon with the essential meaning of religion creates a muddle from which we might 

hope to free ourselves. One of the confusions, as noted, of the Axial Age concept is that it mimics the 

idea of an age of revelation. But the problem here, as noted, is that we see the continuous appearance 

of religions before, during, and after the crucial era, yet we have an especial mystery attached to those 

that arise in a narrow band pointed to by Jaspers. Thus Buddhism seems to be a cousin to the Judaic 

exemplar, and appears in an entirely different context, yet proceeding from its ‘Axial’ source outward in 

the generation of an oikoumene. Christianity and Islam appear in a seemingly contingent fashion quite 

outside this seminal period. The issue will resolve itself as we go in search of the ‘fundamental unit of 

historical analysis’ and its transformations, state, empire, and religion.  

                                                           
5 Cf. Karl Lowith, Meaning In History (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1957). Hans Blumenberg, The 

Legitimacy of the Modern Age, p. xiv. 



The sudden reappearance of a strong ‘secular’ civilization, in what is almost a surprise attack on the 

European fringes of Eurasia dominated by religious formations, echoes the Ionian Enlightenment, so to 

speak, and reamplifies a lost strain of world history. The theme of Reason in history rises to challenge, 

and to fulfill, the trend, leaving the deeper question of the place of religion in the future. The 

significance of Spinoza, for example, and then of Kant, and others, is already forgotten in the ill-

conceived effort to replace religion with a positivistic scientism, a gesture doomed to fail. As we will see 

these developments are as valid datasets in the ‘eonic evolution of religion’ as anything in antiquity, the 

concept of ‘revelation’ being shown up for what it is, an eonic myth, and returned to the domain of 

philosophical enquiry. 6 

 

The ‘Axial’ New Age 

Contemporary New Age movements, stretched between radicalism and conservatism, are an attempt to 

recover the sense of the ‘new age’ that appeared after –600 in China, India, and the Occident, when the 

great religions were born. We take for granted the attitude of denunciation expressed by the Hebrew 

prophets of the world of Babylon without quite asking ourselves why it is that they took this stance, 

unless as a committed religionist we accept this as a religious issue of pagan morals. The Judaic core-

period shows a classic emergentist ‘New Age movement’, in another age. Our eonic outline of periodic 

architecture gives us no trick answers, or the ability to grind out explanations without close study of 

actual facts. 

 All we know is that a group of men gave direct expression to religious and cultural ‘new aging’ and 

yielded their discourse to immediate successors during ‘downfield new aging’. This is evidently a 

                                                           
6 Consider the following formulation:  

The eonic evolution of religion: macro-action: We begin to see that the history of religions shows two 

aspects, its continuous particulars of spiritual culture and the intersection with some larger sequencing 

on a higher scale. It is this that generates the illusion of an Age of Revelation (no illusion, in our terms). 

We have the seeds of an explanation for the Judaic myths, and the remarkable historical data that 

accompanies it in the ‘history of Israel’, now seen in a new light. We will begin to suspect a much earlier 

history to all this, even predating the rise of civilization, and going back to the Neolithic.  

…vs. religion as mideonic free action: micro-action: The eonic effect reflects the distinction between our 

sense of sourcing religions and what comes in their wake, and the composers of the Christian Bible 

struggled with this obvious point in their own terms. They could see that the Old Testament period was 

somehow ‘special’ and their teleological confusions in relation to that are the stuff of some quite 

dangerous history. We will see that our eonic model faithfully reflects this aspect of eonic determination 

in the proto-Judaic generator, as compared with the ‘sequential dependency’ of Christianity and Islam. 

Let us not forget that the latter show ‘free action’ and were driven to construct their own mysteries of 

the supernatural. The mere existence of ‘several’ such reminds us indeed that they were arbitrary ‘free 

action’. Note that the Axial period, by our hypothesis, comes on schedule, while the mideonic religions 

show relative contingency. We cannot give them eonic status. We don’t have to, and they don’t need it.  



religious issue, for the obvious ‘superficial’ point is that this was an era of rapid religious evolution, as 

the form and content of monotheism as we know it took shape and became the inner substance of a 

new field of culture, assembling itself from earlier elements. But the issue is a deeper one, for behind 

the religious factor stands what history was to confirm, the passing of an antique world, whose last 

representatives were the Assyrians, and the Egyptians of the New Kingdom, their creative energies 

spent. Thus, Jeremaiah expresses his furious anathema of Babylon, more than a symbol of the 

Mesopotamian world that preceded the classical: 

And Babylon shall become a heap, a dwelling-place for dragons, an astonishment and a 

hissing, without an inhabitant. What? Babylon wasn’t all that bad, but the prophecy was 

confirmed. In a similar vein, Isaiah prophesies:  

Every one that is found shall be thrust through; and every one that is joined unto them shall 

fall by the sword. Their children also shall be dashed to pieces before their eyes; their houses 

shall be spoiled, and their wives ravished. Their bows shall dash the young men to pieces; and 

they shall have no pity on the fruit of the womb; their eye shall not spare children. 

 And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees’ excellency, shall be as when 

God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah…7 

What is remarkable is how prescient these predictions were, not as revelatory visions but in their sense 

of geopolitical becoming, and the sense of the dawning of a new era. Where the Greeks, nearby and 

simultaneous, experienced a fantastic flowering of culture without grasping what was happening to 

them, the Hebrew prophets began to perceive as the first ‘futurologists’ the changing shape of 

civilization itself. And in India there was a ‘Great Awakening’, in China a fascinating play on a 

combination of Indian mysticism and Greek rationalism.  

The great world generated from Sumer had already been in a ‘last phase’ for centuries and the world of 

developed and developing culture and civilization was very much changing gears in this era. And a close 

look will certainly discover sooner or later the first primitive version of the still earlier ‘new aging’. We 

know it is there, from, for example, the automatic clocking of the Egyptian dynastic tradition from ca. –

3000. Nothing could be more natural, once the reason is seen. The tactic of the prophets to ascribe this 

to the wrath of divinity throws us off the scent, although it give vivid testimony to those who were 

involved in the creation of the new, which they interpreted in terms of religious evolution, and the need 

to create a new conception of the divine. Religious issues apart, they were attuned to the phenomenon 

of rapid transition itself that was so clearly, to our hindsight and our reconstruction of the earlier period, 

in convulsive passage. 

 But the countermovement against modernism is already reminiscent of what happened in the ancient 

world in the period before the coming of Christianity, but after the centuries of the great flowering. In 

The Greeks and the Irrational, E.R. Dodds puzzled over the interruption in the Greek Enlightenment: 

Looking at the picture as a whole, an intelligent observer in or about the year 200 B.C. might 

well have predicted that within a few generations the disintegration of the inherited structure 

[of the pagan religious world, the ‘Inherited Conglomerate’ of Gilbert Murray] would be 

complete, and that the perfect Age of Reason would follow. He would, however, have been 
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quite wrong on both points...To understand the reasons for this long-drawn decline is one of 

the major problems of world history.8 

In a discussion of great importance, not only for understanding what happened in the ancient world but 

of what might happen in our own, Dodds describes, for example, the onset of astrology like a blight and 

the loss of the seeds of rationalism, and the weakening, and complete loss, of science. The experiments 

in political republicanism and democracy seem to vanish into thin air as the processes of empire gain the 

upper hand and remain in place to the modern world. Further, there is the same influx of mystical ideas 

and religious forms into the western oikoumene. This is the ‘failure of nerve’, a term invented by Bury 

who gave it to Gilbert Murray.9  

But unfortunately this explanation will not work, even as the defense of the Enlightenment turns into its 

very opposite, the yogi’s Enlightenment, indeed that of the well-documented ‘gymnosophist’ (naked 

Jain) of antiquity, for it is not a failure of nerve that is the difficulty. Nor is it correct to scapegoat 

‘mysticism’, never defined. Heraclitus was a mystic. There were many men like Socrates in India in the 

age of Buddha, who wasted no time on ‘mysticism’.  

Dodds’ important description of the problem is far from complete in the sense of ‘taking sides’ with one 

party that failed, and not grasping why. Many parallel fields failed together. It is futile to blame Oriental 

religions for the ‘failure of nerve’. These oriental sources, along with the clearly analogous Greek 

mysteries, all arose in parallel with the Greek Enlightenment in the era ca. –600 and interacted in a way 

that was quite natural. One tends to wring one’s hands and complain of superstition and cultic 

mysticism or the sudden onset of neo-reincarnationist beliefs, once again so characteristic of our own 

time, and it won’t do much good. For the effective historical force of all these factors was precisely their 

parallelism, and parallel decline. We see the original period through the lenses of traditions that come 

much later.  

And beside the rationalist view there is the equally significant cultic side of the Greek flowering with the 

mysteries of Eleusis, near which arises the strange phenomenon of Greek Drama. We cannot subtract 

these from our consideration under the rubric of a master theme of rational advance. Nor can we play 

favorites with the simultaneous appearance in antiquity of Taoism, Buddhism, Judaism (and soon-to-

come Christianity and Islam). It is a symphony of many melodies. And the beginnings of science were 

virtually unknown to most, and remained at best seminal. Finally, the false distinction of the Oriental 

and Occidental is little more than geographical. A case could be made that the Occidental shows a 

different ‘tuning’ in the spectrum of ‘Being and Becoming’ leading to its better disposition to progressive 

culture. This theme is a trifle tired. The idea of ‘progress’ is a modern one, whatever its intimations in 

earlier times.  

                                                           
8 The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1951), E. R. Dodds. 
9 The idea of the ‘failure of nerve’ comes from Gilbert Murray, The Five Stages of Greek Religion (Oxford: 

Clarendon, 1935. It is elaborated by E. R. Dodds, in his The Greeks and the Irrational. He describes the profound 

change of tone that occurred between the period of classical Athens and the world of the later Roman Empire. But the 

‘failure of nerve’ suggests a psychological explanation for a more complex process related to the issue of our ‘turning 

points’, and the tremendous multicultural confusion that attended the expansion of the Hellenistic world. For the idea 

transposed, cf. Peter Gay’s The Enlightenment (New York: Norton, 1969), Volume II, “The Science of Freedom”, 

Chapter I, “The Recovery of Nerve”.  



It is fascinating to compare China and Greece, and then China and India, and then India and Israel, at the 

roots of the classical source. We see in Taoism a kind of transition between philosophy, and religion. In 

India it is the Upanishadic movement that corresponds to the parallel transitions, analogous to the 

emergence of the prophets in Israel, as the great New Age movement. Behind the picture of religious 

innovation, we can find a context of small states, economic development, and political change not unlike 

that which we see in Greece. In fact this backdrop is the ballast for the whole phenomenon. In India it 

produced an age of great ferment reminiscent of the Greek, notwithstanding the different spectrum of 

perspective. In one description, 

When Buddha grew to manhood he found the halls, the streets, the very woods of northern 

India ringing with philosophic disputation, mostly of an atheistic and materialistic trend. The 

later Upanishads and the oldest Buddhist books are full of references to these heretics. A large 

class of traveling Sophists—the Paribbajaka, or Wanderers—spent the better part of every 

year in passing from locality to locality, seeking pupils, or antagonists, in philosophy. Some of 

them taught logic as the art of proving anything, and earned for themselves the titles of 

‘Hairsplitters’ and ‘Earwrigglers’; others demonstrated the existence of God and the 

inexpediency of virtue…Large audiences gathered to hear…It was an age of amazingly free 

thought, and a thousand experiments in philosophy.10 

 This ‘materialism’ in not what we make it out to be on the basis of modern thought, and is in danger of 

grafting a modern conception onto an ancient context. But the fact remains that the later world of 

Hinduism is almost further from this era than the modern. The world of Samkhya rings a distinctively 

modern note. The remarkable aspect of early Buddhism is its ‘rationalistic’ touch, and its gesture to 

bring the primordial confusions of consciousness into some kind of ‘tuning’. This is evident in the distinct 

blend of philosophic rationalism and meditative consciousness that casts its aroma in the world of 

Buddha, and those who came before the rise of the monotheisms, or the idealistic philosophical 

Vedanta. The men of this time were not so much materialists as ‘still not confused’ by the relentless 

coming state theocracy  

As the world of the modern New Age movement shows, the authority of the ancient spiritual teacher is 

not an easy or safe playground and long precedes the emergence of contemporary freedoms. Be ye 

Lamps unto yourselves, the Buddha warned. As if they foresaw the world to come and the horrific and 

dangerous variants about to spread into the world as esoteric exploitations, we are left the sutras of the 

Samkhya Karika or the Yoga Sutras (as well a good treatise on vipassana from, however, the 

denominational Buddhist sources) which essentially states everything that one needs to know in non-

denominational form, without esoteric trappings, although it is difficult to make practical use of this 

now. The world of Indian moves in parallel to the whole, as the Axial period makes obvious. World 

history almost needed such a laboratory in isolation. Now as that legacy is bequeathed to the global 

stream a new and critical perspective is needed to recast and preserve this underground stream.  

 

The Great Freedom Sutra 
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One of the more notable anti-modern occult conspiracies springs from the shadow Sufistic world, as 

documented by the reactionary mystic Ouspensky. The Islamic oikoumene generates the remarkable 

history of so-called Sufism, and this carries a confused legend of the ‘fourth way’ (beyond ways of the 

body, emotions, or mind) as something deeper than the already complex yogas of the world of 

Buddhism, whose adherents are world-renouncing, leading to ‘historical termination of its exemplars’, 

the premonition of realized Man manifesting his full Will as freedom in history. Mathematically, such a 

being ought to exist, but… The Islamic world hides a number of claimants to this category, rarely seen in 

public. This has nothing to do with Islam. Such a being would be limited from the start by the historical 

conditioning of his time and place. He would, for example, have no knowledge of modern physics, and 

live in mystic limbo (not that modern physics is much help here). A real man of will would require 

independent soul formation, and some objective in time, since he would more likely pass beyond the 

realm of rebirths, Buddha style. And just this rumor does exist in the corners of Sufistic lore. So we don’t 

know. Perhaps this man is a myth, his early exemplars poor imitations of themselves, too often ‘rogue 

buddhas’ wreaking havoc on the eonic sequence with delusive visions. Almost nothing public is known 

of this, although its possibility is easily deduced in the abstract, nor is its reality visible in recorded 

history, and yet beginning with Sumer or before these still rare individuals might have begun to emerge, 

injecting an obscure factor of unseen action in history, as they mediate remarkable initiatives via 

proxies. We ought to be entirely suspicious of any and all New Age mythologies on this issue, and point 

out that such individuals are not the ‘secret guides’ of human evolution. The point is that the early era of 

Sumer might conceal an entire spiritual tradition invisible to us, symmetric to the Indian. This Sufi myth 

indicates as much. We must be wary of any and all claimants to such a ‘path of will’, mindful of Dante’s 

systematic codification of devils.  

In any case, we see that such beings would be limited to the local knowledge at the stage of civilization 

they found themselves in, and the Axial Age, given its stupendous scale, could not be the result of 

spiritual guides leading humanity with prophetic vision. Its scale is too immense, its action mechanized 

at a level of sophistication that eludes human intelligence. We can barely observe its manifestations, 

and have no idea what it is, save a ‘force of nature’. Founding a religion via proxies is, however, within 

their range of such possible types. Note this point and the clear difference of the ersatz religions arising 

in the wake of the Axial Age, as human realizations. Compared to the Axial scale, Christianity and Islam 

are different, and show clear ‘initialization’ points. We must remain suspicious of such isolated source 

points, our ‘floating fourth turning points’, that don’t fit into our sequence (and don’t have to), a good 

example being precisely the onsets of Christianity and Islam themselves, with their unaccountable 

sudden success without eonic determination, albeit clearly in the wake of the Axial Age. We are missing 

the background! Our model doesn’t overdetermine history and doesn’t explain the mideonic worlds. 

The point is that we must stick to what the eonic sequence explains, and be wary of the obscurity of 

much that happens in between. Tracing diffusion is hard enough with tangible artifacts, in this case it is 

almost impossible. Thus we have no record of much that is crucial to history, save useless tidbits, such as 

the strange appearance of Three Magi out of nowhere in the gestation of Christianity. To suggest that 

Jesus and Muhammad were proxies in such action is unsettling and of course entirely beyond the 

possibility of current demonstration, and we can’t pursue the issue, save to be wary of the standard 

histories of these two religions springing form their delimited sources. The odor of occult artifice haunts 

their traditions.  



The idea of the ‘fourth way’ is worthless in its current apocryphal form but suggests its own original 

meaning, and that, for the future, the conflict of secularism and religion is completely false. If one thinks 

otherwise, consider Karl Marx. The function of religion, in one sense, to assist the helpless individual in 

the mechanizations of the state ideology, or civil domination, succumbs to the disease it wishes to cure, 

and this function is wrested from ‘religion’ by an agent of labor unrest! Quite the religious man! The 

only real candidate for the fourth way (whose keynote is the ‘religion’ as the ordinary life in civilization) 

is the rise of secular modernism, escaping the dead end of theocracy. Much in modern life shows the 

echoing signature of this long lost ‘path of the will’, like a vehicle stuck in first gear.  

The Great Freedom Sutra The modern transition has already stolen a march on the classic 

yogas of antiquity with its seminal discourses of freedom and autonomy, bursting asunder the 

spurious authority of the gurus. The passage of free men across the abyss of their freedom 

might prove not so simple, yet the die is cast, and man is left to the existential reality of his 

own self-evolution.  

None other than Kant protests the compromised autonomy of the self mesmerized by religion and 

demands a ‘religion within the limits of reason’, whose vehicle is the will of the individual. Nothing 

esoteric here, the simplest of direct pointings to the ‘fourth way’. The right vehicle for this is secular 

society itself. The catch lies in the deficit between the ideal and the clear reality of the social 

mechanized state. The ‘fourth way’, civilization itself, has expanded to include all society, and the 

individual is left to an abstract possibility, one that existed in all stages of civilization. And yet the 

formulation is surely the right one, granting the result is like paper money, and the need to produce an 

enzymatic vitamin factor to assist this ocean of floundering wills. The great religions can be of little help 

here if they degenerate into ideologies. They simply put their adherents in cold storage. The question is 

one for the future. The apocryphal ‘fourth way’ can be set aside, and graduate to the philosophies of 

freedom that emerge so clearly correlated with the modern transition, and whose status is something 

far more fundamental than anything legislated by the priesthoods of Christianity or the empire projects 

of prophets.  

 

Schopenhauer and the Caveman Buddhas 

 

In the evolution of humans the emergence of the Buddha phenomenon remains one of its most 

enigmatic aspects, as it appears fully blown in the Indic stream (and elsewhere, often in disguise). We 

see the sheer inadequacy of Darwinian scientism to even describe this phenomenon, let alone confront 

its evolutionary emergence. Our model should not presume to simplistic explanations, but a close look 

shows us a number of clues. Although clearly specialized as an exploration of the limits of philosophy 

the classical German phase of philosophy in the Enlightenment shows us in the works of Schopenhauer 

how the connection between the discourse of Reason and the sutras of self-consciousness, as these 

arise in the phases of Indian Upanishadism, can easily be made.  

The resemblance of Kantian critical thinking to the classic vein of discourse on ‘appearances’ (Maya) is 

brought out clearly by that remarkable successor to Kant, this in parallel to the work of Hegel, despite its 



later publicity several generations downfield. What is remarkable is that Schopenhauer appears just at 

the point that reverse diffusion globally injects the stream of Indic religious thought into the dramatics 

of modernism. And yet, as he insists, his intuitions appear just before the onset of the flood of this 

diffusion. He even tells us the secret behind this, as he refers to the One Thought behind his opus. 

Although we cannot easily divine the mysteries of mind in such a Romantic genius, the type par 

excellence, we can roughly intuit what he is driving at, and we can also see that his realization appears 

almost at one stroke, virtually reinventing ‘buddhism’ on the spot, and in isolation, and this in the most 

obvious connection to a general mainline of eonic emergence given powerful expression by a figures 

such as Rousseau and Kant.  

This is a specialized philosophic endeavor, and may not reach quite the same result as the practical 

efforts of ancient yogis and their meditations and ascetic practices, but in the end it is all of a piece. It is 

this field of eonic emergence that gives us the clue then. And as we look backward toward the vistas of 

deep time and the period of man’s earliest appearances, we can easily suspect, without the details, just 

how the Buddha phenomenon could arise suddenly in the deep Paleolithic and almost fully formed from 

the latent potential of human self-consciousness. 

 

 

 

Appendix 2: The Gurdjieff Con: An Archive   

We will proceed to a chronicle of posts from the year 2016 from The Gurdjieff Con, a very ‘zany’ series 

exposing the occult dark side of Buddhism, Oshoism, guruism and Sufism.  

It is very rare for the general field of spiritual action to receive a challenge or expose of its occult aspects 

and the plight of the naive seeker can be to proceed blind through a field of dark operators who directly 

exploit spiritual fronts for indirect exploitation of the seeker oblivious to the deeper reality. It can be a 

deadly field and the naïve seeker with love beads and yoga exercises is cut off from the hidden realm of 

occult operators.  

 The blog The Gurdjieff Con has considered a wide spectrum of issues in addition to its barbs against the 

Gurdjieff movement. This has included notably considerations of the real history of Hinduism, the works 

of Danielou, very controversial in general, but with an acute warning about the antiquity of so-called 

'Santana dharma' that is useful in understanding the so-called AIT/OIT (Aryan invasion theory/Out of 

India theory) debate over the origins of the various yogas.  

In relation to this there was a long series of discussions of the history of Buddhism in the context of the 

history of yogic spirituality. The blog long championed a view of critical Buddhist challenges to the neo-

brahmins and contains a scanned version of the text of Prem Nath Bazaz of The History of the Bhagavad 

Gita in Indian Thought. But this perspective over time moved to a critique of the Buddhist movement 

given the claims and evidence initiated by the figure Osho/Rajneesh of the place of esoteric Buddhism in 

nineteenth century occult fascism and thence twentieth century Nazism. This led to a series of 



commentaries on the Rajneesh, later Osho, movement, but this study foundered in one and the same 

set of suspicions as to the Osho Commune movement and its concealed crypto-fascist tendencies. The 

blog reversed gear, without negating its previous perspectives, and began to consider the Advaita 

movement as a fallback position for those who have lost their bearings in the promotion of too often 

obscured spiritual practice discourses.  

 The realm of dead gurus has been warned off by figures such as osho/Rajneesh who themselves have 

become part of the problem. The sphere of dead buddhas and large movements is a dangerous field and 

no seeker should be coerced into submission, nor subjected to spiritual cannibalism, invultuation, 

robotic programming over successive lives, be the object of human experimentation or capture of the 

will. And yet these vices, crimes, liabilities are the unseen side of a 'new age movement' stuck in an 

archaic past subject to occult exploitation and corruption.  

We recommend here being wary of ‘spiritual paths’ and of large movements lead by a guru (or sheik) 

where the potential of exploitation, the zombie effect and the loss of autonomy are very real.  

The osho/Rajneesh movement is an ambiguous movement with a complex teaching but with many 

critics and challengers who called into question the ‘cult’ that emerged in the eighties. With the passing 

of the founder the cult threatens to create a superpower in the dead buddhas sphere as a movement of 

zombie disciples with lost autonomy, a coopted path to enlightenment, and an authoritarian 

dictatorship ambitious foment fascist movements against modernity, this after the fashion of the so-

charged Buddhist movement...these large-scale movement of seekers should be condemned as obsolete 

with new attempts to recast the legacies involved for a modern democratic age. There is the worse 

problem of occult fascism and it was Osho/Rajneesh himself who charged the Buddhist sangha with the 

phenomenon of Nazism, a spectacular charge. There is something awry in the later history of Buddhism, 

and the exact nature of this ‘religion’ remains dangerously posed near an abyss.  

Our basic warning is the 'person of the path' should be wary of field of large-scale anonymous spiritual 

movements such as Buddhism, Oshoism, and additionally the various ashramic movements in full 

sprawl. The loss of autonomy, the prejudice against freedom and democracy, the antimodernism and 

crypto-fascism, the manufacture of 'dead zombie' disciples over many lives, and the warning is to be 

wary of the occult game of spiritual surrender with a question about the real meaning of a path to 

enlightenment and this in the context of the nature of the human will. In addition, the realm of Sufism 

remains an uncharted terrain and the evidence of Gurdjieff shows directly the shadow world of that 

‘ism’.  

In this context a challenge to the 'path to enlightenment', real enough in the reality of world renouncing 

yogis who pursue liberation alone, rendered as an authoritarian social movement concealing an 

exploitative crypto-fascist agenda including the gross abuse, experimentation on, and cannibalizing of 

the naive seeker duped by the enlightened memetic set.  

Here it is useful to consider the work of J.G. Bennett, e.g. The Dramatic Universe, with its originally 

sufistic version of Samkhya rendered into a new context of modernity.  

  

Great confusion attends the question of the 'new age'. A notable morass is the preposterous idea of an 

'Aquarian Age' and this fiction has produced a kind of postmodern hysteria about modernity and the 



superiority of vaunted replacements in a new era beyond the modern. This is the strategy of far too 

many gurus, Sufis and reactionary anti-modernists and has done a disservice to cultural development. 

And it is entirely unnecessary. 

The real 'new age' movement begins in the Enlightenment, or even before in the period of the 

Reformation, and already visible in the period of Herder, the Romantic Movement, and especially in the 

figure Schopenhauer whose work produced a version of Upanishadic ideology in the context of Kantian 

transcendental idealism, a stunning achievement completely ignored by conventional new age 

traditional legacies but destined to induce a complete renewal of ancient legacies now corrupted by a 

kind of guru domination complex and rendered dangerous terrain for those who expected the 

realization of enlightenment to be a pleasant hobby. At issue is the question, not as such free will, 

although that is a key question, but respect for the autonomy of the individual. The trashing of 

individuality in the name of destroying the ego has become a liability likely to undermine the integrity of 

the whole set of new age movements. The latter have been upstaged by a hidden strain of modernist 

thinking visible in Schopenhauer.  

That said, our study of history, to be discussed here further, suggests that history doesn't repeat itself in 

terms of its 'eonic effects' and that at some point in the modern period the ancient legacy of Santana 

dharma will undergo a recursion of its ancient lore, and this on a global basis. This process has been 

underway since the early modern but has become especially visible in its various forms in Sufi/guru 

movements of yoga, Sufism, and the rest. It is not likely these developments will survive the inexorable 

'reformation' transformation that has accompanied Christianity... 

 

A true new age movement is visible on the left in modern times beginning with Luther/Munzer and the 

transformation of Christianity, Quakerism, and abolitionism with a sudden and very hard supersecular 

version in the period of Feuerbach, in the wake of the last part of the Reformation in German classical 

philosophy. 

The text of Last and First Men explores the context of the leftist upsurge of the 'floating fourth turning 

point' or resurgent post-religion track of the radical social revolution, a distant cousin of the zealot to 

Christian 'revolutionary' transformation of classical antiquity.  

This modernity is really a successor to the Axial Age, that remarkable period of jump-start cultural 

evolution at the dawn of proximate antiquity... 

We have the clue to the modern 'new axial age' and the dawn of the new epoch of modernity... 

 

The emergence of Buddhism in the upanishadic era is suddenly clarified by the background of the axial 

period and here also the later parallel emergence of Advaita is seen as a parallel stream of the axial 

period...The correct analysis of this related set of phenomena is very complex and requires a careful set 

of religious, ideological and occult debriefings. But we can see in a nutshell that Indic religion underwent 

a first globalization in the Axial period, and produce three strains, the upanishadic (seen in its 

descendant Advaita form), the Jain/Mahavir movement, and the Buddhist phase of exteriorization and 



globalization in concert with occidental monotheism and in almost perfect concert with the 

Judaic/Persian, confusion/Taoist phasings... 

The Bhagavad Gita is a much later work and is subject to a number of critical responses. The same is true 

of the Mahayana, and later Tibetan manifestations of Buddhism... 

Beside this the work of Bennett can help to put into perspective the strange history of Samkhya, and the 

way in which a Sufi version, thence completely recast by Bennett, emerged into early Christianity, 

thence the realm of Sufism.   

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=The%2B_Dramatic_Universe_commentary2a_JL.pdf 

The question of the path of enlightenment omits the correct consideration of the true nature of man as 

a complex of self and individuality and these issues, related to Sufis legacies, have been the object of a 

complex analysis by J.G. Bennett who produced without realizing it a modern version of the ancient 

Samkhya.... 

 The anti-modern reactionary character of much ‘new age’ cultism is a confusing and culturally muddled 

realm and its fate is that of the earlier reformation of Christianity. A Hindu, Buddhist, Islamic, and Sufi 

set of reformations should prove inevitable and in the end the future of religion, spirituality, and 

spiritual paths is going to undergo a set of transformation with respect to the era of modernity.  

The legacy of Tibetan Buddhism, and thence the Mahayana comes to the fore in a critical examination of 

the ‘dark side’ of Buddhism. Th question of the bodhisattva comes to the fore in a negative perception 

of the exploitation of the cult of ‘Buddhists’ in a zombie lineage.  

The Tibetan tradition is a fantastic set of practices whose basis assumption is that they can never really 

work because of the vows taken to delay ‘enlightenment’.  

However, the question of the Tibetan book of the dead constitutes a field for a new kind of research. 

The book has influence many in the new age sphere, an example being the American book of the dear. 

There is a negative interpretation here also, and a kind of ‘bardo frenzy’ applied to ordinary life in the 

occult attack on normality. 

We will expand this discussion with questions of the history of religion in India, the axial age, the 

question of monotheism, and much else. But the basic task will be archive a selection of posts from The 

Gurdjieff Con.  

We open with the last post from Debriefing Gurdjieffianity, a warning challenge to the danger of false 

paths subject to exploitation. On the way, we indulge a classic version of Advaita as either a classic path, 

or an exit strategy that can be a way to understand beyond guruism a basic debriefing of new age 

confusions.  

  

 

 

 



 An archive of posts 

 01.07.16 Abandoning all spiritual paths…the road to sanity  

Reviewing the posts here one might/should conclude that a kind of emergency step to some kind 

of sanity is to renounce all spiritual paths, of the new age type, with Xtianity leading up the rear, 

a slightly different case, Islam being analogous but not as such relevant save that the issue of 

Sufis as ‘Muslims’ remains up in the air (throw in Islam!).  

My case is special. After decades of blackmagic/spiritual cannibalism from Sufi/G sources, and 

the concealed harassment of the ‘osho entity’ (invultuation, will destruction), topped off with 

outright attempted ‘murder’ (spiritual) in the wake of this blog (g entities don’t like dissent), the 

first point above is obvious, or should have been long ago. 

Others will have a larger scope of possibilities, but I recommend the same: at least try as an 

exercise the abandonment of all spiritual paths. The idea is contradictory, but is more or less 

‘doable’ in very obvious ways. 

Buddhism: suspected fascist esotericism, generalized manipulation into a conservative 

reactionary force 

Sufism: hopeless case mafia??? (have never met any exemplars, might have missed the ‘nice 

guys’), you never met the real gangsters as super occultists: cannibal rackets, slave markets, 

treadmill paths, ‘denying force’ rackets (treadmill paths),…. 

Sufism’s classic nearly unknown ‘soul development’ strain has no public info, under suspicious 

as a master invultuation method taken over from the pious by gangster Sufis…Useable as a trap 

without victim’s consent beyond ‘I am a Sufi’ implying consent…means to create personal 

‘devils’?? Truly scary form of evil.. 

osho stream: seems to have already degenerated, or else I am subjectively confused about the 

‘three way plus’ system of murder…. 

Advaita?? under scrutiny…useful perhaps as an exit strategy…but it is a bright legacy with a 

dark side (Shankara was a caste fanatic, e.g.….) 

After EJ Gold staying away from Jewish gurus/imitators (unless they are explicitly aware of the 

whole spectrum of dangers here…let’s hope a Jewish ethical counterattack arrives from enraged 

Jewish sources) 

But what then is the result? a kind of generalized secularism, and then from there a stealth 

reinvention, if you wish, of a path of your own creation using sound and guru-free methods as 

classics, in all cases recast entirely from scratch. This is a perilous strategy because you can 

invent something even worse. 

But the basic point is clear: disentangle your will from all the agencies on the hustle to control it 

via ‘spiritual surrender’ and fake paths created for outsiders. etc… 

Let’s leave this incomplete, as is, for the moment… 

In my own case I made an immediate discovery: my energies were suddenly my own, and I was 

stunned to discover how much personal energy was being ‘taxed’ by all these gurus and spiritual 

vampires. Sufis like ‘Gold’ are the worst, but the osho entity seems to have discovered and 

transformed after passing away, or else is replaced by something using that as a front…. 



Be wary here: ‘secularism’ is undefined, and mis-defined by many sources. It is potentially a far 

superior resource than the now bedraggled spiritual legacies… 

But broadly speaking the ‘secular’ tradition, which climaxes with a figure like Kant, posits 

autonomy, a ‘will’ to action/ethics, etc…, rights as an individual, etc…the idea of freedom is 

key…The whole Advaita tradition can be reissued at a stroke via Schopenhauer (but be wary of 

the effort to try this, please…study long and hard) 

01.10.16 The hidden dark side 

No one in the general new age movement has any sense of the corruption of the realm of gurus, Sufis, 

and occultists. EJ Gold gave the game away, whether intentionally or not. 

These hidden figures are monsters. 

That monster effect sometimes begins before the death of the guru, as with Osho who lost control 

or…what? 

 

I am suspicious of a hidden ‘djinn’ or superguru behind the Indic brands: they faustianize individual 

cases and control the results they leave behind. Was Osho just a front/quickie in this system. 

01.10.16 Collecting statistics on the New Age movement…how many victims of ritual sacrifice are 

there?  

Perhaps these ‘gurus’ would care to fill out a short form… 

question #1 above 

what is the method of ritual sacrifice 

what occult methods are involved 

is the material of A. Crowley used, or is sufistic lore sufficient? 

What happens to the victims in this, a next life 

do Sufis take control of students as drone/slaves in their next life? 

Note EJ Gold wrote a book called ‘Sacrifices’, a very dangerous subject… 

further questions in the full questionnaire… 

  

01.21.16 The Osho curse: an endless war as long as you live? learning to fight back…be done with this 

gangster cannibal buddha scumbag who knows he has failed…ditto for Gautama…and that dupe the 

Dalai lama 

 



Osho doesn’t believe in freedom or rights and tries to make a point of destroying lone dissenters. He 

scuttles the path to enlightenment to create dependent entities that can work in his future project of a 

world religion (he will never make in that direction, too many scandals, too much incompetence…) 

 

I have been wary of this figure all along but he created a deceptive trap for me by flattering me into 

working on a leftist commune project, in retrospect without any basis whatever in this commercial 

enterprise with a forgotten period of fascist innuendo. This gonzo actually used a request for help as a 

trap for spiritual murder. 

 

The best solution here is: don’t get started. If you get trapped, fight back. Denunciation on this blog has 

helped…You can’t have anything to do with him. If you pick up one of his books, it starts all over (but it 

takes time for the ‘entity’ to focus in a vast field of zombies… 

Such figures are extremely vulnerable on the PR front, so don’t lose hope. 

We live in the age of the Internet. For the first time guru murders are being documented. Try to survive. 

If you surrender the will and the result is attempted murder there is an ethic beyond Nietzsche fantasies 

of this gurus that can be the basis of self-defense. 

Keep in mind the bogus nature of the work of Anirvan types, and the false idiocy of Nietzschean 

overman justifications. The real ‘overmen’ are far far more advanced that a nickel and dime Indic 

buddha type on an astral ‘ego’ trip, the latter a bit odd in the ‘enlightened’. 

 

Reread Osho on politics, power, rights, etc…he assumes you have no rights, seems to be long/range 

planning some fascist who knows what…time to pull the plug…we don’t need another religion in a 

parody of Buddhism… 

Always consider the default explanation B: some entity is usurping the form of another to discredit that 

entity. 

It is not believable anymore in this case. 

We are moving into a new era of spirituality and these gurus are all has-beens. 

  

 01.24.16 So who’s the duckie running the fascism parody in Trumpville…? 

It’s an obvious mixed brand trying to evoke fascism lite without quite giving itself away….and, well, pats 

on Jewish backs, not holocaust 2.0, Israel lobby all the way…hm… 

The symmetry of Trump/Sanders is, however, another obvious angle. 

 01.24.16 Will fascists try to take control of seed plexus phenom through bribery, force, to create 

concealed zombie empires in the ashes of Sufism? 



My strategy in speaking in public on this was a bet, if not a gamble, that talking in public about this will 

shut the whole subject down…No one will be able to use if it is an issue of public expectation… 

The whole game is too dangerous at this point…Keep in mind that its users are not its creators…Will we 

hear from the ‘demiurgic powers’ watching from afar the ruin of their ancient technology? 

My advice: stay away from Sufism…the vast majority are harmless dupes and never connect with the 

‘Sufi phenom’. The rest must reckon with a hidden mafia.  

01.31.16 Using shock tactics and rebellion to break the guru connections and assaults… 

The style here is not very polite, but it works, so no apologies. I have laid the groundwork to neutralize 

Gurdjieff, expose that creepy monster/devil Gold, and with Osho placed a severe caution at the 

threshold. 

I am now persona non-grata in the Indian guru circuit generally, I feel the waves of hatred, but that’s too 

bad. I suddenly realized how much energy was being drained away by these creeps. 

But the Sufis are the worst. The seed plexus situation is a lost cause. Under no circumstances can I make 

any use of it. 

What a shitty deal: to surrender to a totally anonymous entity to develop an occult ‘soul’ factor with no 

rights, no feedback, and guarantee these aren’t gangsters trying to create demons, slave souls, and 

worse… 

Warn the world: Sufism is gangster ridden… 

See that you learn this lesson: you may have to escape yourself. Your only path is the path of 

enlightenment, done alone, probably with stealth cover. Be advised… 

02.10.16 Another fascist occult overhead cloud… 

The previous post shows why guru/ashrams are dead and why, also, the opposite, Crowley-style phony 

paths are equally dead. I have attempted to clarify this here, but am not fully able to do so, because 

there is no ‘osho’ left, or else there is, but it/he/she/that is a dead fascist-ambitious world domination 

ghost intent on using the rich resource of sucker sannyasins for a world religion project with possible 

fascist operations to be include. 

Ass front and expletive deleted to all that (AFAF), and all that. This is about ‘surrender’: you are under 

no obligation ever to surrender to a ‘guru’, sheik, a religion, ‘Christ’, Mohammed, etc… The damage 

down to the ‘will’ can be hard to repair, and those figures cited won’t do that. 

I also would warn against reversal here and thinking that occult Crowleyanity can replace dead guruism, 

and/or help you ‘realize your true will’ (horse laugh). 

 

02.12.16 The torture of ‘RB Ouspensky’: why are the osho/gurdjieff entities so afraid of him? 

The only explanation is a fear of a rival…He would have made a far superior spiritual teacher to both…if  

02.10.16 On the ‘Dugins’ article 



Advaita and the great legacy before the aryans: salvaging ‘Santana dharma’ 

The guru game is going to disintegrate after figures like Osho/Gurdjieff. Trust is dangerous.  

The Advaita ‘brand’, call it that, is a resource for refugees: take it with you quietly as a stealth ‘exit path’ 

A good summary: this has nothing to do with ‘Hinduism’: this core in some form was the teaching ripped 

off by the aryan invaders and hidden behind the Vedic disguise. 

It may or may not lead to real enlightenment realization, but I think it qualifies as a token pointing to the 

real til you find the actual path it conceals. The mix with Aryan caste law etc is a horrible legacy. Let’s 

extract it and liberate it for a global culture (not me, I think a few of the expositors are a lot better than I 

here…) 

 

I have one problem here: the ‘choiceless awareness’ theme shows the way these paths negate the will. 

There is a path of the will beyond these, but it is very intractable, maybe impossible to find. 

Don’t try to make any changes in the basic depiction. Try it the way it is… You don’t need a guru here: a 

thousand historical figures are your guru, already… 

Osho books a suspicious mystification… 

The Osho books, like the Rajneesh books before them, now mostly sold out/out of print, are once again 

several hundred in number, a nice business, and a nice way to induce thirst that is unslaked rather than 

a clarification of anything. I have read three hundred Rajneesh books, and experienced no real benefit. 

Now the whole thing starts over with the Osho series, another three hundred: a waste of time and 

money? 

I think the Osho/Rajneesh legacy in formation moves toward a religion, but that will close down the path 

to enlightenment, and keep you bound. 

 

The first few pages of Brunton’s book, cited here, contain the whole thing… 

02.12.16 I strongly recommend Ouspenskyites repudiating Gurdjieff and slipping away, and steer clear 

of sufisheikistan… 

There are two cases in the now large field: he is unaware of you. Slip away and leave no traces…He is 

aware of you: that is dangerous. Watch yourself for black magic, suggestibility, and check yourself to see 

if you can follow simple ‘willed actions’. Compulsive choicelessness is a telling symptom. 

These monsters enjoy cruelty. 

gurus, postmodernist sore losers and fascist mind control of leftists 

Moving on a leftist track in relation to the dark side guru realm raises the issue/danger of frustrated 

antimodernist gurus (never forget Sufis, et al…) sore losers of the postmodern (postmodernism was a 

brand of stupidity much revered by guru reactionaries, if you recall) generation (with earlier versions 

from the nineteenth century, it all clicks suddenly) using leftists to undermine the hated modern world. 



We see one variant in Hitler, of course: i.e. that all started with corrupting socialism, first Mussolini, then 

Hitler… Communists ended up attractive to those reactionaries because they destroyed the hated 

democracy, freedom, and modernist enlightenment. Remorphing socialists to fascists is already part of 

the Buddhist hidden canon. 

We explored this before here, with the anti-Semitic feint, and much else. But the naive leftist can be at 

risk. I think these gurus are going to kill each other off. Don’t be among the dead by ending a radical 

fascist front with a socialist flag. Dirty fucks, the whole Sufi, guru gang, Buddhist, Hindu, the whole 

bullshit. Not all these people hate leftist social justice, beyond the still persisting proponents of the 

idiocy of caste. 

 

Two can play this game: the whole Hindu tradition with its Vedic hybrid graft is false, a form of false 

domination. It would be germane to isolate what the Aryans stole from the ‘natives’ when they invaded. 

Advaita is one candidate: it should be isolated, remorphed (on the surface, leaving its core intact), and 

made universal/public domain. There is much more. So, the ‘Vedanta’ is a phony wrapper for some part 

of the ancient tradition. But that was not the ‘end of the Vedas’. 

This is no joke: the long-term fascist coup against modernity continues with stealth precision…Leftists 

need to proceed with caution (and be wary of all charges against their own abuses…) 

Osho sphere not acceptable for a future religious mode 

As my experience shows, the Osho sphere is a crypto-totalitarian org under the aegis of the dictatorship 

of the buddhas, a category Osho hinted at. This makes open dissent, independent thought, and, worst of 

all, a real path to enlightenment, marginalized in the conditioning of sannyasins, a category of fake 

dharmic religiosity. But this context does at least reference ‘the path to enlightenment, something 

Xtianity can’t even manage. You are at risk of murder, and the corrupt ‘games gurus play’ in tormenting 

the disobedient with slow death and destruction. That and catching fleas from the Gurdjieff demon 

field/Sufi mafia. 

It is suddenly obvious what might have happened to the Gautama/Heil Hitler Sangha: too much power, 

too long, plus the bitterness of being slaughtered by Hindu chauvinist neo-brahmins. Buddhists need to 

free ‘Buddhism’ into a public domain beyond ‘Heil Hitler Gautama’, a feat already the case if we examine 

the larger sphere of historical dharma. Ditto for the Osho sphere, which shows signs further of being 

corrupt.  

My perception is that Osho will clip the wings of his own sannyasins, and only allow a few token 

buddhas (OZEN Rajneesh seems an example) under close control. 

And there is the question of whether Osho was enlightened at all, or just a ‘quick job’ from some hidden 

‘master of masters’ or ‘djinn’ like control operator. We are left with a psychologically dangerous Osho 

sphere liable to induce insanity in those who attempt to embrace this strange concoction of the legacy. 

This is due to the inconsistent action applied to whole idea of a path, along with the mystification of too 

much material lumped together incoherently, along with Osho’s sloppy and mediocre style. Why did 

Osho suddenly speak about moving ‘beyond enlightenment’? It sounds like a cover story for his loss of 

the ‘enlightenment state’, which isn’t enlightenment at all. 



 

One is left forced to start over: fighting one’s way out of remaining surrender mind control factors (very 

dangerous) and attempting to ask all over again the meaning of the ‘path to enlightenment’. I have to 

wonder if all the paths concocted for expatriates aren’t fakes for the international scene. The one fake 

worth studying is the Advaita materials, which, at least, give some sense of what is involved. But the 

hidden path we see in ‘realized’ men, or else, (Indian) human yoyos that look realized, remains a 

mystery. We can perhaps see the point in comparing Osho and Depak Chopra, two variant lookalikes in 

some hidden energy field, Chopra giving the game away as not enlightened. 

02.18.16 I promised to counterattack at any and all harassment from O-entity, a creepy monster 

(where not invaded by still other rogue entities) … 

The idea that the Osho entity can be the source of a world religion is a recipe for calamity. Dealing with 

this rogue entity requires a strong self-defense, vigilance, and witnessing suggestibility…. 

02.20.16 ‘Islam Can’t Be Modernized’ Says World’s ‘Greatest Arabic Poet’ 

  ‘Islam can’t be modernized’ says the Syrian writer seen as the greatest Arabic language poet alive today 

on receiving the Erich Maria Remarque Peace Prize. 

Source: ‘Islam Can’t Be Modernised’ Says World’s ‘Greatest Arabic Poet’ (google) 

You can’t do a Sufi path with vultures like Gold ripping off beginners and dupes of Sufi propaganda 

Sufism is an overhyped mafia (with a hidden secret under terrifying abuse) and it is a good idea to stay 

well away: vultures like Gold are only the publicly known gangsters here: they use up people at a rapid 

rate and are almost junkies for ‘spiritual cannibalism’. 

Never submit to any Sufi situation in any form, granting the majority are harmless idiocy. 

02.19.16 from gurdjiefflegacy.org 

http://www.gurdjiefflegacy.org/40articles/Full/glitters%20full.htm 

Gold is not a crazy wisdom adept, please. As a cover for murder it is getting a bit thin, and Feuerstein’s 

category of such has been a boon to gangsters like Gold for some time now. 

Having criticized Osho sphere, being wary of occult vultures like ej gold trying to play monopoly by 

destroying gurus for the heck of it 

http://www3.telus.net/public/sarlo/RatingsM.htm#gold: the completely stupid (but sometimes useful) 

net ratings page calls ej gold some kind of successor to Gurdjieff. That’s total bullshit. Gold is a complete 

interloper who has never divulged any credentials of any kind. He has never given any account of his 

background, study, or previous teachers. So, the bottom line up is that Gold is a free-lance fraud who 

bluffs his way into seeming to be connected with various teachings and traditions, including Gurdjieff, 

Sufism, and sometimes even the guru field of India. Gold is not enlightened, but can fake ‘real I’ as a 

state of apparent self-consciousness as some degree of concentration. That’s about the same as a 

standup comedian, if you think about it. The methods are very similar, and can be used to pretend to be 

a spiritual guru. The method also resembles the talent set of real clever salesmen (used car or 

otherwise). 



Those who cannot give an account of their background have none, and we must assume that Gold is 

simply using a bluff to pass himself off as a Gurdjieff teacher or successor. He is not as stupid as Ron 

Hubbard but not dissimilar but a lot cleverer and not subject to a similar exposure of fraud. But he 

appears to have some connection with the methods of black magic which he uses on his students under 

the rubric of implied consent. He specializes in short term snob job groups, followed by their breakup as 

the former students pass on, thence subject to the implied consent from the period contact. Beware of 

this man, he is dangerous via these methods, which are a version of the Sufi slave markets. Don’t wake 

up in you next life a slave to these Sufi occultists. 

Gold has given no data on any connection to any brand of Sufism, and has no control over the secret Sufi 

soul method, although he may know about it. 

 

Gold is incapable of telling the truth, has no teachings of any coherence, is a fast talker but a complete 

nonentity incapable of a spiritual teaching, and is a text book case of the dark side operator trying to 

invent new forms of evil, at the expense of his ‘students’. He is suspected of dangerous experiments, has 

the occult power of unconscious suggestion from a distance (who doesn’t) and is very deadly has he 

tries to invultuate unsuspecting victims. 

 

His rating at the net ratings site is evidence of the complete stupidity of the Osho sannyasin who set up 

this rating service. Many of the ratings are rigged by telepathic control of the web owner. 

 

NEVER give your consent to any operation or teaching method of Gold, and be wary of any hypnotic 

effects of his work or so-called teaching. Finally, his ‘monopoly’ game is a dangerous occult black 

magical operation that has destroyed dozens of promising students. 

 

This is the grotesque world of devils in action that Gurdjieff brought into existence and interlopers like 

Gold can exploit without the slightest relationship with any of the sources. 

 

With a dead guru sphere like that of Osho’s Sufi operators and figures like Gold can attempt to 

penetrate invisibly using occult suggestion. the whole teaching is liable to fall into the hands of people 

you will never meet. 

Gold is one of the suspects of the ‘three-way system of murder’ referred to here. Getting people to kill 

each other off is one of his games. 

Fortunately, it was fake… 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/cdp/member-

reviews/A7UMC95YCRGTS/ref=cr_cm_rdp_pdp_see_all?ie=UTF8&sort_by=MostRecentReview 



I have never considered myself ‘enlightened’ in the sense of ‘realization’, despite an actual effort some 

to cast me as such, so the post cited is misleading don’t panic. I am so shell shocked I can barely 

meditate for an hour, and at this point have no path at all. After Osho and Advaita, and suspicions about 

hidden djinns, the whole issue has collapsed. 

So, I could care less at this point. Too much meditation can land you a demon like Mara, with no redress 

or help from the ‘sangha’: they want you dead, a zombie makes a better fascist. So, tread with caution. 

And the cannibals are there, whispering from the dead zone’, ‘surrender your will’, Gurdjieff called it 

‘trogoautoegocrat’, ‘I eat ego-crats. Nice work, if you can get it. 

But the question is arising now, what do we mean by enlightenment? It has no real meaning anymore 

given the example of Osho, the Advaita counterpoint, etc… The whole new age movement has yet to 

clarify enlightenment. 

The path to enlightenment is very real, but the labels need a close check: it is all a mechanical turning in 

circles now. 

 

The point is that enlightenment experiences, I have had many, can be misleading, ripped off as 

‘energy’/Baraka, turned into a bad trip and the result is a bummer. But it can still be a higher state of 

awareness, big deal. I have learned the hard way that Sufi predators can target ‘Baraka’ enlightenment 

for rip-off, sending one spinning into a lower state, a sign ‘Baraka’ is a fake commodity. A complicated 

question. The recent bad trip was a dilly, but I will recover as usual, infuriating the ‘big shots’ trying to 

turn me into a warped former disciple. They failed, and their attacks have backfired and part of the 

public record. 

Buddhas are powerful force, but their strength is their weakness: invultuating a disciple for his own good 

is a dangerous game, and in most cases the victim has to be cast off as a derelict. Better to end this 

game and redefine the nature of the spiritual path. 

 

Invultuation is always dangerous: who is to stop a guru from taking the driver’s seat to destroy your 

life, or make you self-destruct? 

The Osho field is ambiguous. Virtually no one has realized at all…What’s really going on? 

 

I think ashrams of this size are always going to be a problem. 

 

Reading the Advaita materials i have to wonder if Buddhism itself wasn’t miscast with an ‘buddha an 

enlightenment experience’ confusion. The same seems the case with Osho. Gautama set people up for 

failure where his own life is a kind ‘public demo’ the disciple could never share. And it happened on cue 

in the Axial period, making one suspicious it was mechanical display, in some sense. 

 



  

  

The focus on ‘communism’ wasn’t the issue 

  I have often thought the attacks on me this year were about ‘communism’ as a promoted issue. But it 

isn’t true. If anything, this guru sphere hates simple democracy and autonomy far more. 

Gurus arrogate the ‘right’ because it is a form of power to override autonomy for master control, which 

is dangerous. Ultimately master control will destroy you so you must be vigilant from the first. At its 

best, the realm of gurus has honored autonomy, up to a point. But the war against freedom has made 

the whole game very dangerous, and very dangerous for dissenters. 

02.27.16 Review of ‘god conspiracy’ 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-

reviews/RB07PBQ700051/ref=cm_cr_pr_viewpnt?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0981834108#RB07PBQ700051 

 

    Thus, turns the wheel of the gods, in a round of Osho clichés. Before we had prophets of god, now we 

have prophets of no god, with a twist of Nietzsche lemon. It makes sense to rid religion of the dreary 

dogmas of theism, but the genius of Nietzsche found the devil’s clue to making secularists (atheists?) 

poor devils. Just as the brimstone preacher warned, these shamblers are headed downhill. They should 

soon repent. ‘God’ was once a ‘higher power’ beyond the caudillos of buddha dictatorships like those of 

Osho…Without ‘god’ you have no appeal against the tyranny of the buddhas. 

    The only way is beyond theism and atheism to some understanding of why monotheism arose in 

antiquity, as new agers foment the lost paganism of the ancients with the occult paganism of buddha 

gurus in their god realm. Osho wants to play in the majors here, but his buddhafield is a mediocre field 

of crypto-fascism and the rehash of mindfulness techniques. It is not clear if we are free of the god 

conspiracy, if there was one, and we are clearly not free of the guru/buddha conspiracy of the attack on 

autonomy and freedom. Was the Osho figure really enlightened? we are none the wiser as yet. Man is 

‘hypervaded’ at all points of space with an antinomial mysterious eck, god, void, or Kantian chewing 

gum. After a boring epoch of theists, we confront a boring epoch of atheists, and Osho is its prophet.  

Enlightenment, a disgusting nightmare 

And jerk off phonies like Osho don’t help. The dead buddhas who have lost their enlightenment cluster 

around sucker disciples on the death scene trying to trigger a juiced ‘enlightenment’ as energy to rip-off 

to satisfy their junkie tastes…the dead used up remains litter the astral plane… 

 02.26.16 Osho entity/ cahoots with the G entity: two sickening gangster vampires… 

Fight to free yourself from these already degenerated legacies lest they spread two mafias over the next 

centuries. 

Osho is a creepy maniac, Gurdjieff a plain gangster… 

 



A whole new form of path and teaching is necessary…. 

 

To protect yourself work ALONE along two paths: that of will and being. The racket consists of 

consuming disciples via ‘surrender of will’. I suspect the Osho entity was itself a victim. Who are the 

hidden mafia lords behind Osho or Gurdjieff? 

Was Jesus a Sufi gangster like Gurdjieff? 

? 

02.24.16 New Agers have inflicted an immense disservice on modern culture 

By bringing the guru racket into a global sphere from its localized Indian environment where it was 

contained (to be fair, the Buddhist sangha come first here as to globalization, and in principle the Jesus 

figure is a distant analog), new agers have perpetrated the agency of an immense and uncontrolled 

occult mafia whose action will victimize tens of thousands of innocent modernists who are not prepared 

to deal with gangsters concealed behind ‘holy exteriors’. The figure Anirvan, one of its Indic victims, and 

super suckers, actually got himself in trouble by his unwitting expose of the whole racket in all 

innocence portraying the ‘guru superman’ as above the law in the murder of disciples (evidently 

punishment for dissent without due process). 

 

It was Osho himself who exposed the connection of the Buddhist sangha with Nazism. The new age 

movement came to an end at that point, although like a chicken with its head cut off it will persist as a 

dead stream, especially given its financial gravy train potential. 

 

The whole question of the ‘path to enlightenment’ will have to be rescued from those who now control, 

and that is in any case another issue. The whole of Buddhism we should note, with its legacy of a 

founder, etc, was false from the start… 

 

more on this later… we need a stronger warning as to ‘rogue Sufis’… 

02.22.16 Right to murder challenged, the gurus resort to trying to get away with murder…guess 

whodunit… 

 

You can fill in the blanks… 

According to Anirvan you are supposed to praise the guru during the murder… 

02.21.16 The whole guru/sheik game is corrupt and needs to be abolished… 

I am getting the feeling the Osho sphere is sliding into guru corruption and naive seekers need to be 

warned to stay clear, and NEVER indulge in surrender games with these vultures. 



The Osho sphere is puzzling; it offers no refuge and seems part of the problem, rather than the solution. 

 

I think that the Osho sphere is dysfunctional in any case, and is certainly dangerous to me. I was lured 

into a queer proximity only to be attacked repeatedly… 

 

That’s the danger of being a guru: as you pass away you leave behind something other entities can take 

over and abuse for their occult purposes. 

 

Proceed alone. period. 

 

03.12.16 Amazon review 

I removed this review from Amazon: it was a moment of self-defense. It worked. I may put it back. 

It is actually a useful review, with some modifications… 

    Thus, turns the wheel of the gods, in a round of Osho clichés. Before we had prophets of god, now we 

have prophets of no god, with a twist of Nietzsche lemon. It makes sense to rid religion of the dreary 

dogmas of theism, but the genius of Nietzsche found the devil’s clue to making secularists (atheists?) 

poor devils. Just as the brimstone preacher warned, these shamblers are headed downhill. They should 

soon repent. ‘God’ was once a ‘higher power’ beyond the caudillos of buddha dictatorships like those of 

Osho…Without ‘god’ you have no appeal against the tyranny of the buddhas. 

    The only way is beyond theism and atheism to some understanding of why monotheism arose in 

antiquity, as new agers foment the lost paganism of the ancients with the occult paganism of buddha 

gurus in their god realm. Osho wants to play in the majors here, but his buddhafield is a mediocre field 

of crypto-fascism and the rehash of mindfulness techniques. It is not clear if we are free of the god 

conspiracy, if there was one, and we are clearly not free of the guru/buddha conspiracy of the attack on 

autonomy and freedom. Was the Osho figure really enlightened? we are none the wiser as yet. Man is 

‘hypervaded’ at all points of space with an antinomial mysterious eck, god, void, or Kantian chewing 

gum. After a boring epoch of theists we confront a boring epoch of atheists, and Osho is its prophet.  

 

Osho was one of the original sources of suggestion to write Debriefing Gurdjieffianity 

 Debriefing Gurdjieffianity: before I get murdered for disciple dissent I should point out that Osho was 

one of the original sources of suggestion to write this book, a project with a hoped or realization starting 

in the seventies… 

We can’t have a New Age movement with someone so extreme as Gurdjieff, a Rajneesh realized long 

long ago… 

Sannyasins should suggest moving on to Gurdjieff students, as did Osho/Rajneesh… 



03.09.16 /is-trump-a-fascist-Frankenstein-from-the-occult-right/ 

http://darwiniana.com/2016/03/09/is-trump-a-fascist-frankenstein-from-the-occult-right/ 

03.07.16 Debriefing Gurdjieffianity: now available on Kindle! 

Debriefing Gurdjieffianity: Struggles of the Black Magicians 

03.03.16 I have tricked this gurus into attempted murder…. 

Now you have to decide if you want to replace modern freedoms and rights with a dictatorship of the 

buddhas. You will reach enlightenment far sooner in a modern democracy without these buddha 

dictators… 

03.02.16 A living source… 

Check out Ozen Rajneesh, he has a lot of good videos. His energy is almost more the ‘buddha’ than the 

nervous wreck that was Osho near the end. Remember, Osho declared he was ‘beyond enlightenment’. 

You can end up a nervous wreck yourself and reach beyond enlightenment without ever having had any 

contact with the real thing… 

http://www.ozenrajneesh.com/ozenrajneesh/videos.html# 

A serious warning: steer clear of dead gurus 

Because I crossed a trip wire by running this blog and critiquing various gurus, now Osho, I have been 

introduced willy nilly to a remarkable display of the occult power of dead gurus. BEWARE. You can never 

be sure, first, that an interaction is a. simply subjective or b. that it is the action of a different entity 

using the dead image as a front…. 

But with Osho there is often a powerful presence that leads one to drop one’s guard. But a real buddha 

if he discovers abuse will attempt to correct the situation. That is why over time, the failure to do makes 

the third interpretation likely, c. the dead guru is using the entity trying to use it as a front as a front. 

I am suspicious of the malevolent aspect of the Osho entity now. In Osho’s favor I suspect the result of 

so many enemies destroying his Commune has generated a wrathful deity. Gautama after seeing his 

Sangha slaughtered by Hindus must be a precursor. But the solution is not fascist attacks on hapless 

moderns. It is ugly, and the fascists seeds planted are growing. You cannot get angry and try to impose 

surrender on modern mentalities who assume democratic rights and liberties. 

 

I am a special case, and have driven gurus to a state of revenge, but nonetheless the experience is an 

eye-opener. There is no safe ashram with a dead buddha in residence. Such entities have tremendous 

power, resort to vampiric theft of energies, can kill with impunity by inducing self-destructive behavior 

in the victim’s unconscious, and generally treat de-surrender as punishable by such types of harassment 

up to and including madness/suicide. The cover is perfect: the accuser is crazy, and how could a sacred 

(dead) buddha be such a horrid monster? etc… 

 



It may be that enlightened buddhas simply disappear and are replaced with demonic substitutes… So, at 

the best, the situation is very dangerous for those who are relative outsiders, people antagonistic to 

total surrender to a ghost, and/or who stumble on fascist or other tendencies. 

 

In a word, I recommend steering clear of figures like Osho, but especially figures like Gurdjieff, and any 

other dead guru. Approach with kowtow respect a few times by a friendly stranger, is OK. But don’t 

pursue a path with such. Read their books, up to a point, visit the core site, and then begone. If you 

must do the guru game do it with someone who is alive, and don’t sign your live away whatsoever. 

Surrender, forget it. The real thing will arise by another process and be real. 

 

The Gurdjieff realm is dangerous for the typical modern. ‘That’ detests liberals, thinks highly of slavery, 

wants a Django style cripple to say ‘Yesssur’. Over time the outright fascist character of such entities 

emerges, and their unseen connection to real reactionary plots, murders and the rest of it. 

To be a simple liberal and democrat is dangerous in the long term: you will undergo the ‘absolute 

obedience test’ and if you fail, you are dead. 

 

The whole game of gurus is dead at this point. And if Osho seems like an exception the truth will come 

out sooner or later. 

 

What are you going to do, wear the mala for the next two thousand years? I think the Poona ashram 

should contract to a memory place for a few visits. After that goodbye. But the current situation isn’t 

going to accept any of this. The whole game is too profitable and the traffic in beginning suckers also too 

profitable as sources of essence plunder, the great hidden snack racket of dead gurus….and no doubt 

the Sufis are even worse… 

 

You can witness here how the critique of Gurdjieff led to attempted ‘murder’, followed by the ‘three-

way system’ of murder as this blog began to expose new age fascism, and in particular’s Osho’s charge 

against Gautama. 

 

The spiritual war is very real, and no one can help you, and any reference to the astral plane is grounds 

for a straightjacket, so the situation goes critical very easily. 

 

Move on, as a sannyasin, I would say. This blog documents the madness arriving from dead gurus stirred 

up as a hornet’s nest by a simple demand for autonomy. The moral is the fate of most disciples is to be 

dead zombies in the ‘culture plan’ of dead gurus who are beyond any kind of ethical standard 



whatsoever. If as Osho alive claimed the Buddhists generated a Hitler out of pure hate, you have to 

realize you are missing something in Buddhist compassion. 

 

Oh yeah, right, you think I am crazy, and root for guru murder in the peanut gallery. 

  

03.01.16 I pledged to pull rank on the buddhas…easier than I thought If you can evade murderous 

scumbags calling themselves enlightened 

Behind their high-powered occultism they are idiots so it wasn’t hard… 

 

The whole guru game is skew and off message: these ghostly vampires hovering over their former 

ashrams have to murder dissent to keep the show on track… At that point, the whole game is shot. It 

belongs to the Axial Age period and is going to suffer the collision with modernity that Xtianity suffered. 

   

Reactionary Hindus prophesied Gautama’s movement would end up in hell…maybe they had a point… 

Time for the Buddhist remnant to disband reform around a completely new Buddhism… 

To be fair, the Dalai Lama is a dupe…How could such a vibrant movement as Gautama’s throw it all away 

to manufacture Nazis? 

and is the Osho entity drifting that way? 

03.15.16 Osho in august buddha majestic sees fit to help the G entity track down and murder RB 

Ouspensky 

Presumably for spiritual disobedience sometime in 1925. 

03.13.16 Artificially created diseases: the abuses of the gurus, and especially Sufis is so grotesque that 

the whole legacy is going to crash, and if not, we will make it crash…item: the implantation of the 

BDSM complex in the unconscious of unsuspecting individuals 

Let me reiterate the kind of things that cross the line: implantation of psychological diseases. An 

example is the implantation of the BDSM complex in the unconscious of unsuspecting individuals. The 

psychopaths who do these things (is Gold guilty here?) need to shock you out of the current guru 

sentimentality that has spread in the last generation, it is stupid and disgusting? 

  

Insane? once again a disclaimer…three-way system of murder convenient for Osho enemies… 

http://www.gurdjieff-con.net/2016/03/24/did-osho-produce-any-result/ 

Having just written Debriefing Gurdjieffianity I suppose anything I say about Osho is suspect… 

The overall spiritual war makes this whole discussion a hopeless muddle, nonetheless… 



  03.24.16 Did Osho produce any result? his commune is so second rate he must attack and attempt to 

kidnap /control pandits to rescue his disaster 

I think that the Osho commune is more or less finished, that the ‘Osho entity’ is a dangerous occult force 

with a hidden demonic, that is/has been entangled with sufistic and other confusions, is subject to 

takeover by hidden entities, and that the spiritual path indicated is very limited. Has it produced any 

successes? 

 

03.29.16 The guru game is a corrupt racket of spiritual cannibalism 

 

The system is run by hidden entities who ‘invest’ in ‘enlightened’ fronts who can fuel the business. 

 

The hidden history of Buddhism in its last phase was something horribly worse…Buddhism is dead…the 

Osho game is dead… 

 

Stay away from all spiritual paths with legacy histories. Create your own (to ensure doing it right, make it 

top quality) stealth path. Paths are games with concealed rules, a guru can change them at any time to 

his advantage. 

Or simply be aware in a stealth mode at all times: try… 

 

Sufis need not bother to gloat. Their game is even worse. lalala, such nice poetry from Rumi… 

04.30.16 We discover the catch to guru/sheikism: these folks kill people who don’t submit, and the 

regime they wish to enforce is corrupt… 

 

That about says it…and Gurdjieff/Osho are not the nice exceptions…. 

04.27.16 Stopping an ‘Osho religion’ in its tracks… 

 

We don’t need another form of ‘religious’ domination based on the Osho corpus, but that is what is 

underway behind the scenes, with the murder of dissent of those who suspect what is going on. The 

Gurdjieff equivalent is even more malevolent, but it has been exposed and is a cripple at this point, 

despite the huge market for Gurdjieff’s lies, and false/fake teachings, like the enneagram. 

 

In a religion, anyone who approaches enlightenment will have his wings clipped, be murdered or put 

back to sleep, save only a few public ‘success stories’. The record of Xtianity is clear: despite clear 



connections with Buddhism, the idea of the path to enlightenment was suppressed for millennia, as fake 

practices were promoted as mind control. The same became true of Buddhism, although it had at least 

some periods of real practice. But on the whole the average Buddhist was as controlled as the xtian or 

moslem (who had a world of Sufism so completely hidden in disinfo as to be invisible). Sufism was 

rapidly turned into a form of domination, as the Gurdjieff case makes obvious. 

Occult predation is already destroying the basis of Oshoism, and this ‘religion’ can’t even offer refuge to 

its own adherents, a pathetic swindle. 

04.23.16 Jesus was/is not your personal savior… 

As we discover the hidden malevolence of the Sufi/guru world the realm of the Jesus cult is going to 

collapse. Jesus was the symbol for an authoritarian system whose real character was concealed but we 

must now suspect the worst kind of abuses, and on a scale we can hardly imagine. At the same time 

Xtianity provided a kind of protection for whole populations, up to a point, but as we look backwards we 

can begin to see the real phenomenon for what it is, with a macrohistorical justification, relevant or not. 

But that era has passed now, and if someone like Gurdjieff speaks of ‘esoteric Xtianity’ then the truth is 

out. This was an outfit run by and for devils, with a limited public function of astral protection, up to a 

point. But like any large corporation the profit was elsewhere… 

  

Apologies, etc…this is not normal BUT…disrespect is your best weapon against vicious gurus… (but ass 

front and expletive deleted isn’t disrespectful enough) 

 

  

 

We are talking about extreme situations here, and they exist. The pampered disciples in the public 

proximity of a guru conceal a darker reality. And a majority of gurus are harmless. But the dangers are 

very real, and we must in shock wonder how many victims spread across the globe are suffering in 

ignorance of what even happened. 

 

Note some of the dangers here: you approach a guru, surrender, leave the proximity and are enslaved 

forever over many lives because you gave your consent. 

 

Surrender means 

you have no further say in your future 

have abandoned your future lives to some dead guru playing you like a videogame 

become a profitable source of ‘conscious energy production’ in a plantation of disciple slaves 

become a useful field of experiments to which surrender gave our consent 



can be sued for horrific ‘Baraka’ production using forms of torture, the ‘work’ a la Gurdjieff… 

this is a short list… 

the basic point is that ‘surrender of the will’ can be subject to interpretation by rules never made public 

to you in the moment of stupid humility. 

Go see Django Unchained to see what happens to ‘masters’ who control slaves… 

I must wonder at the endless permutations here…What grounds would you have for trust? Not the 

slightest warning was ever given…. It is sick, sadistic, corrupt, stupid, hellish…. 

 

  

Daily fuck you and ass front and expletive deleted to the Sufis, gurus, and a special dose for that 

expletive deleted the Dalai Lama…ditto Osho, Gurdjieff… 

 

 

I think we need to come to the point of a complete challenge to the institution of the guru. On a small 

scale, it is one thing. But in the large-scale format it is dangerous and the Osho commune is entering the 

danger zone. 

Figures like Gurdjieff and Sufis are dangerous, and we need to evacuate the New Age movement with a 

Reformation that can reinvent the subject. 

 

These gurus in one generation have corrupted an entire planet with an antiquated disease subject to 

potential fascism, and much else. 

 

I think Osho’s quiet announcement the ‘Buddhists’ were behind the Nazis was the beginning of the end 

of the New Age movement. Good riddance, it is time to create something better. 

 

YOU DON’T NEED THESE GURUS. People who can help will do so quietly and finished by taking people by 

the sleeve, before these big-time politician even get their pants on. The surrender of the will under 

unlimited conditions to such people is a calamity in motion, and will soon drive western men to a frenzy 

of revenge… 

   

Osho, Gurdjieff, astral plane cannibalism junkies, terminate the guru genre… 

unless you care to have an Aztec style sacrifice religion of blood…Gautama is laughing at his ‘new age’ 

replacements…but not for long… 



04.18.16 NO MORE GURUS. It’ll be a short war…Krishna will have to remember himself and fight 

The age of gurus is passing: too many freelance occultists are starting to find out what this bacchanal of 

‘enlightened ‘perverts’ is up to, and the whole game is going to end at the margins. 

 

You can’t bushwhack creative intellectuals, use occult torture to make them submit so they become jack 

in the box zombies for guru promo… 

Looking back on millennia of this horror, the time has come to move on. 

  

This situation makes no sense, unless…Osho driving me to dismantle Oshoism? 

 

I think the handwriting is on the wall: I have experienced the commune as a predatory x-way system of 

murder, an arcane concept for the obvious fact: the Commune is fucked. unsafe for beginners… 

 

Some solution needs to be found that is simple, safe, and practical… 

 

I have one solution: drop all spiritual paths at once, and then, after stealth considerations of options, 

adopt a series ‘path fronts’ with a spontaneous ‘all at once’ ‘path action’, like paying attention, or some 

spontaneous meditation. Next to this actual efforts to NOT live in the now, to study the surface ego, and 

give it a way of life. 

 

The great effort to live in the now is a fraud…that means the decision to have lunch is egoic samsara and 

may be an excuse for ego destruction by the dead master… 

 

You need a break at this point: demons make terrible gurus, but they can take over ashrams…. game 

over 

 

Most will not have my problems, but as a second birther in this racket I am speaking about your future 

probably, be advised, as the music stops you are an object in a larger system, not anyone on a path. 

The secular revolution, which is already confused, was a way to simply stop all paths, and let people 

have their own energies. The explosion of modernity shows the result. But the old ‘master game’ is 

returning to reenslave man and reap the profits of man as he is, a treasure of spiritual energies… 

04.01.16 The field of the guru racket needs to die, as Krishnamurti warned/and demanded… 



I think, in a set of contradictions, that while my original project of using Osho materials on the left has 

self-exposed, it remains a domain of consideration. I cede the ground to someone else, but don’t forget 

my warnings. 

 

You can’t surrender the ‘will’ to a guru, a point obvious at the start, but, now screamingly obvious, on 

the left and expect anything but disaster. 

 

Spiritual surrender is bullshit. and dangerous, and this blog records the danger with several cases of 

differing degrees of danger. You grant in principle to that entity an unopposed plunder of your core self. 

Fortunately, few gurus understand their own subject. 

This blog records almost three years of confusing attacks, from the Osho entity or the x-way system of 

murder. That’s the danger of surrender, especially with dead gurus: you can’t find out. 

 

People in public orgs have some protection: the deep sector can’t blow its cover. But already the realm 

of Sufism, Gurdjieff plus related entities, and Indic gurus/Buddhist etc have created a dangerous 

labyrinth. Why would anyone in his right mind consider it a spiritual duty to submit to these scumbags… 

05.13.16 Do most Buddhists end up soulless (anatta) dead zombies? the Buddhist model of Oshoism? 

the endless rebellion and breaking the wills of disciples 

Anatta has a corrupt occult possibility. The whole doctrine of anatta is a history of confusions. 

One of the problems I see here (reread this blog over the last two years and you’ll get the point) with 

the ‘Buddhist’/neo-Buddhist’ approach is that the buddha has to expend immense energy breaking the 

wills of his own followers. All creative types have to be reduced to obedience. It is an ugly process and I 

am going to make sure it fails here. 

It is counterproductive in the modern age, but that is just what these archaic Buddhists are aiming to do, 

cancel modernity and return man to the master/slave status. And the worst of it is that it becomes 

corrupt. The dead disciple can’t be enlightened, and his essential being is consumed as food. 

   

Tell that expletive deleted the Dalai Lama Buddhism stinks…dismantling Buddhism, …. 

I think all intelligent Buddhists should dismantle modern Gautama Buddhism and create a new 

independent brand based on the core elements of ‘Santana dharma’ 

The path of the bodhisattvas depends on trust. Since you can’t trust anyone here I would say it is the 

worst deal in the whole of religion. Why would you give up enlightenment forever? The creators here of 

this teaching (whose real sources we don’t know) could not have understood enlightenment… 

But their model was Gautama: as with Osho we ask was he really enlightened or just juiced up by a 

hidden source? 



 

05.12.16 Jim Buck reviews Debriefing Gurdjieffianity 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/review/R2OQDZ0IGIDKB6/ref=cm_cr_rdp_perm?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B01CNZJE5

G 

A beautiful review from Jim…thanks… 

05.11.16 A note to Jim Buck 

https://www.facebook.com/nemonemini?fref=ufi 

Jim Buck said he was going to review Debriefing Gurdjieffianity: I cautioned against it, but left it up to 

him. He has put up a review, which then disappeared… 

 

Here’s my comment at Facebook: As I cautioned, you should be wary here: the G entity is a deadly 

demonic…You don’t have to do this…I will make a note of this at the Gurdjieff Con 

 

It is up to Jim, and this post is simply to make a public note of the issue. The G entity would not likely 

attack two associated individuals, or a devoted Christian stranger, but it is good to be wary of these 

dead zones. This may be outside the Christian safe zone. 

 

It is good to read Tolkien, he got some things right in complete oblivious instinct: Gandalf warns Frodo of 

the moment when he comes to the attention of the Dark Lord. Silly? Be advised. 

 

The G entity had never heard of Jim Buck, now that changes…but these entities mostly require your 

consent to the action of a teacher, without it they are forced to black magic…with me they wouldn’t 

hesitate. They are out to murder me, with sweet Osho egging them on. 

05.10.16 Three dangerous magi and ‘three-way system of murder’ 

 

Three dangerous magi 

We have discussed this book several times here. The three-way system of murder is a variant of what’s 

coming down the pike for many in the devil’s triangle of Osho, Gurdjieff, and Crowley: you will never 

know what hit you as you create a child’s mud pie of these three different things, all of them prone to 

forms of astral plane murder… 

 

Note: Osho was not a magus… 



  

From Nisargadatta direction a wave on the ‘communism’ issue… 

I am often confused as to what degree the 3-wqy system of murder is an attack on my radicalizing views, 

and I think with Sufism it is clear that one is dealing with dangerous reactionaries. But the case with 

Indic spiritual politics is different. India had a clear socialist starting point, or points. Osho both 

supported and criticized that, warning about socialism. But his mysterious Communism: Zen Fire Zen 

Wind shows another perspective. 

I think times are changing: neo-liberal India with Hindutva rides a capitalist juggernaut that is alarming 

and dangerous in the era of our sudden realization of climate change: India might well sink the 

planet…next to China, the US…. 

 

The problem with Oshoism is that it is a dictatorship by an ambiguous ghost, a completely obscure entity 

owned by a single buddha. 

Advaita, despite its embedded Hindu character, is in principle absolutely independent of all religions and 

gurus and probably existed in India since the Neolithic in some form of the primordial Shaivism that 

produced the mainline Indic ‘Santana dharma’. 

I would thus retract all my endorsements of Oshoism for leftists and suggest a generalized sense of the 

perspective Advaita offers. It is not absolutely independent of guruism, and yet the massive thicket of 

spiritual teachers polices itself, and even as I say this I feel once again a tug from the Nisargadatta 

direction: take a look here and then move on briskly from the Osho morass that has confused the guru 

as teacher and the guru as ‘master/dictator’. The latter to me is an abortion of the great tradition… 

 

Note: I keep making things public, and then lose them…The Nisargadatta connection, whatever it is, will 

soon be taken over by the ‘3way system of murder’. 

05.27.16 Tell that expletive deleted t the Dalai Lama that Buddhism is dead and to dismantle the 

fascist Tibetan Buddhism. 

Tibetan Buddhism is a toxic mix and a labyrinth in which so-called ‘bodhisattvas’ move along a treadmill 

of false spirituality serving the interests of other entities not dumb enough to make such a vow. 

the whole process should be dismissed and all such vows declared null and void. 

05.27.16 The guru game has a fatal flaw: few of the gurus/sheiks grasp spiritual psychology, a 

surprising discovery… 

http://darwiniana.com/2016/05/26/from-kant-to-advaita-and-back/ 

I think this gives a glimpse of what’s missing, which leaves the question: what is this ‘enlightenment’ 

displayed by Indic yogis (very rarely?) 



I think most gurus/buddhas are set up by a hidden entity who puts out ‘enlightenment’ on loan Faust 

style, leaving the vast majority in the lurch, and vulnerable to the exploitation of the whole gang of 

hidden operators… 

05.25.16 “Choiceless awareness” is the catch 22 of Buddhism/Oshoism/yoga/Advaita 

Choiceless awareness is the software flaw that leads to the wrong result. I suppose that that works well 

enough if you will it to be a method and you quietly do that, but in the context of a guru entity (dead) it 

is a beautiful trick to make you let down your suspicions and end up a meal. 

To neglect the factor of will is suspicious 

05.18.16 Are esoteric gurus/Sufis trying to stage mass murders to reap immense amounts of life 

energy (death energy)? 

 

http://www.gurdjieff-con.net/2016/03/21/adhyashanti-another-asshole-claiming-enlightenment-how-

about-some-clarification-on-climate-change/ 

 

…a moment’s paranoid suspicion that the guru world is going to do something EJ G-ld peddled/discussed 

as rumor/aside: the promotion of mass murder/genocide by esoteric dark side figures to reap the life 

energy (death energy) to reap a great windfall, or other agendas, e.g. the deluded belief that mass 

murder feeds the planet, a perverted Gaian horror. 

 

I comment on this because I have heard this discussed (by people in the Gurdjieff/Sufi world). 

 

It is a warning that strategies of murder pervade all these ‘spiritual’ domains from Sufism to the Indic, 

granting the latter actual has some benign paths… 

 

That’s why I got upset at Macpherson’s citation of an Indian guru. Be wary of these creepy gurus. They 

would just as well like to see humanity either die, or die in large numbers… 

Mysterious darshan 

http://nemonemini.info/2015/09/30/a-mysterious-darshan-httpwww-gurdjieff-con-net20101027full-

disclosure-on-rajneesh/ 

 

I have commented on this post at nemonemini.info several times here, but the confusion is hard to sort. 

This episode looks like a case of enlightenment in a guru field and I was under pressure to declare myself 

enlightened by the x entity, as propaganda. I resisted because it wasn’t an experience of enlightenment. 



I have attacked Gurdjieff who was right at least in one sense that there are a whole series of things 

round about ‘enlightenment’. 

 

Here’s the real story, which I had forgotten: the experience (or non-experience) was an illustration of 

the ‘will’ factor, hence its miraculous character. 

 

This goes back many years to the period after passing through the Gold circle (I was never a part of any 

of that, or of Sufism) I went through a period of multiple guru fields PLUS under the Gold influence a 

study of Crowley’s works. It was the beginning of the period of doubts about gurus, and there were a lot 

of them, the absolute worst being Da free John, that gross mess of a teacher and sordid vampire. I 

resolved to never use any part of Crowley’s magick, but did allow myself a reading of his books, and I 

read all of them (many at the NY public library), including the toxic and dangerous whatever it was 

grimoire of Abramelin the Mage, Crowley’s main text. I bought a copy of the book, tore out one page, 

and threw out the rest. I resolved to never perform this ritual, but to consider the issue of will about 

which occultists have no monopoly. Will and the question of gurus, renouncing both. This was a period 

where I finally gave up on Crowley and on gurus, and I recall in one episode walking across the Rockies 

from Boulder to small town fifty miles away where I go a job. It was a resolve to transcend the duality of 

guru’s and magical occultism. This was no small sacrifice since self-defense against a clear Crowleyan like 

Gold can lead to many temptations to equalize by studying black magic. Better to roll with the punches 

and let the karma being that of the perp. 

 

so, to make a long story short my approach to the Osho field via freight train triggered this earlier 

‘magical vow’ as the non-dual ‘will’ beyond ‘will’ and gurus. so, what was happening was the real effect 

of what Crowley pointed to in his Abramelin operation, but totally different. 

 

That is, this was an experience, or non-experience of the unseen action of the ‘will’, which I had had 

many times before. And which seems to be something beyond my ego or will, to say the least. It is the 

Sufi world of the miraculous, a deeper, yet lesser realm close to perhaps, but not enlightenment. So, this 

was quite different from interacting with a guru field, although that may have interacted with it. 

 

Please, do NOT EVER perform Crowley’s Abramelin ritual (it is not his). Stay away from the occult and  

Modernity and the passing away of Buddhism 

Buddhists seem to have an imperial demand that modernity satisfy their futurist wish, but the data of 

the eonic effect shows that it never repeats itself and instead we see the knowledge of Indian religion 

and Buddhism entering at around the time of Schopenhauer and Herder. Schopenhauer essentially 

recast the whole idea of a spiritual psychology in a new form. He was not a Buddhist. The mysterious 

wisdom of this is confirmed by our horrified discovery that Buddhists became involved in fascist 

implantations. They proceeded to the destruction of German culture. Small wonder history tries to 



move beyond Buddhism. We can see the same with Osho’s neo-Buddhism. It is entirely logical to try and 

restart something like Buddhism, but I don’t think it will happen. 

 

This essay haranguing ‘romantic Buddhism’ is part of the larger mentality. These German romantics 

were mostly feckless dreamers and poets, and I suspect this essay echoes an attempt to study the 

psychology of such to manufacture zombie fascists. Buddhist disembodied elements had the power to 

do that. We see in the Gold sphere the partial public revelation of a ‘Jewish Sufi’ effort to find out what 

that was about, and imitate it. 

These leaves out the issue of German occultism, the relationship of freemasonry and Rosicrucianism to 

Sufism, and much else. 

But the place of Germany in the eonic sequence was crucial and we see that Germany, next to other 

‘frontier sectors’ produce a tremendous series of innovations as part of the modern transition. to pick 

on the set of wildflower German romantics is almost ludicrous. 

 

The modern world needs to recycle Buddhism asap even as the remnants try to create a reactionary 

social and political body that will be a dangerous Svengali for all seekers who don’t suspect the nature of 

the game. 

06.09.16 Do disciples become slaves of the ‘master’? 

 It is fascinating that most new age seekers fail to see the irony in the terminology of gurus. It is 

not accident that gurus call themselves ‘masters’, and that the whole game is part of the 

‘master/slave’ legacy. 

And it is time that it stopped, and the deception was exposed.  

We see why the fascist strain arises in Buddhism: modernity has displaced it, and has abolished 

the ‘master/slave’ relation. Disciples should have autonomy, liberties, and rights. But the 

tradition was always covertly antagonistic to this. 

We see the hostility to modernity for what it is. And the verdict is clear: the guru game is 

reactionary game from the past.  

The resolution is easy, and we can see Osho slyly discussing it, dishonestly: he distinguishes 

teachers and masters, denigrating the former. The ‘guru’ should be a teacher, but he is out of 

bounds to be a ‘master’. In fact, the tradition was long ago corrupted and Osho didn’t try to 

correct it here because he was ambitious (he was an amateur student of Nietzsche, gosh) to create 

an authoritarian movement… 

  

Early Buddhism: the mystery remains, before Buddhism turned into Lamaism in the Tibetan lama 

racket (and it was no accident the Buddhists picked a murdered like Milarepa to found a gangster 

tradition) 

http://www.gurdjieff-con.net/2016/06/09/do-disciples-become-slaves-of-the-master/


 

My original request was to get to some understanding of early Buddhism. It is elusive. My recent promo 

for Advaita is misleading: this blog for a long time discussed the ‘Buddhist revolution’ of Bazaz whose 

work was scanned and uploaded here. But the battle of Buddhism and the neo-brahmins was a long 

time ago, long before the world of Tibetan Buddhism: the latter was a theocratic aristocracy and 

corrupted Buddhism totally. My query is to what happened to Buddhism in the later medieval period. I 

suspect the connection to buddha/Gautama was lost… 

 

I suspect it was no accident the Buddhists picked a murderer like Milarepa to work with. the revenge 

and viciousness had started. 

 

http://www.gurdjieff-con.net/2016/06/10/gurdjieff-and-the-issue-of-slavery-gurdjieff-tactics-to-create-

slaves/comment-page-1/#comment-97202 

 

I have made clear on this blog the dangers of committing to a Gurdjieff path: here are some of the tragic 

liabilities I have discovered: 

 

Gurdjieff is an ambiguous reactionary who has been exposed as partial to archaic slavery. Unless you 

care to be a slave disciple, stay away, and never agree to anything… even with a dead G 

 

His system is full of crap like the enneagram, etc…If you dissent on these you are in trouble as 

above…warnings; Sufis are stupid now and can’t seem to grasp that dogmatism about stupidities like the 

enneagram are grounds for steering clear altogether… 

 

The Gurdjieff world is dangerous: disciple in one life to start, you have no assurances you will be free in 

a next life, with no help in remembering your previous incarnation. that is DANGEROUS with 

unscrupulous black magicians like Gurdjieff… 

 

This list gets longer, but the above is enough to steer clear of that rogue…. dead or alive… 

  

The path of the bodhisattva is a swindle, beware… 

 

 



There is something cockeyed about the path of the bodhisattva: only someone very confused would ask 

anyone else to defer enlightenment. Enlightenment should be a natural state. To defer it is the road to 

psychic mechanization, leaving one open to exploitation…This path only works with trust, but that can’t 

be assumed for the Buddhist sangha, stretching over millennia and suspected of turning its cadre into 

zombies, fascists, and drone operatives… 

07.10.16 Evacuating the good people sucked into the Buddhist fascist zombie nightmare… 

previous post: This was the book NK promised to buy for this blog, but welshed: I am studying this run of 

Buddhist literature, very expensive, at Amazon. These books may or may not really explain the history. 

What they don’t explain is the hidden history which we have tried to unravel here. I fear it is very dark. 

 

Getting to the bottom of Buddhism is very difficult: Osho gave out one clue…the Buddhists (who?) 

entered the fascist stream in modern times and are behind Nazism, a stunning shocker. 

 

I think given the varieties of histories of early Buddhism that we can propose among others the ‘no 

buddha’ hypothesis…Gautama passed away quickly and was replace several times, viz/ with the coming 

of Mahayana. But what are the facts? 

 

We need a real new age movement to truncate Buddhism and start over without dictatorship 

guruism…Osho’s effort doesn’t foot the bill. Meanwhile Tibetan Buddhism needs to be scrapped. It is 

huge field of treasures, all of which to a close look is ‘costume jewelry’ fakery… 

07.12.16 Osho himself gave the warning about dead gurus, take it…and ditto for Gurdjieff and Sufis… 

 

We need a new approach to the whole question of a spiritual path. Advaita is a possible transient 

refuge, but I see problems already: this is controlled by the reactionary Hindu formations that warred 

with Buddhism. We see Shankara is a clear reactionary on caste. 

None of the Advaita gurus were able to detect the Aryan takeover of ‘Santana dharma’ and the 

distortions created, like Vedism…Buddhism stripped that all away, and created a vehicle for spiritual 

equality, supposedly. 

We have the whole text of Bazaz online here: what is its status? not a single scholar, at least in the West, 

can figure it out. Despite his confusions, Danielou probably points to hidden group that has figured it 

out. 

The revolution against Hinduism that Buddhism tried to effect and failed to complete needs to be done, 

preserving the real living core. Krishnamurti is helpful, but he is missing something too. Kundalini 

remains a mystery, for example. The path of Patanjali confronting Advaita suddenly looks like an illusion. 

Hatha Yoga is taking over the world, at least among women, but it is not really a spiritual path at all. 

Jainism, the Krishna legacy, remain obscure, at least to me. 



 

I have been badly fooled by the Osho gambit. I was warned two years ago to stay away from him as 

personally destructive, along with the G entity. Learn from that if you can. I think the Sufi world is the 

same, but worse: you never even see the ‘bad guys’. 

Keep in mind that few Sufis know of the ‘path of soul’ we have depicted. I discovered Osho wished to 

take control of my case, to experiment on that. The yogis must be jealous of this missing piece. They 

shouldn’t be. Stay away from it, but know of the rumor. 

 

I am baffled: all the Sufis I have met are criminals. And they detest me, an honest man. Be warned. 

 

The fascist rumor behind Trump remains that. I think some operators have egg on their face. Even a 

lowly figure such as I figured it out, sort of, and leaked the info, assuming it was right to start. Who are 

the real perps…? 

07.13.16 Toward post-Buddhism 

 

The key issue here is the change in age period and the collapse of the religions of the previous era, one 

reason so many new age gurus are so hostile to modernity. But it is a question of freeing history of 

ossified movements, not of rejecting a putative path to enlightenment. We need to consider the need to 

give the past a new future by adopting creative renewal. 

 

I think that Buddhism will suffer a fate similar to Jainism after Mahavir: the Jain legacy crystallized as an 

‘ism’ and a ‘religion’ and its great lines of teertankers cease. Buddhism may well suffer a similar fate. 

People like Osho capitalized on that to create a neo-Buddhism, but I think his effort will fail and end up 

like archaic Buddhism. Osho seems to have been unable to really pull it off and was clearly falling apart 

at the end: was he the victim of endless attacks from enemies/ 

 

The abuse of the situation by gurus who end up with too much power spells the end of both Hinduism 

and Buddhism, and we need something better than mindfulness movements to fill the void. 

  

Suddenly getting Gurdjieff’s number… 

 

Reading the Dramatic Universe, and then again the shorter Deeper Man, and trying to figure through 

the strangely confusing material of Bennett, it suddenly occurred to me that, in rough strokes, Bennett 

laid out Gurdjieff’s big secret, and in public. In rough strokes. There are aspects of Gurdjieff’s thinking 



that are obscurely and possibly not present in Bennett, the oulala crowd would insist here, without 

proof, and we may never decipher them (forget reading All and Everything: not a single commenter has 

ever deciphered that work) but we can put two and two together here suddenly realizing that the core is 

out in the open. 

First, Gurdjieff wasn’t smart enough to do what Bennett tried to do in the DU and DM (deeper man…) 

and the topic in question is Samkhya, and the strange version we find in Ouspensky, from Gurdjieff. He 

may have had a crib we don’t know about, but I don’t see anyone who has figured out Bennett. This 

wiseacred mess we find in Ouspensky nonetheless has some insights and it must be that some Sufi agent 

tried to reconstruct the Indian version, with embroidery. It could have been Gurdjieff. Or else there was 

always a deep source for Samkhya in some other tradition that somehow passed into India (I doubt the 

latter: I think Samkhya, yoga, and tantra are Indic legacies). 

But the point is that Bennett’s more complicated mess is likely to be superior in some respects to 

anything Gurdjieff thought. That doesn’t judge as such any forms of consciousness he developed with 

other methods. But I strongly doubt he reached any particularly high level of consciousness using 

Samkhya, which is a form of knowledge. 

 

Bennett’s stages of understanding are not clear, but after his break with Ouspensky he seems to have 

interacted with some other spiritual sources. Perhaps the demiurgic powers he later depicts, or some 

Sufi source mediating that. Bennett’s DU is a curious hodgepodge with a brilliant clue to the Samkhya, a 

borrowing from Schopenhauer, a confusion over Kant, and a strangely empiricist non-spiritual version of 

Samkhya with the noumenal/phenomenal stripped out. 

 

Deeper Man, DM, is clearly a cooked version of Samkhya: we have no real evidence this is the real thing, 

and we ambivalently are glad Bennett gave it the old college try and at the same time aware that he is 

very stilted and mechanical interpretation can’t be the real thing, but we have no idea what that was. 

But clearly however wrecked this must surely be superior to Gurdjieff’s ‘feeling muddle’ to the subject. 

We can suspect that while the nature of the ‘consciousness realization’ in Gurdjieff remains obscure, we 

suspect that it wasn’t ‘enlightenment’ or much better than a knowledgeable crib version of Samkhya. 

That can be powerful, but it is very limited in many ways. And yet the Bennett version, with multiple 

flaws takes over in a spontaneous and interesting version of Bennett’s own. The result is a curiously 

informative piece of junk. 

 

I think that while it is possible the whole set of this material was simply window dressing, the overall 

impression we get is that Gurdjieff took this seriously and we see that the law of seven and the law of 

three are simply ‘garbage in, garbage out’ versions of Samkhya in a new disguise. Not statement of these 

laws is present in Samkhya as far as I know. This game is also ancient, however, and looking at the 

doctrine of the Trinity we see an especially gross version of garbled Samkhya. 

 



I think that if Gurdjieff (and the Naqsbandis) were stupid enough to be taken in by the enneagram their 

knowledge of Samkhya must have been pretty poor porridge. 

Bennett heroically goes into overdrive and clarifies many things, but the influence of Whitehead has 

confused the discussion, and his idea of the will is a crippled Schopenhauer. 

 

We need to rescue Samkhya from Gurdjieff: some form needs to be public domain and safe to use. With 

Gurdjieff, we see the Sufi mafia is going to penetrate Xtianity with exoteric flypaper. 

Again, I think Gurdjieff believed some version of the Samkhya embroidered with some cosmological 

speculations, and that puts the subject at risk. A big rip-off of an ancient subject. 

 

I question whether either Bennett or Gurdjieff understood the ‘law of three’ and we can see that while 

Bennett made some progress there his account is confusing and opaque. 

 

So, we end with nothing, and it is no use saying Gurdjieff has some deeper understanding. He has half as 

smart as Bennett, and Bennett could barely decipher the subject. And you can’t say it will become clear 

with higher consciousness. It is a knowledge based discourse, and requires the right key to it as 

knowledge. But with Bennett we can get a rough sense of it. 

08.27.16 Debriefing the new age movement 

We need a new public sphere spiritual non-movement with no gurus, no guru authority, a study 

passage, not a surrender passage. 

We have no honest or reliable guides here. 

The path of enlightenment is under a cloud 

we cannot trust the accounts given 

we cannot find the correct information 

we are suspicious that ‘disciples’ are conned into a path of enlightenment in a dead/guru cult using 

them without their knowledge 

we cannot determine which methods worked in the past 

the path of Mahayana has totally confused everything 

Tibetan Buddhism looks to be a truly sick monstrosity 

we are informed by Osho of the malevolent dark side of Buddhism 

we are learning by rumor of spiritual cannibalism, invultuation, soul murder… 

all the public figures are a bunch of idiots 



Xtianity is in full crash mode and we can’t determine any correct information about Jesus, the Christ or 

any of it 

the doctrine of the resurrection was the biggest fraud in the history of religion 

 

Islam is mysterious but clearly second-rate religion: we have no real grounds for calling either Jesus or 

Mohammed prophets of ‘god’ 

 

Advaita might be a debriefing instrument but it is controlled by a powerful hidden ‘mafia’ that controls 

the ‘real enlightenment’ (? a guess on my part) 

It goes on and on… 

 

09.05.16 

From Aryans to new agers, an irony… 

 

Posted in Uncategorized at 10:55 am 

 

Advaita is a peculiar state of affairs: it seems to represent a wrecked version of the original Santana 

dharma. Perhaps the ruling Aryans confronting the older legacy were like new agers now confronting 

the Indic tradition. Just as with the Aryans so with the new agers a superficial but technically potential 

free handout is given to outsiders while the real secret tradition continues in secret. The Aryans created 

what new agers are creating now, their own tradition and teachers. That is a reminder that by and large 

the Hindu legacy is a ripped off version of the original and dressed up in a lot Aryan lore which has 

totally confused everything, especially with the horrific invention of caste. 

 

Hinduism cannot continue in this form. 

 

But Advaita is a useful archaeological/historical artifact, although it is unclear if any of its western 

exemplars have achieved so-called ‘enlightenment’. Most likely none. Not for me to judge. In theory, 

there is no reason it can’t work. But something is missing. In fact, I think the real Indic tradition has 

never appeared in public. Like Hatha Yoga, but not quite so sterile, it is a form of psychological 

conditioning. 

 

Something can be rescued from this mess: the Hindus don’t own their own larger legacy. 



 

Permalink Comments · Edit  

The Buddhist ‘path to enlightenment’ is a fraud, and the same is true of neo-Buddhist Oshoism 

 

Posted in Uncategorized at 10:47 am 

 

The ‘path to enlightenment’ is a fraud, and is really several things at once. The deeper ‘enlightenment’ is 

an unknown process, but it never enters the realm even of quickie buddhas like Osho, let alone his 

disciples. 

 

The whole game needs to be rethought. 

09.18.16 We need a new spirituality for the modern world…Osho’s (et al.!) fascist switch of liberation 

for freedom 

 

We need a new spirituality for the modern world, one that learns from India but is free from the 

preposterous regime of gurus. This should especially refer to the attempts like Osho’s in imitation of 

Buddhism (and most of muddled Hinduism) to create large-scale movements that preach liberation but 

confiscate freedom behind the disguise of the ‘path of enlightenment’. 

The whole game has had a few good innings since the sixties new age movement, but the momentum of 

modernity is going to reassert itself and these classic movements will start to recede. 

 

We see the charming surface of buddha, osho (I won’t even consider that Hindu chauvinist Shankara), 

but the reality is a totalitarian movement that has virtually scrapped the chance of enlightenment. We 

see it in the totally bogus path of bodhisattvas that has crippled so many behind the celebrity of a few 

Mahayana saints. 

An ashram or sangha is a dictatorship run by a caudillo: that entity can’t allow real enlightenment or his 

control will dissolve. 

 

The new path starts with seeing that ‘ego’ is an illusion, but the only starting point for autonomous 

individuality, as a stand in for that essential will, but not subject to destruction in the name of 

enlightenment all too conveniently a cannibal game by the buddha so-called. 

 

Buddhism has a special history in the context of the Axial Age, and it was once a revolutionary path that 

aimed to liberate Hinduism from its corrupted cultural history. But that project failed and see now that 



Buddhism is a fascist horror that has outlived its time. Osho’s attempt to reset the process for a new 

cycle isn’t going to work. Osho the ghost would have to enforce a fascist discipline on his followers and 

wage a war against modernity. It is a giant waste of time, and we have seen the twentieth century 

attempt end in a Gotterdammerung. Let’s skip the replay… 

 

09.28.16 The catch with Bennett’s work: reciprocal maintenance 

 

The catch with Bennett’s work: reciprocal maintenance. Bennett was entangled in the Gurdjieff situation 

and that wrecked the integrity of his Samkhya, an Indic subject, with the hybridization with disparate 

elements. One of them is the idea of reciprocal maintenance. As with all other ideas of Gurdjieff this one 

is not to be trusted. What does it mean? I am unaware of any straight and clear definition. 

That is probably because its real meaning is that ‘the gods are cannibals and Gurdjieff is their prophet’. 

Man is a subject being used as cattle food for unknown higher powers, suspiciously fictitious that justify 

the activities of their intermediates. Man has no rights, no freedoms, should not be allowed democracy, 

must be kept asleep, and must pay taxes to occult powers… 

The idea of reciprocal maintenance is an undocumented, deliberately misleading teaching so-called with 

no other authority than that of Gurdjieff who lied constantly, never provided sources or documentation, 

wiseacred without stop, and leveraged everything for a ‘percentage take’ on all who blundered into his 

terrain. 

 

Bennett in his naivete embraced all of this and put it into the Dramatic Universe where, however, it is 

fairly marginal. But none of that appears in Samkhya, to say the least. And I think Bennett’s ‘demiurgic 

powers’ themselves protest his free gift of humanity to their dinner table. The demiurgic powers in 

reality are the stewards of evolutionary man and are the guardians of his essential nature, the source of 

his potential for freedom and the reconstituters of the lost democracies that litter history. The idea that 

they would prey on man as food is without evidence and contrary to every idea of the spiritual domain, 

which under Gurdjieff, Gold and other Sufis has become a mafia realm. 

However, it is still possible to reconstruct Samkhya along both traditional and Bennett lines (with a little 

Schopenhauer). We can simply set aside his other books and be clear that Gurdjieff is not the owner, 

master, or controlled of the Samkhya, whose legacy among Sufis is still unknown. 

 

In general, we must be very wary of all premodern ideas which have become corrupted in just this kind 

of way. The modern transition ditched all it and started over and while Schopenhauer couldn’t quite 

reinvent Advaita, he came close, but with a different conception. 

To be fair to Bennett, we need to reconstitute ancient legacies in the context of modernity and that is 

what he did. Everything in his Dramatic Universe proceeds from axioms sui generis with wholly 

modernist/scientific conceptions, with a hefty dose of Whitehead, etc… 



 

The doctrine of the Resurrection is a spurious falsehood maintained by Christian mass religious 

insanity…even Moslems were careful to expose it 

 

http://www.gurdjieff-con.net/2016/08/27/a-real-piece-of-shitresurrecting-jesus-embodying-the-spirit-

of-a-revolutionary-mystic-kindle-edition-by/comment-page-1/#comment-113086 

 

You can’t really create a hybrid of Christianity and some kind of post-Buddhist meditation path. You can 

do anything you want, of course, but the secular critique of Christianity has essentially won out. And in 

any case Indic paths were consistently wary of Christianity. To anyone but a Christian the doctrine of the 

Resurrection was incomprehensible. The only option at this point is to move past the doctrine either 

into a new Christianity or beyond it, probably the latter. 

Even Moslems refused to accept this doctrine. Adhyashanti is misguided in his effort to maintain this 

aspect of Christianity. It has no place in a practice of a path of meditation. To create a hybrid is 

something hidden Christian operators would more than love to do: it would neutralize the New Age 

movement and allow the trojan horse of spiritual authoritarianism in a Christian brand to enter the 

realm of yoga and Buddhism. Why worry, it shows that all these subjects are in decline as they reach the 

stage of eclectic hash. But Adhyashanti puts his reputation on the line with such a dubious stance. A 

pity. 

Be wary of Christianity: it will instantly block any path to enlightenment. The ragged fringe versions of 

that religion that are half secular don’t count. 

 

10.11.16 Gurus unable to create real culture… the scale visible in the ‘macro effect’ (World History and 

the Eonic Effect: WHEE) 

 

Despite the remarkable achievements of, say, medieval Japanese/Buddhist culture, the fact remains that 

the religions of Buddhism (Hinduism is a different case), Xtianity, Islam were unable to truly found 

cultural civilizations. Their sages, buddhas, prophets were still not at the level of action/will required to 

bring such large-scale civilizations. It is important to remember this when someone like Osho wants to 

replace modern society/government with something like the Commune as a dictatorship of the 

buddhas. In fact, it was obvious the Commune derailed almost at once. 

 

It is useful to study the historical model in WHEE carefully to see the scale of emergent civilizations. In 

that context, the appearance of Buddhism was a sub process connected with the Axial Age, or its 

immediate succession. Xtianity and Islam were middle era phenomena unaware of the correct scale of 

civilization. Even so Xtianity performed a series of cultural fixes on basic cultural givens, but it could not 

truly transform culture. The same is true of Islam. 



 

We can see the disastrous outcome of the refusal by Buddhists to accept modernity and the attempt to 

take over the new epoch with the elements of the old 

 

If Gurdjieff is any indication, the Sufis are even worse, and couldn’t create more than a mafia dominated 

nightmare. 

  

How could the sangha stage a fascist/Nazi movement? 

 

The charge of fascism against Buddhists makes no sense to outsiders and the result is that secular 

society is fooled completely. But the reality is not so complex. Mind control now visible in the Osho field 

merely makes apparent what was always the case: that some degree of rebirth control, total surrender 

as localized zombie reincarnates and a set of dupes in stages for each phase of the progress of fascism 

into Nazism. The legacy of total obedience made the operation much easier. It is important to study all 

these phases to see if the facts can be reconstructed… 

 

We have shown here how a dead guru entity can usurp the ‘place of real I’ and take control. Lucky if you 

even find out. 

The path of the bodhisattvas is a deception and should be scrapped…did Buddhism turn Japan in a 

field of Zen zombies? Zen what? 

The path of the bodhisattvas is a fraud and used to disguise the false promise of enlightenment behind a 

fake spiritual path. It is hard to imagine a bigger swindle: surrender your future until the end of time in 

exchange for nothing. As if a hoard of Buddhist monks who can’t reach enlightenment could help 

anyone on their path… 

It is the first stage of the zombie army creation. 

 

The action of Buddhism in the far east looks impressive on the surface, but its flowering in Japan was on 

the surface very beautiful the reality was the reduction of autonomous individuals to ‘Buddhist robots’ 

with no real spiritual potential We see the damage done in the sociology of Japan to this day. 

11.27.16 Dangers of Buddhism/Oshoism: evacuating dead zombie ‘religions’… 

 

The last year has brought home very clearly the dangers of the sangha/commune frameworks. I am sure 

the same criticism might apply to Hindu ashrams but the latter is a different situation despite the 

morass of the whole of Hinduism: a yogi can move alone outside of society without the compelling 

straightjacket of what Buddhism, and now Oshoism, try to do. Which is what? It looks like a path to 



enlightenment, but the reality is at most a token of that. You become a member of something, yield you 

autonomy, agree without agreeing to a fate decided by someone else. It is a very dangerous situation 

made worse when the ‘master’ dies… 

In Buddhism, the path of the bodhisattvas is clearly a warning sign: the whole game makes no sense but 

is a convenient way to keep seekers trapped. In the osho realm the evidence is there that ‘osho’ wasn’t 

who he presented himself as. I think the game is run by someone else now and the dangers of being a 

passive entity in that dark zone is great. Slip away at once. And if you aren’t the fascist type, begone fast. 

In a way osho created an escape avenue: the mala is oriented toward a living person. With a dead 

person that mala should be surrendered and discarded save as a momento. It is also clear in retrospect 

how artificial all that was: the whole game was nothing but a personality cult as a diffuse bhakti yoga. 

There was no real teaching beyond that: all those books are completely frustrating because they have 

no real message about the subjects treated instead redirecting attention to the cult personality. Look at 

the meditations: they are loose pieces of not much. Real zazen, say, is never really brought in, i.e. there 

is no real mediation. Dynamic and the other ‘meditations’ are just kiddie rides, to keep people 

interested and occupied. Not that that strategy was all wrong, as long as the whole game is trustworthy, 

but it is not. 

 

The whole game is in trouble now. Trying to promote fascist politicians won’t be forgiven. It was a stupid 

thing brewing over the past decades in the shadows of the new age movement. The whole movement is 

going to become rancid: a complete restart is necessary… 

It was always a deception to become a sannyasin in this form: who knew this implied loss of autonomy, 

submission to an absolute dictatorship, destruction of personal freedom, etc…The game gets rougher 

when played with dead ‘ghosts’, be warned… 

In Tibetan Buddhism, we see the empty shell of Buddhism in its terminal fallacy of the bodhisattva, that 

fiction of false compassion. Maybe I have misunderstood it, but I haven’t misunderstood how it became 

corruptible and corrupted: not what it seems… 

This is not the Kali yuga. It is actually a new era that will have to regenerate the real ‘Santana dharma’ in 

a new way for a new future. The whole baggage of the decayed game is in the way. 

 

I recommend slipping away, or, if the ‘it’ is aware of who you are and tries to return you to the sheep’s 

quarters, fight you way out. 

 

Again, I am no fan of Hinduism, but the path of the yogi shows out in the open what the real path is: 

renounce the world, move out into the forest and don’t come back. It is not about being a groupie in a 

cult. 

 

  



Spiritual powers beyond the realm of the buddhas/gurus 

  

J.G.Bennett had a sense of this, with his ‘demiurgic powers’. 

My criticisms of gurus is a dangerous path, but (beside the charming Nisargadatta and behind that the 

neutral Maharsi) there are ‘higher powers’ beyond the buddhas who can abuse mind control with 

relative impunity. 

I have tried to relabel this category in Enigma of the Axial Age, quid 

vide…https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/75650151/XML_DARW_GC_Axial/9780984702947_txt_Enig

ma_of_the_Axial_Age.pdf 

These entities are beyond the narrow perspective of the world of Indic authority and I think they are 

highly dubious of what’s going on in the new age movement’s abuses and now fascism… 

 

Unfortunately, these entities are remote and see human life in a microscopic mode unless they can find 

intermediaries (I think some Sufis have performed this task). But they are at a level where the path of 

enlightenment can be seen in a better perspective with a larger generalization. The grossly reactionary 

character of the whole new age game is exposed in such beings. 

Unfortunately, Bennett botched his depiction of demiurgic powers. They are not fans of Gurdjieff…I 

tried to change the terminology. But these entities are mysterious. You can’t communicate, pray or 

interact directly with them. But they beyond the Axial Age obsession of Buddhists and Hindus and have 

been a part of the tide of modernity and revolution, very radical…I have always suspected that the 

modern left (after the democratic revolution of the early modern, a different mode, cf. Enigma…) was 

jumpstarted by these demiurgic powers. Bennett clearly was driven slightly to the left btw… (not very 

far, however) …Check out also my Last and First Men. 

 

In any case, the whole Kali Yuga nonsense (and the Buddhist/Tibetan version) is a pack of nonsense, and 

evidence that Buddhism is sliding into oblivion… 

 

Anyway, hear the rumor: if you move beyond Buddhism and Oshoism (and the Hindu quicksand) there 

are higher powers that you just might be able to be observed possibly helped by. It is a dangerous 

situation but at least be aware of the pretentious closed world of authoritarian gurus. A whole 

generation of western seekers should repent of what they have created and move to repair the damage. 

Meanwhile the fascist game and dummies like Trump stand to indict the whole legacy as botched 

beyond repair… 

 

I think Ramana Maharsi is also highly critical of the whole game and has no investment in its future. It 

doesn’t have a future. Santana dharma needs a huge button reset. 



 

Get the rumor: ‘enlightenment’ is a tinkertoy: there are powers beyond these mannequin buddhas. 

 

02.22.17 Speaking in terms of the ‘master of masters’ 

 

The new age movement has created a monstrosity in the west as the ‘rules of the master game’ go 

unstated and leave an open field of naive victims to the spoils of guru occultism. It is a sad and sick 

outcome. Large scale formations like Buddhism, Oshoism are at risk of predatory actions on completely 

unsuspecting seekers. Fortunately, most guruism is fake, and perpetrated by idiots who are harmless, an 

ironic confusion to the whole question. 

 

Let’s make it clear on one point: the authoritarian guru has no claim on the life a so-called disciple. To 

think otherwise is to allow a form of barbarous antiquity into the future. Osho you would think is some 

sweet exception. He is not, and has spawned a crypto-fascist horror that will be infected with additional 

predators in service to the source gangster… 

 

Osho sannyasins and western Buddhists should simply go through a reformation to produce a new 

rendering of the classic ancient teaching, and be mindful of the very few exemplars, such as Ramana 

Maharsi who were not gurus and accepted no disciples, or money…in general the guru is the set of 

instructions inherited from the past and given to world renouncing yogis who work alone. Large scale 

religions of ‘meditation’ run by a guru have turned into monsters, and it is time the whole game passed 

away replaced by something real. 

 

Ironically, the problem suddenly became evident to Ouspensky who protested but ended up creating a 

profitable horror for tens of thousands of victims for Gurdjieff and his Sufi background. 

 

02.21.17 I am suggestibly promoted to Advaita guru…superfluous for a master of masters…if I accept I 

am going to crib notes from parsons YouTube videos… 

  

After being told I am a master of masters now they tell me I should be an ‘Advaita guru’. Whatever next. 

I have been near the new age movement for decades and never studied the subject til a year ago. I 

experienced enlightenment in 1974 doing TM mantra meditation, and then two more times studying 

cabala, and then the ‘dramatic universe’ text…those ‘experiences’ were profound but transient. I also 

explored the ‘null magus’ option of reading the complete works of Crowley and the Abramelin grimoire 

but NOT indulging in any ‘willed’ magic/black magic. The entanglement with osho in the eighties was 

actually a version of the ‘will manifest’ realizing the will as this sprang into action in proximity to a spirit 



field, who knows: a warning to stay clear of the osho field. my subsequent visit to the commune was 

confused and brief (I was as impelled to leave as to arrive) and realized in the subsequence that the 

whole commune was completely obscurely flawed. Later exposes have shown what some of the 

problems were. I was never a sannyasin in any case but the confusing material of Osho’s books 

distracted me for a long time. The Advaita path is thus a clarification and a debriefing, but this is too 

good to be true and I observe after reading fifteen Advaita books that few of its exemplars are 

‘enlightened’, whatever that means. But the material is one way to stand back and get something at 

least from a legacy that is not transparent and controlled by hidden master djinns, as I suspect… 

This is another attempt to set me up. 

OK, will do. since I have pulled rank on the buddhas as master of masters I can easily add the Advaita 

medal to a laden breast as a token. but I think that as a master of master though resigned it is 

superfluous to become a guru. No thanks. but one can do it ‘de facto’ on the fly, so watch out. 

 

I will continue studying the literature, try and root out the crooks and/or criminal angle and study the 

YouTube videos of Advaita hombres like Parsons, and maybe even Eckhart Tolle. If I can pull it off it 

might even be a source of incomes. Wow. 

 

Stay tuned…I will decide soon. debugging Advaita isn’t hard: the crook angle is easy, will explain later. 

imagine, nemo a guru. the parsons angle is neo-Advaita and that can make a good front for a real path 

kept hidden. The ass front and expletive deleted aspect is clearly evident in parsons, so the two modes 

are probably compatible… 

04.18.17 No, I am not a Sufi…whatever happened to the Sufi path of love, what a pill of crap…? 

 

Update: wrote another version, then advised to restore original here: 

 

Calling one a Sufi is the subtlest tactic of domination by the hidden mafia of ‘Sufis’ who also don’t call 

themselves Sufis, preying on the groupies and pious idiots suckered into the ‘path’. The Sufi path is so 

disinfo’d it is virtually impossible to proceed and those who make headway are in my experience 

psychopaths: all the Baraka was given to criminals, fascists, sadists, and reactionaries. I made it clear in 

the material at nemonemini.info that I was never included in any Sufi movement, group, or school 

although I navigated in proximity to the phony ‘school’ of EJ Gold whose work seems to have been a 

hidden Jewish supremacist attempt to ‘take over’ Sufism: his gentile followers were all suckers with the 

real stuff granted (in my experience) to outside Jews, the rest being dupes and cannon fodder/food for 

‘cannibals’. In any case I consider myself strangely fortunate and it may be no coincidence to have 

looked into Sufism from a good vantage point without any involvement. I got the message, not welcome 

(the son of a protest minister would be under suspicion of being an honest man). By accident I was in 

the right place at the right time to be in the ‘soul’ field generation, but the Sufis made sure I was to be 



deprived of that. I suspect that a fascist movement was being generated and I was obviously a kind of 

liberal and to be avoided. 

After that I have been the object of repeated attacks of black magic and attempted murders. 

 

The lesson here is to be wary of Sufis. Behind Sufism lies a deeper path than, say, Buddhism or Advaita, 

in the ‘path’ of the ‘will’, but you can work in that direction as well alone, if you can defeat your own 

ego, poor chance, but you will never find the source behind Sufism. Gurdjieff seems to have thought he 

found it, but his teaching is a complete hodgepodge…who knows… 

 

Warn beginners away from Sufism and move on with nothing. A path can be a liability, a trap to being 

turned into a workhorse with a collar, meditating to generate energy for vampires in the background. 

The path of will has been cluttered with an impostor, the Crowley nonsense. Whatever that was, it died 

with Crowley who seems not to have understood his own shenanigans. 

 

The path of the will is not about willpower, although that issue is important, of course, and must be a 

variant of the path of enlightenment. But the whole question is almost hopeless now, so cluttered with 

gangsters and rogue occultists. 

 

At some point the modern secular enlightenment is going to regenerate its own version of the 

‘enlightenment’ path (Schopenhauer in one stroke came close, but couldn’t quite make the last 

breakthrough) and his work shows the overall form and essence of any and all paths, a problem 

remaining that his version of the will in nature could be taken as metaphysical: strictly speaking the 

‘thing in itself’ is beyond knowledge’. 

 

I fear all the Sufi paths are sucker bets in an occult casino and if Gurdjieff is any indication the bigwigs 

are big devils. 

 

 

06.17.17 The dangers of the dead buddha zone: demand your autonomy in your true future…toward a 

new Buddhism beyond the tradition… 

 

The New Age movement has produced a hidden calamity for global culture in the transmission of the 

hidden mafia of gurus and buddhas as absolute authorities that demand your autonomy and future. 

Buddhism never indicates this, nor does Oshoism, whatever the case with the far more disparate Hindu 

morass. 



 

We should be sounding the warning here for a new generation and devise a Reformation of new age 

religions, and sound the warning of just how vicious these dead entities can be if you defy their 

authority. Be warned, and stop this global garbage dump of the fake Santana dharma destined to 

destroy so many unsuspecting seekers…The zombie fate is a real danger. A new approach is needed. 

 

Buddhism is in crisis. How could it be otherwise? You pledge allegiance to a mysterious figure from over 

two millennia ago and enter that field with little or no correct information and without realizing that you 

have surrendered all your rights, future and realization. Disaster. Fortunately, the larger field is so 

ragged that you can mostly slip away without any problem. But the core trusties are in danger, starting 

with the disastrous possibility that modern liberal views will be the object of attack by the authoritarian 

hidden fascism of the core…. 

 

Here, however, I think the ‘Gautama’ phenomenon is long gone, a disappearance in a kind of 

Gotterdammerung. The esoteric remnant is a malevolent cadre indeed, and I am not the first to warn… 

06.15.17 Beyond all spiritual paths…? can Gautama/ghosts be booted out of the sangha? can a sangha 

with a fascist legacy continue? throw the stupid osho mala into the sea or else replace the image with 

that of bugs bunny… 

 

If the Indian tradition is confused on the Gita, then I would say it is hopeless: a general 

reformation/posthistoric exit is needed. Narla’s book is a record of stupidity that makes the legacy of 

gurus impossible to believe in. And he throws some equal light on the problems with the Buddhist 

tradition where our previous take using Bazaz had thought about some kind of illusory Buddhist 

revolution. 

 

The issue of spiritual paths is subject to its own mechanization and exploitation. You must start from 

scratch at all levels and do everything for yourself, first establishing if your path of enlightenment has 

any meaning given the fact that virtual no one in history can get the issue straight. 

 

03.29.17 Buddhism has turned the path to enlightenment into a fraudulent racket… 

 

and Oshoism is not far behind… 

 

these systems posit the authority of the guru, demand surrender of autonomy, promise then deprive 

the potential of enlightenment and remainder the given ‘will’ as cannibal food the ‘buddha’ or an elite. 



The only solution is to step back, as what the path is, enter it alone and realize enlightenment if it exists 

beyond society and sangha/commune. 

 

There is no reason to ‘surrender the will’ to anyone. The ego is what it is and its destruction is simply an 

excuse for destruction of the disciple in the slaughter house of the corrupt buddhas. 

 

  

The end of history and the obsolescence of Buddhism/Oshoism…with a revolution required for 

reaching post-Hinduism… 

 

http://darwiniana.com/?s=end+of+history 

 

Our many discussions of the ‘end of history’ question are relevant to the new age ‘fascist’ world that 

wished to restore the master/slave game to the destruction of modernity. Is the osho commune a party 

to this? and the Buddhist sangha? these religions are obsolete…and the same must be said of Hinduism, 

despite its lack of a clear definition. 

 

03.26.17 In search of a refuge beyond cannibal guruism//Amazon.com: Schopenhauer and the Wild 

Years of Philosophy 

 

A new spirituality might find refuge from rogue Buddhists and hyaena Sufism via the realm of modern 

philosophy where Schopenhauer created a possible new foundation for something beyond and better 

than Advaita… 

It would also be possible to recast Bennett’s work in a post-gurdjieffian mode. everything is there for a 

conception founded in a context of science, if not itself science… 

 

    Schopenhauer and the Wild Years of Philosophy 

 

Source: Amazon.com: Schopenhauer and the Wild Years of Philosophy (9780674792760): Rüdiger 

Safranski, Ewald Osers: Books 

03.24.17 The osho entity attempts to murder suspected rivals…OK, how about ‘the virtual church of 

the holy brick’? self-defense against buddha vampires 

 



I find it hard to see how ‘that’ would find me a rival: a sign of ghostly paranoia and the ‘war of the 

buddhas’. But come to think of it, it is in fact appropriate to create a new path beyond what we see in 

the legacy…. 

Since I already speaking as a master of masters (ha ha) this is another hoax to get me to ‘play the game’. 

I am not a guru and don’t play this game… 

 

a first approach can be Last and First Men: 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=9780984702930-LFM_text.pdf: Preface cites the 

‘virtual church of the holy brick’…. 

 

we need a modern secular post-Buddhist, post-xtian, post-Islamic association of free men, autonomous 

with will freed from savior hype and buddha vampires…. will discuss further…. 

 

03.23.17 Most recent xml file of The Gurdjieff Con 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cwaunh37id9hry3/thegurdjieffcon.wordpress.2017-03-23.xml?dl=0 

 

  

  

03.07.17 The dangers of the osho commune: finding an exit strategy…the ‘osho’ entity will attempt 

murder for those who demand their freedom… 

 

be warned…we don’t need this movement and its persistence has already generated catastrophe…I 

can’t fully indict the perps but the suspicions here are gross and in any case, match several gangs of 

occult crime…. 

 

the path of enlightenment has no meaning in this context…. the ‘commune’ is a ridiculous sex club for 

dupes who were tricked into this movement…and given shoddy meditations that don’t work, as 

designed… 

 

04.19.17 No, I am not a Sufi. You wouldn’t let hackers sabotage your computer, don’t agree to let 

occultists hack your brain/soul… 

 



It must be a trick to get my guard down. I have made very clear my brief interaction with Sufis 

(nemonemini.info) and I have no contact or relationship with any such movement about which I have 

been extremely critical. Someone who naively enters the Sufi category can be the object of all sorts of 

unwanted black magic and I would advise steering completely clear of the whole game…The same for 

Gurdjieff and EJ Gold spheres. We have already challenged Oshoism/Buddhism as ‘zombie’ movements 

(the osho system barely underway and stoppable). 

Calling me a Sufi is the last laugh joke of a group that is in my experience a malevolent set of dark 

operators. There be all sorts of nice guy Sufis but I have never met any. 

 

04.18.17 No, I am not a Sufi…whatever happened to the Sufi path of love, what a pill of crap…? 

 

Posted in Uncategorized at 8:47 am 

 

Update: wrote another version, then advised to restore original here: 

 

Calling one a Sufi is the subtlest tactic of domination by the hidden mafia of ‘Sufis’ who also don’t call 

themselves Sufis, preying on the groupies and pious idiots suckered into the ‘path’. The Sufi path is so 

disinfo’d it is virtually impossible to proceed and those who make headway are in my experience 

psychopaths: all the Baraka was given to criminals, fascists, sadists, and reactionaries. I made it clear in 

the material at nemonemini.info that I was never included in any Sufi movement, group, or school 

although I navigated in proximity to the phony ‘school’ of EJ Gold whose work seems to have been a 

hidden Jewish supremacist attempt to ‘take over’ Sufism: his gentile followers were all suckers with the 

real stuff granted (in my experience) to outside Jews, the rest being dupes and cannon fodder/food for 

‘cannibals’. In any case I consider myself strangely fortunate and it may be no coincidence to have 

looked into Sufism from a good vantage point without any involvement. I got the message, not welcome 

(the son of a protest minister would be under suspicion of being an honest man). By accident I was in 

the right place at the right time to be in the ‘soul’ field generation, but the Sufis made sure I was to be 

deprived of that. I suspect that a fascist movement was being generated and I was obviously a kind of 

liberal and to be avoided. 

After that I have been the object of repeated attacks of black magic and attempted murders. 

 

The lesson here is to be wary of Sufis. Behind Sufism lies a deeper path than, say, Buddhism or Advaita, 

in the ‘path’ of the ‘will’, but you can work in that direction as well alone, if you can defeat your own 

ego, poor chance, but you will never find the source behind Sufism. Gurdjieff seems to have thought he 

found it, but his teaching is a complete hodgepodge…who knows… 

 



Warn beginners away from Sufism and move on with nothing. A path can be a liability, a trap to being 

turned into a workhorse with a collar, meditating to generate energy for vampires in the background. 

The path of will has been cluttered with an impostor, the Crowley nonsense. Whatever that was, it died 

with Crowley who seems not to have understood his own shenanigans. 

 

The path of the will is not about willpower, although that issue is important, of course, and must be a 

variant of the path of enlightenment. But the whole question is almost hopeless now, so cluttered with 

gangsters and rogue occultists. 

 

At some point the modern secular enlightenment is going to regenerate its own version of the 

‘enlightenment’ path (Schopenhauer in one stroke came close, but couldn’t quite make the last 

breakthrough) and his work shows the overall form and essence of any and all paths, a problem 

remaining that his version of the will in nature could be taken as metaphysical: strictly speaking the 

‘thing in itself’ is beyond knowledge’. 

 

I fear all the Sufi paths are sucker bets in an occult casino and if Gurdjieff is any indication the bigwigs 

are big devils. 

 

Review of some Sufi promo pornography by that idiot Seyyed Hossein Nasr 

 

Review of a Sufi promo pornography by that idiot Seyyed Hossein Nasr. These books make me want to 

puke…I read the complete works of Idries Shah decades ago, and have regretted tremendously being 

suckered by the whole Sufi morass of gangsters hiding behind the likes of this asshole author who knows 

nothing of what’s going on… 

Not a long review, had to stop to puke… 

 

Take it as a warning: NEVER trust the Sufi phenomenon, although a lot of harmless dupes proliferate 

here…and few are aware of the reality of figures like Gold and Gurdjieff… 

 

    

https://www.amazon.com/review/R3RF9297IX782U/ref=cm_cr_rdp_perm?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B000VMFDP

Y 

 

  The question of sufism is one of a deceptive series …, May 19, 2017 



  

 

      

    This review is from: The Garden of Truth: Knowledge, Love, and Action (Kindle Edition) 

    The question of Sufism is one of a deceptive series of ‘take a free look’ promos such as this one, 

disguising a sort of Sufi deep state of rogue operators, spiritual cannibals, occult black magicians plying a 

front of Islamic piety that is the mask of an ‘atheistic nihilism’. The bluff is a considerable con, with a 

ragtag army of dupes eagerly self-styled as fakirs. Given texts such as this we must vigorously reminds 

seekers to come of the hidden mafia in the Sufi wasteland and enjoin the Islamic terrain to a secular 

debriefing of their outer and inner aspect with a warning of the trap of innocent conversions to a Sufi 

path. 

 

    Pass on nor join the Sufi in ignorant counterfeit: not all learn the secrets of the path… 

 

Schopenhauer’s Compass. An Introduction to Schopenhauer’s Philosophy and its Origins: Urs App 

 

superb book on Schopenhauer and Asian philosophy… 

 

Source: Schopenhauer’s Compass. An Introduction to Schopenhauer’s Philosophy and its Origins: Urs 

App: 9783906000039: Amazon.com: Books 

 

An Amazon review: 

 

    Excellent and almost indispensable text on Schopenhauer’s interest in Indic thought. I had been 

intuiting a connection with classic Advaita in the current New Age scene but found this book has 

traveled this route already, all well and good. In this regard, and in a strange irony that great 

philosopher created a matrix for the re-foundation of much of the confused Advaita now so fashionably 

current (but which has an aspect of profundity missing in modern and occidental monotheism. But 

another irony here is that the key or keys provided began to drive me beyond Schopenhauerian versions 

of Advaita and in fact Schopenhauer himself with a question about the issue of ‘will’, the ‘will in nature’ 

and the unnoted relationship to the legacy of Samkhya whose interpretation is a longstanding mystery 

unwittingly explored by Schopenhauer and more directly by the later Sufi thinker J.G.Bennett whose 

reconstruction of Samkhya from a Sufi version (??, via Gurdjieff) echoes the issue of ‘will’ in terms of the 

gunas as triads. This echo is at first obscure but it suggests that the theme of liberation of the will is only 

one half of the story: there is a broader spectrum of ‘paths’ that can realize the will as the True Self of 



man, a very dangerous statement subject to misunderstanding and no doubt instantly rejected by the 

gurus of Indic paths. But the path to enlightenment and the realization of will are two cousin aspects of 

a larger spiritual domain of discourse, however fruitless more searches in this realm might be. But the 

‘surrender of will’ is a possible feast of occult cannibals in corrupted versions of the whole game, 

Gurdjieff’s trogoautoegocrat. Paranoia and a distortion of the path to enlightenment? In any case 

Schopenhauer seems to straddle multiple paths and this remarkable book is of great value for students 

of classic traditions which constantly scramble noumenal (a term Schopenhauer didn’t like) and 

phenomenal aspects in their discourses.  

 

Permalink Comments  

05.17.17 

Buddhism can be as violent as any other religion | Aeon Essays 

 

Posted in Uncategorized at 7:22 am 

 

Source: Buddhism can be as violent as any other religion | Aeon Essays 

 

Permalink Comments  

05.12.17 

Dangers of Buddhism/Oshoism: will you surrender your freedom to a buddha gangster? 

 

Posted in Uncategorized at 7:17 am 

 

I have come to see more clearly the dangers of committing to Buddhism or becoming a sannyasin. In 

these movements, you do not realize you are surrendering your freedom and that can be dangerous…. 

 

I strongly recommend staying away from these movements and considering a very careful program of 

study to start. The realm of the bodhisattva is completely treacherous and a swindle of opportunity, and 

worse a con to keep people subject without awareness. 

The Osho gang is already corrupt and is going to start to exploit newcomers. The rich field of suckers in 

this movement are an open invitation to all sorts of mischief. 

 

You must reclaim your will, your future lives and declare yourself out of the whole phony commune. T 



 6.29.17 

Dalai Lama visits San Diego: US Pivot to Asia cloaked in spirituality – World Socialist Web Site 

 

Posted in Uncategorized at 7:34 am 

 

    The Dalai Lama travels the world stoking anti-Chinese and anti-communist sentiment under the 

banner of “peace and compassion.” 

 

Source: Dalai Lama visits San Diego: US Pivot to Asia cloaked in spirituality – World Socialist Web Site 

 

Permalink Comments  

06.26.17 

Future Shock: Imagining India 

 

Posted in Uncategorized at 6:58 am 

 

Source: Future Shock: Imagining India 

 

Permalink Comments  

06.17.17 The dangers of the dead buddha zone: demand your autonomy in your true future…toward a 

new Buddhism beyond the tradition… 

 

The New Age movement has produced a hidden calamity for global culture in the transmission of the 

hidden mafia of gurus and buddhas as absolute authorities that demand your autonomy and future. 

Buddhism never indicates this, nor does Oshoism, whatever the case with the far more disparate Hindu 

morass. 

 

We should be sounding the warning here for a new generation and devise a Reformation of new age 

religions, and sound the warning of just how vicious these dead entities can be if you defy their 

authority. Be warned, and stop this global garbage dump of the fake Santana dharma destined to 

destroy so many unsuspecting seekers…The zombie fate is a real danger. A new approach is needed. 

 



Buddhism is in crisis. How could it be otherwise? You pledge allegiance to a mysterious figure from over 

two millennia ago and enter that field with little or no correct information and without realizing that you 

have surrendered all your rights, future and realization. Disaster. Fortunately, the larger field is so 

ragged that you can mostly slip away without any problem. But the core trusties are in danger, starting 

with the disastrous possibility that modern liberal views will be the object of attack by the authoritarian 

hidden fascism of the core…. 

 

Here, however, I think the ‘Gautama’ phenomenon is long gone, a disappearance in a kind of 

Gotterdammerung. The esoteric remnant is a malevolent cadre indeed, and I am not the first to warn… 

 

  

06.15.17 Beyond all spiritual paths…? can Gautama/ghosts be booted out of the sangha? can a sangha 

with a fascist legacy continue? throw the stupid osho mala into the sea or else replace the image with 

that of bugs bunny… 

 

If the Indian tradition is confused on the Gita, then I would say it is hopeless: a general 

reformation/posthistoric exit is needed. Narla’s book is a record of stupidity that makes the legacy of 

gurus impossible to believe in. And he throws some equal light on the problems with the Buddhist 

tradition where our previous take using Bazaz had thought about some kind of illusory Buddhist 

revolution. 

 

The issue of spiritual paths is subject to its own mechanization and exploitation. You must start from 

scratch at all levels and do everything for yourself, first establishing if your path of enlightenment has 

any meaning given the fact that virtual no one in history can get the issue straight. 

Narla’s The Truth about the Gita 

 

A short review of Narla’s book which I finally got around to reading… 

 

    This is an instant classic in the wake of another such book, Bazaz’s The Role of the Bhagavad Gita in 

Indian life. Narla’s book is a partial review and critique of Bazaz’s important work with a larger 

framework of discussion of the issues of both Hinduism and Buddhism. Although Narla’s secular 

humanism scores a lot of direct hits it is not always completely right on the questions of Indian 

spirituality, but overall its critique is utterly cogent and a lot of confused New Agers would do well to 

explore this vein. The Indian spiritual heritage is at risk in its current form and the fixation on the Gita is 

not the least of the problems. These questions are so complex that even most scholars fail to get 

anything straight. A competent guide such as Narla is essential to attempts to get the right information 

in the jungle of spiritual confusions here.  



 

  

06.06.17 Gold actually a whistleblower? post to be withdrawn…but take the warning about Sufism…. 

you are lucky to get a warning…. 

 

 

I stand by what I have said, but in the end it may also be true that Gold is a whistleblower using various 

outlets to expose Sufism…(here??) …. 

He is also protected with a ‘path of blame’ camouflage that makes everything total confusion…. 

 

I will therefore withdraw this post in a day or so. Make a copy if you wish…. 

 

06.06.17 A perspective on Gold as a ‘Jewish supremacist’ monopolist using black magic to mindfuck 

rivals and take over ‘Sufism’…? 

 

That’s a lurid title for this post but the issue of Gold is of almost tragic proportions, but the issue is not 

really ‘Sufism’, but, as with Gurdjieff, occultism, mind control and the Sufi slave markets, and spiritual 

cannibalism. 

06.04.17 Beyond the guru/sheik mafia: the ‘path’ requires ‘autonomy’ and the will to transcend will. 

Moving beyond the guru/sheik/Gautama/osho analog demonic spheres… 

 

The new age movement is a transient ‘reformation’ on its way to creating a secular version/versions 

beyond the corrupt and demonic possession of traditional legacies… 

 

As Bennett makes clear the spiritual nature of man is a construct of will/being/ and this can’t be 

resolved by surrender of identity to a guru, especially a dead guru. The path is never a function of such 

gurus who can at most play Mephistopheles with a dose of ‘consciousness’ at a stiff markup and the 

endgame of disciple/food consumption. The whole game is grotesque and needs to stop. 

 

The osho brand is especially pathetic with its ‘mala’, guru focus, endless books distracting attention and 

making ‘enlightenment’ impossible, and ultimate zombie/fascist outcome. It is a version of one and the 

same phenomenon in what is left of the Buddhist stream which is defunct. The Hindu spectrum is the 

source of this corruption but it is so diverse with such a huge field that one can slip through the net of 

the ‘djinn’s’ peddling ‘enlightenment…. 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Appendix 3 The Dramatic Universe  

            

   From Samkhya to Diamat  

  

J. G. Bennett and Samkhya 

One of the mysteries in the history of philosophy is the resemblance of the ancient Samkhya and 

dialectical materialism. An inspection of this resemblance is a caution to marxists about the significance 

of the dialectic and the confusion it creates. By the same token the dialectic shows the way issues of 

logic chronically impinge on the mystery of triadic logic. The solution to the ‘problem’ is a universal 

model of dyadic and triadic logics and a means to sort out the two in both subjects. That equates to 

rockets to the moon or hyperdrives in the degree of difficulty. We might recommend sidelining 

dialectical materialism as a research project and using standard dualistic logic on the order of ‘science’. 

But the resemblance can also be an introduction to a new form of universal materialism, one not 

connected to scientism.   

This is an ongoing and expanding attempt to briefly outline some of the ideas in J. G. Bennett’s classic 

New Age text, The Dramatic Universe, also a controversial work, in four volumes, appearing in the late 

fifties to early seventies. This book has so many problems that the appearance of endorsing should be 

called misleading.  But it is one of the very few works explicating in detail the whole scheme of Samkhya, 

a term never used: the whole subject is sui generis. It is filled with brilliant moments and misfires. A 

critique is important since the cultic milieu in which Bennett moved will suppress dissent on simple 

questions that have to be open to debate. This is in part the result of the background of the Gurdjieff 

movement with which Bennett was associated. The abuse of concepts for occult purposes must always 

be suspected. Perhaps something can be rescued from this morass. One irony is that Bennett’s brilliance 

put his new Samkhya before the grasp or reach of those who might exploit. The results should be 

subjected to scientific critique, and also a critique from the standpoint of parallel New Age perspectives.  

 The issues have considerable commentary in a parallel text, Enigma of the Axial Age. Bennett had a very 

curious view of world history and that is one of the major failures of the work. But he picked up the idea 

of a cyclical phasing in world history which he then preposterously entangled with the myths of the 

Great Year. The author’s World History and the Eonic Effect has a way past his confusion.   

Bennett’s work contains one way to demonstrate the derivation of Samkhya. This is therefore not a 

promotion of that work so much as a demonstration of the way dialectical materialism so strangely 

echoes that ancient legacy. (This statement echoes the original version of this essay which was a part of 

Toward a New Communist Manifesto). But Bennett’s brilliant and seminal work, which picked up and 

recast an unknown Sufi version of the Indian subject transmitted by the notorious figure Gurdjieff. It is 

possible the subject is really a nineteenth century concoction in some of its details. The value of Bennett 

is the way he started from scratch and created a thesis of his own that can stand challenges from 

contemporary science. Using this approach, it may be possible to extricate something from the 



confusion of Sufi/Gurdjeff appropriation of Samkhya (without acknowledgement). Gurus are probably 

unable to critique their own legacy of Samkhya and Bennett’s work suggests the reason why. Bennett’s 

work requires study of the theory of relativity and modern physics.   

It is curiously interesting that the materialism of the marxist left found a challenge, at the dawn of the 

Russian revolution no less, from the ancient materialism of Samkhya.  They should be cousin subject 

notwithstanding the reactionary anti-modernism of the New Age archaic legacies now being promoted 

in the Western public sphere. This issue is rendered irrelevant by Bennett’s work which produces a new 

and futuristic version of an ancient legacy.  Since he never mentions the ancient subject and recasts all 

its concepts the result is free of the occult dead hand monopoly that haunts so many ancient discourses. 

A greater problem is the sheer scale of what  

  

Bennett attempted and the need to be wary of shaky foundations in such a prodigious synthesis. The 

result should be broken down and reconstructed, and left to its metaphysical fate. But the overall effort 

suggests a revolutionary post-religious discourse for modernity that can enrich secularism and its Iron 

Cage. Bennett’s theory of time, in six-dimensions of space-time is both fascinating and in some fashion 

dubious.  

The issue of the dialectic is really one of Hegel. But Bennett created a new way to consider the issue in 

the contrast of dyadic triadic systems. We need to distinguish dyadic dialectic and triadic systems, the 

two being often confused, diodes and transistors are perfectly good dyadic and triadic systems: Bennett 

tried to create a general calculus of n-term systems, up to the dodecad, and the result clearly 

distinguishes ‘dialectic’ in two forms. It should be said at once that the general depiction of n-term 

systems up to the dodecad is as captivating as it is dubious. But we must suspect that Bennett created a 

perspective open to further mathematical elaboration.  

We should leave the dialectic, and dialectical materialsim to another book or discussion. Marxists might 

have better realized the occult sources of (triadic) dialectic in Hegel, influenced by various mystical 

traditions: that the dialectic is a descendant of the many genres here from the doctrines of the Trinity to 

figures such as Boehm might be a caution of the poor chances of success in a ‘materialist’ dialectic. But 

wait, Marx stumbled into something, why not a materialist dialectic? Bennett’s version is perhaps 

precisely that: a universal materialism, but the triads are elements of ‘will’ in a sense like that of 

Schopenhauer in a distinction of being, function and will: materiality is an aspect of being. 

Consciousness and materiality are thus a complementary unity, as fascinating exit from scientism in a 

universal material framework.  

 This Indic legacy filters through some mysterious Sufi version of the subject. The obscurity of Gurdjieff’s 

discussions in his wretched works is both deliberate and psychologically destructive since there is no 

way to determine the meaning of his versions without an external private or occult communication.  

The debate over materialism and idealism is false and tends to lead to confusion. A new modern 

entrant, transcendental idealism, threatens to overtake all other versions, and this should not be taken 

as such a stark opposite to materialism. Advaita, the rival antagonist to Samkhya, is perhaps actually a 

cousin. It is phony debate. Like two distant languages in a larger family both show suspicious 

resemblance and are finally the same subject. We don’t propose leftists adopt any of this. But it might 



help to put dialectical materialism in perspective as a very limited unwitting echo of this ancient legacy. 

Samkhya was an ancient materialist perspective that was appropriated by reactionaries and appears in 

the figure Gurdjieff as a rightist tactic to confuse modern leftist materialism.  

The Bennett book was flawed, but important, for various reasons, among them Bennett’s ambiguous 

adaptation of the 4D space-time metric to his extended reckoning with the six-dimensional model of the 

universe proposed by Ouspensky, in turn a model inherited from some nineteenth century source 

around the time of Abbott’s Flatland. The world of ‘spooky physics’ will have to take over here, but the 

bold assertion of the reality of two extra dimensions of time was an interesting train wreck in the realm 

of metaphysics. Let us take Bennett’s construct critically, but we might at least agree that the ‘timeless’ 

is a logical opposite in good standing, and beckons the student of time into uncharted waters, a field 

physics itself has now entered. The three dimensions of time, eternity, and hyparxis seem obscure, but 

in the next section our ‘new model of the universe’ unwittingly stumbles on the whole set in another 

way: the interaction of time/timelessness is hyparchic, as a discrete series of intervals that seem 

discontinuous. If this clue could be rescued from crackpot metaphysics much of the confusion of 

historical theory, religious apocalypticism, and much else could be cleared up.  

Bennett’s construct is as compelling as it is controversial: it is very hard to move beyond the space-time 

metric into a fifth and sixth dimension. But, as Bennett clearly knew, this had been done already done in 

rigorous physics research in the classic work of Kaluza-Klein. Later in the century, our ‘now’, the issue of 

dimensions beyond the Big Four became a staple of versions of string theory. The realm of current 

physics research has confirmed the question of higher dimensions, but not in the fashion of these 

nineteenth century ruminations. The issue is finally metaphysical and points to a timeless aspect that 

lurks behind human psychology. This is the great clue to the problem no one can solve of the soul or 

larger dimensionality of man. To see man as a larger that an entity in three dimensions might rescue 

psychology for a materialism/neuroscience done right. 

  

The audacity of this experiment in theory is founded with an error with respect to Kant and his 

categories: the influence of Whitehead appears to have made something of a realist of the spiritual 

seeker in the New Age Movements of the early twentieth century. What a muddle. We need to 

reintroduce the ‘noumenal’ aspect to the issues of the category ‘will’ that Bennett seems to take from 

Schopenhauer, on the way to a brilliant solution to the riddle of the ‘gunas’.  Marxists might not agree, 

and side with Bennett.  

The work is belied by the difficulties of dealing with such complicated entities with mathematical 

constructs, even those of advanced calculus such as tensor analysis: a space-time metric with eternity 

and hyparxis in tow is not exactly validated as science. I can’t completely deny the possibility of the 

space-time metric extended to six dimensions including eternity and hyparxis, but the intuition speaks 

to something here, and it is worth taking Bennett’s construct on provision due to its brilliant insights in 

train. The idea of the ‘eternal’ is a clue to human psychology and the hyparchic future is highly 

suggestive and seems to say something about the emergence of historical entities. Marxists might join 

the fun, and consider that ‘communism’ is hyparchic, awaiting them in the virtual future. 

One must defer momentarily to someone who had the knack of visualizing a hypersphere. And one must 

adopt as a dismal hypothesis, suspicion, one hasn’t understood his work, seeing levels in eternity is not a 



common talent. But Bennett often seems to suffer a similar plight. Bennett’s work makes one think of a 

Roadrunner cartoon. He takes off all at once in an exotic new direction as the Coyote is left in the dust. 

But much of the result is nonsense, overheating with ‘conscious’ energies that churn out fudge. But the 

overall core of the work has a set of potential solutions to the spiritual perplexity of modernity, if one 

can evade the dire kidnapping by rogue Sufis by whom Bennett was victimized.  

The results of this daring trial were illuminating, and introduced what was in reality a set of 

metaphysical concepts in Halloween math disguises, eternity and hyparxis. It all sort of makes sense, in 

the process triggering a remarkable visionary spell, a genuinely expansive view of the cosmos, before 

the construct falls back to earth to find refuge under the category of science fiction. The 

timeless/spaceless dimension is clearly touched on in non-local physics, more we should not say. This is 

an atavism that has resurfaced in the realm of the dialectical materialists, and the ancient Samkhya 

seems to seek a new future home.  

   There is one unfortunate confusion in Bennett’s work: his collation of material that he clearly got from 

some other source than Gurdjieff with what this author considered the unusable and speculative 

themes of supposed occult esotericism. One must be very careful to distinguish this work from Bennett’s 

other books which promote Sufi propaganda such as the doctrine of reciprocal maintenance, an arch-

reactionary imposter. We have elsewhere critiqued this other legacy and it is important to be wary of 

these shadowy figures in the background of Bennett’s life. Attempts might arise to say the true version 

is in some work of Gurdjieff. I doubt that and let me say at the onset that neither Bennett nor any Sufi 

has truly understood the keys to the whole subject, the so-called ‘law of three and seven’.  

The concept of a seven-term sequence and a triad are central to Bennett’s work, and originate in 

Samkhya or some relative, and appear to be influenced by something deeper than the sophistic sources 

he seems to use. This has been taken over by Sufis, and is an occult sophistry and exploitation in 

Gurdjieff. Feuerbach was only the beginning of the expose of ideas used to control man. Bennett in his 

original work was not a part of that. I fear no one really knows the original meaning of these constructs. 

The triads in Bennett never quite make sense and are placeholders, a severe caution on the whole 

effort. Such ideas have entered into concoctions such as the ‘enneagram’ and the whole subject is liable 

to mumbo-jumbo. It would seem that a useful discussion of Bennett might simply enjoy the ride through 

this exotic framework until the inevitable ‘crash and burn’ encounters the inevitable skeptical stance of 

‘science current’ as we know it now. The impression at many points of a work seeded by alien cone 

heads trying to communicate advanced superscience must be balanced with some strange blunders, 

notably the preposterous adoption of the cyclical lore of the Great Year to depict the background of 

evolutionary development. It is hard to believe that a superintelligent mind would be still stuck in the 

confusions or ur-astrology. This suggests that Bennett’s spiritual sources were quite human, all too 

human. Sufis, after all, have often hinted at this issue of alien contact. Bennett offered the real answer 

in his thinking about ‘demiurgic powers’, a subject discussed at length in the author’s Enigma of the 

Axial Age. 

These issues encounter a ‘dead halt’ in any case, due to the inability to advance properly into the realm 

of triadic logic. The author is a bit of a spoiler on this question, but the fact must be faced that the work 

advanced as the passage into a new and higher logic, exemplified in the ‘boy’s marble game’ of thinking 

in threes, has stalled at the point of beginner’s enthusiasm and never gotten much further. This would 

be grounds for dropping the whole subject if one wasn’t confronted with frequent almost unconscious 



moments of non-dual insight, almost without trying. The moment one tries to analyze the mind reverts 

to dual logic trying to do the ‘tertium organon’ with lame results. That is a reference to Ouspensky’s 

classic, that seems to linger on the threshold to the last page, without really resolving the enigma. 

Marxists have stumbled into this mysticism and may as well study its history.  All this said we see in 

Bennett’s work a unique and novel way to recast an ancient subject.  

Ironically, it might be of value to simply follow mechanically Bennett’s extravagant rendition of the triad 

in a unique cascade of levels and types of the triad. This tour de force hardly makes sense even as it 

gives form to the whole project of triads and seven term ‘rays of creation’, and it is clear that Bennett 

has finally put an ancient subject on paper, as a pile of dried wood, with a question mark. Mission 

accomplished in the sense of bringing to the modern world one version of the classic Samkhya that 

animates the background of the Gurdjieff movement. It is highly improbable these rogue Sufis ever 

understood the subject, and the work of Bennett breaks away into a new experiment, one flawed by his 

misunderstanding of Kant.  

It is thus very hard to know just how to deal with Bennett’s mysterious classic. We should be wary of the 

considerable amount of rubbish here. What we can do here is to outline a few of the key ideas, and 

make it clear that these are public domain ideas with no real connection to the new age cult of the 

Ouspensky/Gurdjieff schools. The Samkhya we suspect was already ancient by the time of the Buddha, 

and it appears to have suffered a corruption of its concepts and terminology. We have made an exotic 

claim: it is mutated parallel of the equally ancient Advaita. If Bennett’s version really uncovers some part 

of that mystery, that is worth the price of the book, save only that the version using Schopenhauer 

remains to be written. Let us outline a quick idea along those lines: 

The cosmos of materiality comprises the phenomenal aspect in a grand triad of the hyponomic, the 

autonomic, and the hypernomic. Or the realm of matter, life and... well, there’s the rub, the ‘spiritual’ 

now actually material. We suddenly see that there is a simple and elegant solution to the whole set of 

confusions. The hypernomic is the ‘spiritual’, now seen to be a higher materialism, while the noumenal 

as the real ‘spiritual’ is beyond all three levels, including the hypernomic, which we thought spiritual. 

Over and over Samkhya warns that the rise to spiritual planes is in reality a new form of the material (or 

prakriti), the basic point we have made via Bennett. Since the ‘will’ factor is likely to be noumenal, 

Bennett’s framework has a serious flaw, but we can use the results as is, up to a point. The above is a bit 

confusing, but can be filed for reference.  

Stand back, and we see another case of just what confounded us a few paragraphs back: right under our 

nose we see some unknown ancient and/ or alien supermind doctrine filtered through a limited Sufi 

medium.  We can therefore attempt to go over a few of the key concept frameworks of Bennett’s text, 

finesse the ‘triadic enigma’ with a simple description of the many probably controversial issues 

connected to that ‘lower mind attempt at thinking like a higher mind’. The first and last volumes 

especially are of interest on the level of a survey, on the way to some future age of man that can bring 

science to the study of more than physical reductionism. The author outlined a short book in three 

chapters and five sections each via a set of concepts and sections from the book, originally intended for 

eonic-effect.net, but was never completed but we can go through the scheme constructed in MS 

Publisher in 2008 at a quick step to understand the brilliant solution to the riddle of ancient Samkhya. 

This corresponds roughly to Volumes 1,2,4 only. We should introduce the third volume in a new section 

for this commentary.  



Let us move rapidly through a short sketch:  

Foundations of Natural Philosophy 

1.1 Consciousness, Life and the Categories Bennett’s system is based on a variant of Samkhya and 

assumes the materiality of everything. We should note the contrast of Advaita and Samkhya, and the 

failure of Bennett to stay with classical Samkhya: consciousness becomes an energy inside a larger 

material system. And consciousness becomes an aspect of man’s transition to homo sapiens. Both 

approaches are needed, in the hopeless muddle of the term ‘consciousness’. There are problems here 

but we can still use the overall sketch, as an historical note on the resemblance to ‘dialectical 

materialism’, a failed lesser model. Bennett’s Samkhya (never so named) deviates from the original. Best 

to have faith and avoid an ancient quarrel here: Advaita and (now scrambled) Samkhya are really the 

same subject, one in an idealist, the in a materialist framework.  

Life and consciousness are different things, with consciousness as a cosmic energy. The categories of 

Kant are rejected/replaced, a dubious procedure, and Bennett adopts a strange set of substitutes, but 

strangely interesting. His treatment will thus strip his treatment of will of its noumenal character... 

 1.2 Being, Function, Will Bennett has a useful new way to slice the pie: instead of material/spiritual we 

have a triad of being, function and will. But the rubric of ‘will’ is given a status in a triad, rather than in 

some distinction of the noumenal: the resemblance to Schopenhauer is remarkable, but this change is 

drastic. We can ignore this as we proceed, mindful to be wary of reduced Schopenhauer. But this 

exercise is useful to get past the ‘material/spiritual’ terminology.   

1.3 Time, Eternity, Hyparxis Bennett constructs a remarkable, perhaps now out of date (and perhaps 

always contradictory), geometry of space/ time extended via eternity and hyparxis in a six dimensional 

universe (after the fashion of Ouspensky and his nineteenth century sources. The ideas of eternity and 

hyparxis are more metaphysical than scientific and the space/time metric is not really open to a metric 

at all. But the gesture is evocative of the physics we now confront of non-locality and spooky physics.  

1.4 Hyponomic, Autonomic, Hypernomic worlds Bennett creates a useful new classification in the 

distinctions of material, living, and spiritual worlds. This triad of tetrads is a useful reminder that there is 

a ‘material/spiritual’ domain, as opposed to really spiritual one. It is evocative of Samkhya. The interest 

here is also the way Bennett puts man on the threshold of the hypernomic world, in the way he partakes 

of the ‘cosmic energy’ of ‘consciousness’ beyond the autonomic and the first rung of the hypernomic. 

This model is likely to suffer a set of problems but it is an interesting take on human evolution and the 

way in which homo sapiens enters a new realm of conscious energies. 

1.5 Cosmology: Stars, Planets, Biospheres The scheme of Samkhya enters once again (in some unknown 

Sufi version) in the form of a cascade of levels (supposedly seven). This no longer makes much sense in 

the cosmologies now current (a sign of its esoteric pretense): all galaxies galaxies stars 

planets/biospheres earth moon 

A great deal of nonsense has been written about this pastiche from unknown sources, grated onto 

Samkhya, but with Bennett it becomes a useful version of Schopenhauer in the sense that the ‘Will in 

Nature’ is closely related to the laws of cosmology (‘will’ and ‘laws’ are thus correlated) and we can see 

that the distinction of cosmic phenomena and life phenomena, normally lost to thought, clarifies the 

place of the cosmic bodies in...science? metaphysics.  But the six or seven term aspect is clear here from 



the redoubling of ‘gunas’ or triads:  3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96. It is worth studying commentaries on the 

concept of ‘Will’ in the philosopher to see how they diverge from psychological concepts and more 

closely resemble the ideas of ‘laws of nature’.  

One use is to caution theories of evolution: is life a phenomenon inside the domain of a 

planet/biosphere? Note that the planet ‘earth’ has ‘will’ but is not alive.... A very suggestive nexus of 

concepts... 

Foundations of Moral Philosophy  

Bennett’s moral thinking has no particular status save that anything is better than current science, and 

his overall outline is useful, in the way it connects to Samkhya: the ‘gunas’ become ‘triads of the will’, a 

stroke of genius in Samkhya re-interpretation.  

2.1 Facts and Values This is fairly standard... 

 2.2 Will and The Triads Bennett’s key insight is to cast the gunas of Samkhya as in the category of will. 

But his failure to maintain Schopenhauer’s distinction of the ‘thing in itself’ leaves will in an ambiguous 

status. In any case, the foundations for a complete derivation of Samkhya are possible. The last problem 

is the artificial character of the ‘law of three forces’, and its cliché version as affirming, denying, and 

reconciling. No full clarification of this is provided, and the resemblance to the dialectic is remarkable. 

2.3 Six Fundamental Laws These triads are ‘affirmative, denying/passive, reconciling’ or 1,2,3. These 

combine in numerous ways. 

By permuting the three types of force (and this isn’t force in known dynamical sense), A, D, R, Bennett 

produces six basic types: ADR, ARD, RAD, RDA, DAR, DRA,...and then ascribes to these some rather 

arbitrary names. But the overall idea is ingenious and suggestive. These ‘laws’ will then be a part of the 

cascade of cosmic laws at each of the seven levels, producing 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96 aspects of the triadic 

system.  

2.4 Self and Individuality Potentially the whole system is able to provide a new form of spiritual 

psychology with some powerful implications and distinctions, one of them being the nature of ‘self’ 

under the different levels: we can reach the ‘true self’ at the level of 24 laws, and individuality at the 

level of 12. This is too abstract for practical meditation, but the scheme, reviewed once in detail can help 

to clarify the nature of man’s real psychology. None of the religions of man have ever gotten straight 

this distinction of self, and individuality (at level 12). The paths of being and will are thus shown a 

concrete definitional line of argument.  

2.5 Materiality, Vitality, Deity There are two aspects in Bennett’s system:  

that of will, and that of being, and this spawns a parallel set of concepts in the realm of being.  

Skipping the third volume of The Dramatic Universe, we take up the fourth, for a quick look at his views 

of world history. WHEE is a far better system, and Bennett for reasons that are baffling sticks with the 

ancient idea of the cycles of the Great Year. This idea is very ancient, but it doesn’t work: the cycles fall 

out of sync with any reasonable sequence in history. But Bennett somehow ditches his own rubric and 

correctly takes the rise of the modern as a new era, and the period of 1848 as the onset of a ‘new age’.  



The question of ‘god’ disappears in Bennett, a closet Sufi ‘atheist’, and ‘god’ is defined as the third 

reconciling term in the cascade of triads, an ingenious notion indeed.  

Volume 3 

Volume 3 has an important discussion about the psychostatic, psychokinetic, and psychoteleios groups 

in human society.  But we can bypass this volume temporarily for this version of our essay. 

History and Evolution (the fourth Volume) ... 

  3.1 War with Time This speaks for itself, interesting set of ideas... 

3.2 Evolution, Life, Demiurge... 

3.3 The Advent of Mind 

3.4 Creativity and Man 

3.5  World History and Modernity 

We can do these as a set. The distinction of autonomic and hypernomic realms is useful for theories of 

history and evolution. One of the early critics of the darwinian theory of evolution, and also an early 

proponent of design arguments, Bennett’s view of evolution is nonetheless still relevant to a science 

viewpoint...Our interest is in the later evolution of man. Bennett’s work contains a remarkable take on 

the issue of spiritual powers in nature, or demiurgic powers. Life evolves under the scope of the 

hypernomic, and we see the influence of demiurgic powers on human evolution, taking homo sapiens to 

the stage of consciousness, and creativity. The idea of a ‘creative energy’ doesn’t quite make sense, but 

we see the point: man enters a new form of consciousness and mind and this is the point at which man 

exhibits the creative aspect we begin to see in the Paleolithic.  

The overall world history of Bennett is confused by its association with the idea of the Great Year, whose 

cycles fall out of sync with the overall pattern of world history. Bennett could think of no other way to 

suggest a cyclical history, but the result is the entry of astrological confusions, and Bennett should have 

known better.  

But Bennett’s better insight was to ignore this cyclicity in practice, and he is clearly aware of the Axial 

Age and modernity as successive epochs. The patterns of the Great Year simply don’t match the real 

pattern.  

One of the great ironies of this text is the way Bennett sneaks away from his own periodization and 

realizes that the onset of modernity, against all the prejudice and confusions of new age gurus and their 

muddle, has to be taken seriously as a new era in world history. This has made Bennett a heretic in new 

age lore and his view has been ignored completely. His depiction of modernity is very weak, but almost 

unbelievably at the very end he stumbles on the key insight that the period around 1848 signals a new 

era in world history, in a very close concordance with the scheme of WHEE. In addition, out of the blue 

he makes a reference to the birth of communism, as a key idea of the new era. We have discussed this 

in the author’s Last and First Men, and suggested what Bennett himself suspected, a contact with 

spiritual agencies beyond the sophistic agencies he appeared to be involved with. Whatever the case, he 

surprisingly breaks out of his periodization to get the right answer relative to the solution given in 



WHEE, a much better world history, which should be taken as a correction of Bennett’s outlandish use of 

astrological cycles, which have confused people for millennia.  

The solution to the problem of world history is to explain its curious cyclity, and Bennett stumbles on it, 

but can’t get it right. The view in WHEE uses a different form of model, and clearly demonstrates the 

epoch following the ‘Axial Age’ and the rise of modernity, and shows how the period around 1848 is 

much to the point.  

This now classic reconstruction of the classic Samkhya using the idea of Schopenhauer on the ‘Will’ in 

nature and the ideas of the gunas as triads of the will is a very brilliant piece of intellectual archaeology, 

worth the price of the book which is otherwise of dubious quality, and lost in all the other new age 

confusions in his four volume book. This scheme enabled Bennett in other works to try and illuminate 

the extraordinarily complex spiritual psychology of man and the rare moments when any of it comes to 

public attention. In another work it might be useful to consider the various types of spiritual psychology 

that Bennett outlined. but he the point for us here is to offer a caution to marxist proponents of 

dialectical materialism, who have so strangely stumbled via Hegel on a fragment of this ancient 

Samkhya. A future version that does justice to Schopenhauer and the thing in itself/ representation 

might be of value. Let us note that this might clarify some of the mystery in Bennett’s scheme: the 

phenomonal and the noumenal might thus be aspects of the hyponomic and hypernomic realms, with 

life in the fully phenomenal middle zone. This different take on Bennett would require a rewrite of the 

whole text but at this point the book is at best an archaeological site. But we should not forget again the 

key to Samkhya suggested. And the question remains, what practical use is this? It is, pace science, and 

even more monumental folly than dialectical materialism. Both groups must be onto something, we 

hope for the best for some future clarification. We waited 2400 years for Bennett’s clarification of 

Samkhya (in many ways Schopenhauer’s), so we should be patient. Many confronting nineteenth 

century materialism became very frustrated by its one-sided reductionism. A universal materialism if 

fine but its meaning it not to banish all the terms of abstract idealism such as are inevitable in the 

mathematical equations of physics. In the same way the concept of will, and this is not psychological 

‘will’, is the framework correspond to the laws of the lower level of physical objects. Just as physics must 

invoke the ideal domain of mathematics to do physics, so the ‘materialism’ of Samkhya must invoke the 

cascade of ‘gunas’ in seven levels of redoubling sets to buttress that fundamental perspective on the 

cosmos. The quarrel between Samkhya and Advaita, the original conflict of materialists and idealists, is a 

false one. No one has seen that Samkhya realizes the core of Advaita is a very simple way in its 

distinction of purusha and prakriti, or, in some formulations, the gunas and consciousness. It is not so far 

from Advaita as the parties to an any quarrel thought.  

That discussion must be taken up elsewhere. We have enough to suggest a simple way for marxist 

legacies to rescue their now dated materialism from disaster. We must scratch out heads in wonder that 

Engels sensed the answer but wandered into a swamp. The ‘dialectic’ would need a careful 

understanding of its three categories, permuted into the six forms that Bennett ingeniously proposed.  

This, then, scheme is of use because we can see that cosmic bodies can have will, but this not imply they 

are alive or have consciousness. We must remind readers of the elusive brilliance of Schopenhauer’s 

almost miraculous rediscovery of the core of Samkhya, oblivious to what he had done. We need to 

caution that ‘will’ is not the same as ‘will power’, and is a more general idea so deeply explored in his 

classic texts, the orphans of the Kantian revolution. It would seem to have been somewhat egregious to 



claim to have replaced Kant’s categories (which Schopenhauer simply scrapped for the sole category of 

the ‘causal’), but the exercise is useful nonetheless, and suggests a way to generalize the forms of logic 

to n-term systems, as in fact Bennett not only proposes but attempts to carry out. But his systems seem 

to become placeholders in the hypernomic, not surprising, since the ‘conscious, creative, unitive, and 

final twelfth category’ are attempts to name the nameless. In any case, the idea of n-term systems can 

allow mathematicians to review the material. We can see at once the distinction of ‘dyads’, and ‘triads’ 

and the way the dialectic confuses the two. A whole reconstruction of dialectical materialism might be 

of use in this light.  

The use of the term ‘consciousness’ in Bennett is in the legacy of confused jargon that has always 

muddled religious and new age thought. But it is of great interest to see the cosmic aspect of 

consciousness.  It begins to stumble into the Advaita emphasis on the ‘one’ as ‘consciousness’.  It is also 

helps to clarify the nature of the evolution of homo to homo sapiens.  

  

The stark emptiness of the cosmic space belies their mysterious aspect of generators of life and 

consciousness. This is more easily seen in the planetary aspect of the biosphere as a cosmic object in the 

context of the emergence of life on an ‘earth’ in a solar context.  

There are discussions of Bennett’s work in Enigma of the Axial Age that we can cite here. We need a 

much more extensive commentary of the development of Bennett’s system. But most readers are 

defeated by the complexity of his argument. The Table of Contents for DU alone is very confusing. There 

is a simple key: follow the stages of chapters inside the other categories and you will see his argument in 

fifty steps, or so.  

We will conclude here and upgrade the comments incrementally. We also include three sections from 

Enigma of the Axial Age. Bennett’s distinction of the hyponomic, autonomic and hypernomic realms is 

important and might lead to a new way to discuss the issues of religion, spirituality and science.  

We will adjourn here with a caution that Bennett’s DU is filled with dubious misfires and his take on 

history is notably confused. We have included a new way to consider this question, one that fits very 

easily into the kind of scheme Bennett attempted.  

  

   

 

    

                      


